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Introduction'6.1.2 111 

J INTRODUCTION. 
Tha Interprocess Communications System (IPCS) w.i written to provide a 

virtual machine upon which the Supervisory Control and Diagnostics System. 
(SCDS) for the Mirror Fusion Test Facility (HFTF) eould be built tlJ. The' 
hardware upon which the IPCS runs consists of nine minicomputers sharing. 
some common memory [21. 

Objectives of the IPCS 
The major objectives of the IPCS are: 
- Availability: the computer system must be available. Programs 

running on the IPCS should net be bound (unless desired) to physical 
processors. When physical processors fail, programs that were 
running on the fa'led processors should be able to be restarted on 
processors that are running. 

- Flexibility: new physical computers should be able to be adoed to the 
system and used without modification to programs already on the 
system. 

- Data throughput: this 1s beyond the scope of the user's manual but I? 
explained In References 1 and 6. 

- Provide a programming environment that 1s conducive to the production 
of error free programs. The author believes that it Is not enough to 
provide a system that allows programs to send messages to one 
another. A simple message passing system, like assembly language, 
provides the most flexibility but leaves the burden of good 
programming practice to the programmer. The IPCS, like Pascal, lias 
strict rules that help the programmer keep good programming practice. 
The IPCS rules that form processes into hierarchies and limit access 
to massages tend to show up run time errors when they oeeur, and 
cases debugging. 

This manual 1s for those who wish to write programs that run on the 
IPCS. Other manuals that may be of Interest concerning the IPCS are listed 
In the references. The reader may make best use of this manual by reading 
Sections II and III. while using the remaining sections for reference. 



( * ) 
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II MAJOR CONCEPTS 

Physical Machines 
Computer hardware that consists of a CPU, memory and peripherals and upon 
which programs can be run Is called a physical nachlne. Since a physical 
machine *• hardware, tt can fall. Physical machines are named In 
SCDSCONf-TYP (see section IV). 

Logical Machines 
A logical machine Is a collection of tasks that work together to 

produce * desired result. A logical nachlne nay he run on any physical 
machine (although because of I/O, differing CPU power, and loading factors, 
eff 1elet,I:'« "ay vary). 

The concept of logical machines allows us to simplify our thinking 
about processes that potentially could rjn on any physical Machine, The 
logical machine concept allows the processss that form the logical machines 
to ba independent of physical machines. The IPCS maps logical machines to 
physical machines via I logical to physical machine table In shared memory. 

The rules governing logical machines »'• as follows: 
- All members of a logical machine run on a single physical machine 

((.«., logical machines are mapped cnto physical machines). 
- A physical machine may run several lacteal machines, limited only by 

((-i phy»lcal capabilities. 
. Logical nachlnes may be moved from cne physical machine to another. 
Sin** all Members of a logical machine run on a single physical machine 

and sine:* the members have a common goal, logical machines are often chosen-
so that their members have a higher dtgree of Interaction between each-
other tP»" between other logical machlnts. The above tends to minimize-
lnter~-ppys*e*l machine communication and Increase efficiency. Logical 
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naehines for SCPS are defined In SCDSCONF.TYP. NETOPL Is tha logical 
machine on which the network operator runs. 

Execute Modules 
Execute module is the term used to describe any task that can be 

Initiated by the IPCS. An execute nodule must be established by the Task 
Establlsher Task <TET) before 1t can be executed (see Appendix 3) 13]. The 
main program of any execute module must be written In Pascal or assembly, 
language (but assembly language should not be necessary). The main Pascal 
program can then call IPCS procedures and other procedures written 1n 
Pascal, Fortran, or assembly. In this way. existing Fortran programs can 
be converted to execute modules by making then into subroutines called by a 
Pascal naln program. Drivers and user Interfaces eliminating the need for 
Pascal could be developed, but we have not found It necessary to use other 
languages. 

An execute module produced by TET exists as a file on disk until loaded 
and started by the IPCS. Reference to the execute module on the disk is by 
file descriptor <<volume>Kf 1lename>.TSK/<account>>. Reference to tha 
execute module In computer memory is by the following Pascal record: 

net—task Id-type • record Ctaskld in distributed system} 
tn : eharS 'taskname*; 
case machineujdnd : mac ninety pa of 

in-physical : (peach : physical-machine); 
m_loglcal : Clmaeh s logtcal_machina); 

end; 
Net_task_1d's definition is in SCOSCOHF.TYP. Since.it 1s desirable io 

bind some execute modules to physical machines (such as certain I/O 
servers) and other execute nodules te logical machines, the net task—Id 
allows us to specify execute nodules that exist on either physical or 
logical machines. 
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Execute modules are forated Into hierarchies. Any execute module nay 
start one or tiore execute nodules as subproeesses. The Initial execute 
nodule Is NETCTRLi all other execute nodules In the systen are descendants 
of NETCTRL. If a suoprocess blows up or terminates in an Irrit »nil way. 
i'» parent execute module Is notified. 

One subprocess of NETCTRL Is an execute nodule, MARKONEM, that handles 
requests from programs running 1n the timesharing CMTM1 environment which 
wish to be narked onto the IPCS. In this way, MTK users cap also use the 
IPCS by becoming subprocasses of HARKONEM. 

Mall 
Since much of the IPCS operation Is analogous to an efficient modern 

day postal system, we will use many postal terns and analogies to explain 
the IPCS. BlockJ of information that can be passed from one execute module 
to another arm called mail. 

An execute module that makes nail can control to whom the mall can be 
sent by specifying that the mall be created 1n (thus limiting It to) a 
specific postal zone. Mall that can be sent te any execute nodule on any 
machine is c-eated In a global postal zone (shared memory). Mall that can 
only be sent between members of a logical machine and Is not to be restored 
when the physical machine containing it falls, 1s created in a local postal 
zone (a physical machine's local common memory). Local zone mall 1s 
valuable to execute nodules, especially 1/0 servers, that are bojnd to a 
physical machine. 

All execute module activation and communication between execute nodules-
Is by way of m*11. The IPCS allows execute nodules to create three 
different kinds of mall In either postal zones 
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- Commands: used to activate other execute nodules and to pass start 
parameters (arguments) to them. 

- Data: used to return data to an execute module's parent or to send 
data to one or mora active execute modules. 

- Semaphores: used to control access to shared resources. Semaphores 
are not to be created casually. They are most often created by 
Systems controlling shared resources such as the IPCS and the 
distributed Data Base Management System (DBMS). Experience with the 
IPCS has shown that synchronization via command mall <s simpler and 
safer than using semaphores. 

Commands 
A command piece of mall 1s used to activate an execute module, pass 1i 

start parameters* and return status lor results!. A command is identified 
by a command 10 (CIO) and consists of three parts: an envelope, start 
parameters, and results. The envelope contains addressing and other 
Information. The start parameters consist of values that tell the called 
execute module what to do. The results consist of values being returned to 
the calling execute module. Start parameters are values and cannot be 
modified once the command 1s made] whereas results are variables and can be 
modified. 

The envelope contains the following information: 
- The net_task_ld of the execute module that currently has the command. 

The above execute module Is often called the owner of the command. 
- A set of access rights that the parent execute nodule grants to Its 

offspring. Access rights are defined In SCDSCONF.TVP. 
- Command ID of the parent execute module. 
- A commend class field that allows parents to classify their offspring 

so that when their offspring finish with the command and return It to-
the parent, the parent will be able to easily determine what to do 
with the command. 

- A restart option that tells the IPCS what should be done with an 
execute module's command if the physical machine running the execute ' 
module fal s. (The execute module must be run on a logical machine 
for this field to have effect.) 

* Command status which is set by an execute module's offspring before 
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returning the command to Its parent. Command status tells the parent 
tre degree of success the offspring had In executing the command. 

The above ftelds In a command envelope may be a:cessed by procedures 
described In Section IV 

An execute module receiving a command must know the Pascal type of the 
start parameters. The start parameters part of the command Is described by 
ca_KHKl type, la in. execute, module <.**«, Sample t*«cute Module,, *.oo*rvU* I K 
Em—emd_type describes all the different start parameters that the execute 
module may receive. Function EMCMDPT (see section IV) can be called by *n 

execute module to obtain • pointer to the start parameters. 
If results are expected by an execute module, they are defined In 

emd—results—type and can be accessed via a pointer obtained by CMDRESLT-
The start parameters part of a command Is set when the command is made 

!,nd Is read only. Some fields 1n the envelope may be changed via specific 
tall* to the IPCS. A subproces* started by a command may return status to 
the caller by setting the status field on the envelope or return results to 
the caller via SETRESLT or data ill! Examples of the above will be given 
In the tutorial section. 

Command mill Is made by either MAKFCMOE or MAKECrtO (section IV). 

Task Control 
When a command Is sent to an execute module that is not currently In 

memory, the IPCS loads and starts the exeeute module. The execute module 
then obtains the command and uses the Command ID In all transactions with 
the IPCS. If the execute module creates more mall. It Is created under the 
command that the execute module 's using. The current command and the 
execute module are called the parents of the new mall. Since mall can e>n1y 
be created under commands, a hierarchy of execute modules and their data 
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and semaphores can be kept In the mall, as Is shown In Figure 1- The. above, 
greatly a1d> debugging of systems containing many execute modules. 

A command nay be thought of as a goal for the execute module to 
accomplish. In order for the execute module to accomplish the goal. It may 
have to use the command to create new commands which activate subprocesses, 
each of which work toward a part of the major goal. When each subprocsss 
completes, it returns the command sent to it along with status (and maybe 
results) that indicates how the subprocess did In accomplishing its goal. 
After the command is returned to Its parent execute module, the command inay 
be deleted by the parent execute module. It Is Important to note that « 
command may only be deleted by the parent execute module, and that the 
parent execute module 1s the execute module that currently has the command 
that was used to create the subprocess's command. 

Data 
Data mall 1s used to communicate data from an execute module to its 

parent or from an execute module to one or more active execute modules. 
Data Is Identified by a data ID (DIO) and consists of two parts, en 

Ai4n»7ope and t Jetter. 77t» envelope contains data eJ*a*tfte*t16» ant) other 

Information while the letter contains the data. The envelope contains the 
following: 

- Command ID of the data mall's parent. 
- Data class field which allows the execute module that created the-

data mall to classify the mall. The execute module can use this 
field to determine what to do with a piece of data mil! when It 1s 
returned after having been sent to one or more execute modules. 
Execute.modules that receive mall can read the data class field but 
It defeats the whole purpose of the data class field for them to do 
so. 

The letter part of data mall contains the data and must be described by the 
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FIGURE 1. AN EXAMPLE HIERARCHY OF MAIL. FOUR EXECUTE MODULES s 

ARE ACTIVE ; NETOPL-NETCTRL ; SYSL:SYSCON ; SYS CONSOLE ; 
SYS: DBMS. 
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execute module receiving that data In em_data_type (see Sample Execute 
Module, appendix 1). 

Data mall Is made by procedures MAKDATAE or MAKEDATA. When an execute 
module wishes to mike data mall, the execute nodule specifies to MAKDATAE 
or MAKE DATA the current CID for which the execute module 1s running. The 
new data mall will be placed In the family tree as a descendant of the 
current CID. 

The letter part of data mall may be written or re-written b, the IPCS 
procedure, SETDATA, when it 1s executed by the parent execute module of the 
data nail (also see AddData). No other execute module may modify the 
letter part of the data mall. Examples of use of data mall Is given In 
Section III. 

Data mall differs from command mall In several Important respects. 
Data mall cannot be used to activate an execute module. Data mall can only 
be mailed to an execute module that already has a command. The destination 
specified In passing data mall 1s command ID (goes to the execute module 
associated with the specified CIO). 

The parent execute module of data mall may pass the data raal' to more 
than one execute module. This permits several execute modules to share 
data wtthout there having to be multiple copies of the data. After the 
parent has sent data mall to one or more execute modules, th«i IPCS prevents 
the parent from modifying or deleting the data. After each execute module 
Is done with the data, each execute module returns the data mall to the 
data mall's parent. The IPCS notifies the parent when alt execute nodules 
that have received the data have returned the data mall. The IPCS then 
will allow the parent execute module to again modify or delete the data. 
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Semaphores 
A semaphore piece of mail 1s used to control access to « shared 

resource among competing execute modules. Semaphores may be created by *ny 
execute module and are Identified by semaphore IDs (SEMIDsK The parent 
execute module of the semaphore Is responsible for communication of the 
SEMIO to the execute modules that will use the semaphore for access (this 
could be as simple as writing the SEM1D Into the data base where others 
could reference It). 

Most often semaphores are erected and remain for the life of the 
system. If a semaphore Is to exist only temporarily, then the parent 
execute module is responsible for deletion of the semaphore and making sure 
that, no execute module will attempt to use it after the semaphore 1s 
deleted. 

The operations an execute nodule may perform on a semaphore are the 
following! 

- PS: suspend the execute module until l~ Is the execute nodule's turn 
to rave exclusive access to the resource controlled by the semaphore. 

- PC: suspend the execute module until the resource Is not being used 
by an execute module that executed a PS operation. 

• V: release the execute module's access to the resource. 
Execute modules that do PS operations are often called writers because 

they need exclusive access to a resource. Execute modules tha*t 0*0 PC 
operations are often called readers Because they can have shared access to 
the resource with other readers. 

There are variations on the PS and PC calls, such as 'Grant me access 
If, and only if, the resource Is not in use at the time of the call.' The 
variations are discussed in the write ups on the PS and PC procedures In 
Section IV. 
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Postal Zone Rules 
As was stated earlier, mall car be created In either a global or local 

postal zone. Global mall Is the least restrictive. Slotil mall: 
- can be sent to any execute module on any machine. 
- Is generally not affected by physical machine failure. 
- commands can be used to create tlf-jf global or local zone mall. 

Local tna II Is the most restrictive. Local nail: 
- can only be sent between members of the same logical or physical 

machine* 
- 15 not recovered when the phystc»1 machine containing It falls. 
* commands cannot be used to create global zone mall. 

The greatest restriction caused by local mall Is that an execute module 
started by a local zona command cannot access the global cone. 

Events 
Webster's Dictionary m defines an event as fellows: Ce-. out * 

venire, come), 1. a happening; occurrence, especially an Important 
occurrence. 

Since the IPCS was written to support a control system, it 1s Important 
that the IPCS a Hex execute «odu\es to easily respond to events ll.t.i 
receipt of mall, I/O termination, time period elapse, power restoration, 
etc.). Execute modules that are quiescent until *n event occurs are called 
event-driven. 

Since most, if not all, execute modules are written in Pascal, it was 
necessary to find a method to make- Pascal programs event-driven. The IPCS 
accomplish* the above with the procedure WHEN. WHEN suspends the calling 
execute module until one of the events specified by the caller has 
occurred. At that tine, WHEN returns Information about the event to the 
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caller. 
The receipt of nail Is considered to be an event. All mall 1s received 

via a call to WHEN. WHEN also allows overlapping I/O by allowing an 
execute module te wait for 1/0 termination. 

A detailed description of WHEN can be found in section IV. Since WHEN 
is the fundamental primitive to allow Pascal urograms to be event-driven, 
WHEN operates at a fairly low level of abstraction. Users of the IPCS 
often call or Implement their own high level routines (which use WHEN) to 
Implement a higher level event set {such as valve closed, door opened* 
value changed In data base. etc.). The Implementation of a high level 
synchronization routine with proper choice of event set can greatly 
simplify the implementation of event-driven execute modules. 

The tasks that make up the IPCS do not themselves use WHEN but another 
even lower level routine called WAIT. Users of the IPCS normally do not 
need to know about or use procedure WAIT. 

i 

Ma 11boxes 
Hal! Is passed between execute modules via a system of mailboxes. Each 

execute module has one mam mailbox (called the task queue in OS/32 
operating system 1tterature (S31 where all mall and event notification Is 
received. When an execute module calls WHEN to wait for an event, mall 1ft 
the main mailbox 1s sorted in the order received into mailboxes for each 
event kind via procedure HNTQE {see Figure 2). The main mailbox is created 
at execute module TET time and 1s defined In TASKO.0BJ. If the default 
main mailbox Is not large enough, the Implementor of an execute module can 
obtain a copy of TASKQ.CAL and modify It to suit. The main mailbox should 
be large enough to hold all events that could occur between calls that sort 
the main mailbox Into the event mailboxes. 



MAIN 
MAILBOX 

/ TASK \ 
U U E U E / 

MAILBOX 
/ TASK \ 
U U E U E / 

TIMER I/O NEW- RETURNED-
DONE DONE COMMAND COMMAND 

(QUEUE) (QUEUE) /LINKED\ 
\ LIST } 

/LINKEO\ 
\ LIST / 

POWER-
RESTORED 

(BOOLEAN) 

EVENT MAILBOXES 
(ONE PER EVENT KIND) 

FIGURE 2. EVENT NOTICES ARE PLACED IN THE MAIN MAILBOX 
WHEN EVENTS OCCUR. EVENT NOTICES ARE REMOVED FROM 
THE MAIN MAILBOX AND PLACED IN THE EVENT MAILBOXES 
WHEN 'WHEN' OR 'HNTQE' .J CALLED BY THE EXECUTE 
MODULE. 
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Some event mailboxes are created by the execute module) in the heap at 
run time. An execute nodule siust enate these mailboxes before It executes 
Its first call that uses these boxes (WHEN and others <n section IV). If 
the execute module wishes to use a default set of mailboxes, the execute, 
module car call TQTINIT as ts dona In the Sample Execute Module in Appendix 
1. The default set of mailboxes should handle the needs of M X or more of 
a11 execute modules. Since some event mailboxes such as 13..0iOME, TIMER_30NE. 
and NFW_OATA are Implemented as flxad length queues instead of linked 
llsti, an execute module will have to ca,'1 its own version of TQTINIT 
and/or TASKQ If the default mailboxes are not large enough. 

Protection 
In order for the IPCS to protect Itself and user execute modules from 

aberrant execute modules, the IPCS allows write access to malt only via 
IPCS procedures. Any attempt by an execute module to write) aall directly 
will result in the deviant execute module-taking a memory fault. Other 
protection is provided by the OS/32 Operating System [51. 

Access Control 
The IPCS provides a method for users of the IPCS to Halt access to 

resources- Associated with each command 1s a set of access rights. The 
users of the IPCS decide on the elements of the access rights set (for SCDS 
the access rights Set 1s defined In SCDSCONF.TVP). 

When a command 1s made, the execute module specifies whart access rights 
are to be put Into the command. The set of access rights actually placed 
In the newly created command Is the intersection of 1) xha set of specified 
access rights and 2> the set of rights the execute module has been granted 
In Its current command (I.e., an execute module can't give rights that It 
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doesn't have). 
Access control using these access rights Is via an honor system. 

Whenever an execute module Is requested to access • controlled resource, 
the execute module must first check the access rights in ti.e requesting 
command. If the requesting command does not have access rights to the 
controlled resource, then the command should be rejected. 

The above system of access control can be quite effective 1f a system. 
Is designed such that all access to controlled resources Is via special 
execute modules (servers). Each server has exclusive access to the 
resource It eont-ols, which Is enforced by OS/32 [SI. For example, OS/32 
can enforce exclusive access to an I/O device or file. Execute modules 
wishing to access a resource send a command to the server requesting the 
server to perform the desired function on the resource. If the server 
decides that the r.ccess rights in the command allow ths caller access, then 
the server will perform the function and return any results. 

Execute Module Termination 
Normally execute modules receive a command, perforin soma action, 

return the command with status, and terminate. Execute modules may receive 
nail anytime during the above scenario- In order to guarantee that no mall 
is lost, the IPCS handles execute module termination. 

Execute modules written In Pascal terminate as with all Pascal 
progra.-s by falling off the end of the main program. When an execute 
module terminates, the IPCS checks the execute module's main mailbox ani 
the following event mailboxes. 

- all new and returned command mailboxes. 
- new and returned data mailboxes. 
- semaphore access mailbox. 
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If the main mailbox or any of the above event mailboxes are not empty 
then the execute module Is restarted. The restarted execute module acts 
Just as though the execute module had been reloaded and started from disk 
except that the main mailbox and some event mailboxes may already contain 
mall. 

The above explanation 1s to assura the execute module writer that no 
mall is lost if the execute module attempts to terminate with mall 1n the 
previously mentioned mailboxes. However, event notice* in the other 
mailboxes (I.e., I/O done. Timer done and Power restore) are lost. Table 1 
shows the IPCS action for each event nctlce. 

The execute module writer Is cautioned to cancel all 1/0 and timers 
before terminating the execute module, because I/O and timers are net 
cancelled by the IPCS when the execute module 1s restarted. Failure to 
caneei 1/0 and timers may result 1n a restarted execute module getting 
event notices from prior existences. The execute module writer should also 
be sure that the main mailbox does not contain event notices for I/O—done 
or timer—done as any event notice In the main mailbox causes the execute 
module to restart. 

If *n execute module terminates. Is not restarted, and has mall In Its 
possession then the IPCS attempts to clean-up as shown 1n Table 2. The 
execute module can select one of several IPCS clean-up operations by 
setting the end_of_task code before terminating. The different options are 
shown in Table Z and are defined by eot—code—type In IPCS.TYP. The execute 
module may set the end_of—task code anytime before It terminates via prefix 
procedure, set—eot—code (see EmPrefIx.PRO). If the execute module does not 
call sot—eot—code the end_of—task code defaults to eot—ok. 

The IPCS goal 1s to prevent a system of execute modules from hanging 
indefinitely because one module terminated abnormally. 



EVENT NOTICE ACTION PERFORMED IF EVENT NOTICE FOUND IN MAILBOX UPON EXECUTE MODULE TERMINATION 

ANY NOTICE IN MAIN MAILBOX 

ANY NEW COMMAND RESTART 

ANY RETURNED COMMAND EXECUTE 

ANY NEW DATA 
MODULE 

ANY RETURNED DATA 

ANY SEMAPHORE ACCESS RESTART EXECUTE MODULE AND LOG EVENT TO COMPUTER OPERATOR 
(CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION DOES NOT LOG EVENTS) 

POWER RESTORE CLEAR OUT POWER RESTORF MAILBOX 

TIMER DONE 
FORGET EVENTS BY DESTROYING TIMER DONE AND I/O DONE MAILBOXES 

I/O DONE 

TABLE 1: EXECUTE MODULE TERMINATION WITH UNPROCESSED EVENT NOTICES 



CONDITION UPON TASK 
END OF TASK CODE 

TERMINATION (EXECUTE 
MODULE IS NOT BEING RESTARTED) EOT-OK EOT-LEAVING MEMORY EOT-UNCONDITIONAL 

EOT-OK 
OTHER 

EXECUTE MODULE DOES NOT 
OWN ANY COMMANDS DO NOTHING 

LOG END OF TASK CODE 
TO COMPUTER OPERATOR 

EXECUTE NODULE OWNS COMMAND(S). 
THE COMMAND(S) HAVE NO OFF
SPRING THAT ARE CURRENTLY 
POSSESSED BY OTHERS(S). 

RETURN COMMAND(S) 
TO PARENT WITH 
EM-ZERO-EOT-COOE 
AFTER WAITING FOR 
ANY OFFSPRING TO 
BE RETURNED AND 
AFTER DELETING 
ALL OFFSPRING 

RETURN COMMAND(S) TO 
PARENT WITH EM-NON-
ZERO-EOT-CODE AFTER 
DELETING ANY 
OFFSPRING. 

DO NOTHING 
RETURN COMMAND(S) 
TO PARENT WITH 
EM-NON-ZERO-EOT-CODE 
AFTER WAITING FOR 
ANY OFFSPRING TO BE 
RETURNED AND AFTER 

EXECUTE MODULE OWNS COMMAND!S). 
THE COMMANO(S) HAVE OFFSPRING 
THAT ARE CURRENTLY POSSESSED 
BY OTHER(S). 

RETURN COMMAND(S) 
TO PARENT WITH 
EM-ZERO-EOT-COOE 
AFTER WAITING FOR 
ANY OFFSPRING TO 
BE RETURNED AND 
AFTER DELETING 
ALL OFFSPRING 

DO N0THN6 
DELETING OFFSPRING. 

X 
IV 
2 

EXECUTE MODULE HAS RECEIVED 
DATA MAIL BUT HAS NOT 
RETURNED THE MAIL 

ft 

RETURN THE DATA MAIL* • 't 
c 
n 

EXECUTE MODULE HAS ACCESS TO 
CRITICAL SECTION VIA A 
SEMAPHORE 

H 
3 

LOG SITUATION TO COMPUTFR OPERATOR* £ 
rt 

•CURRENTLY NOT IMPLEMENTED 
TABLE 2. IPCS ACTION ON EXECUTE MODULE TERMINATION WHILE THE EXE JTE MODULE HAS POSSESSION OF MAIL. 
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The eot_code, eot_lesvtng_iiiei»ory, 1s provided to allow parent execute 
modules with an active offspring execute module to leave memory. The 
parent execute module will be loaded and started when the offspring returns 
the command. The parent execute module should be written so that It can 
determine what to do next by the returned command's status, class and any 
results. Notice In Tabic 2 that If an execute module terminates with 
wot_leavlng_aiemory and does not have offspring then the parent of the 
execute module terminating fs notified with command status, 
etTL-nontaro_eot_code. 

The eot_code. eot*.uncondlttona1_eot_ok Is provided to override the 
clean-up and should not be used casually. The question that the execute 
module writer using eot_uncondlt1onal_eot_ok must be concerned about 
follows. How will the execute nodule that terminates owning a single 
rommand determine the command ID (In order to use lt> when the execute 
module runs again? 

End_of_task codes described as "other" in Table 2 nay occur because 
the operating system or compute* operator canceled the execute module 
(probably because of deviant or un-mutual behavior). 

Availability 
Availability 1s the state or quality of a system being ready for 

Immediate use. Logical machines allow users to program systems with a h<gh 
degree of availability because execute modules are not bound to specific 
processors until run time. 

The IPCS only concerns Itself with availability of processors, not I/O 
devices. I/O availability Is handled by systems of execute modules built 
upon the IPCS, such as a Data Base Management System. 

The IPCS concerns Itself with the Issue of what to do 1f a physical 
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m'*hlne falls while an execute module Is running upon It. The IPCS handles 
* n* above via a restart option stored In every command's envelope. x n e 

r e*tart option tells the IPCS what to oo if a processor dies while runf,ing 

a n execute module that owns a command, 
The restart option Is set when a command 1s made (see MAKECMDE! » nj 

e**i be one of the following! 
rst_del~ete - defete the command' fforget about, rt f 

rst_retur._to_parent - return the command to the parent 
execute module with a command status 
of em-jnach 1 ne*f a I led. 

rst_on~new_physlcal " Reassign the logical machine to a new 
physical machine and pass this command 
to the same execute module that was 
executing when the machine failed. A 1 % 0 ) 

set the belng_restarted flag In the 
command envelope. 

Rst_de1ete 1s usually used when starting subprocesses on the ârne 
l o%1eal machine as the parent. The parent usually runs tyith. 
rs*_on_new_phys1cal and doesn't w>sh to worry about offspring that q ( e Cj 
w j th t^f- PIVJV^.«.<^\'-. .if j ,r.nBim>n/i Jkuw J j-*t—A*}*±* eptlM JUU) thr paranS. g,? 
t n * command Is on an operational processor then the IPCS treats the opt| Q n 

a s r5t_returru_to—parent. The IPCS philosophy 1s: someone always has to 
n a1dle the failure. 

ftst_return_to_parent Is usually used when starting subprocessee o n 

1 o9lcal machines other than the parent's and when the parent wishes to 
n s1dle restart itself. The parent execute module knows the machine failed 
D e*ause the parent gets the command returned with the command's status I c t 
by the IPCS to em_maeh1ne_filled. 
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Rst_on_new_physical 13 used when starting subproceases that are 
espaple of being restarted on a new physical machine. The subproeess 
(execute module) being restarted Is loaded and started on the new physical 
machine and passed the command* that the execute nodule owned (with 
rst_e>n_new_phys1eal_opt Ion). The execute module knows the commands that 
are bemg_restarted by the be I ng_resta rtad flag In the command's envelope. 
The execute module can test and reset the being—restarted flag via function 
EMRESTRT. 

An execute nodule that is capable of being restarted Is usually 
written to act as a finite state machine with the state variable stored m 
the command envelope. The state variable Is stored In the command via 
procedure CHECKPT and retrieved via function CHECKVAL. When an execute 
module 1s restarted, all information contained In local memory about its 
previous ex(stance Is lost. The execute module must rely on the command 
letter, being—restarted flag, and state variable to tell the "reincarnated 
execute module what to do. 

An execute module could store restart information in the results field 
in the command but the programmer should take Into account that the 
processor may fall while writing the Information. 

Data mall that was made and not yet deleted, or reee'ved and not yet 
returned by an execute module when the processor failed is handled via a 
set df rules. The rules are not yet clearly defined and It is strongly 
recommended that execute modules that are to be restarted not make nor 
receive data mall. 

Debugging 
Systems of execute modules written In Pascal can be symbolically 

debugged from an HTM terminal regardless of where the execute modules run 
1n the system. See Ref. 10 for more details. 
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III TUTORIAL 

This section Is to act as a guide to some of the more common uses of 
the IPCS. The material Is presented as a series of examples. The first 
two examples deal with sample execute modules, the next three examples deal 
with invoking subproeesses, the fourth example deals with sharing data, and 
the last example deals with restart procedures after a logical machine Is 
moved from one physical machine to another. 

Sample Execute Module 
All execute modules are event-driven In that they start executing when 

a new_command Is received. A simplified execute module could be described 
as Is shown 1n Figure 3. 

we will now describe Important features of the sample Pascal version of 
the execute module appearing In Appendix 1. This program Is written to be 
compiled by the precompiler PRC [7] and has INCLUOE statements to bring In 
Important IPCS data structures. The execute module name must consist of 
eight characters or less. The name must start with a letter and may only 
contain upper ease letters and numbers (this restriction is enforced by 
OS/32). Names of execute modules for SCDS must be approved by the SCDS 
1ibrarlan. 

Around line 32 1s an Include statement which reads in EH.TYP which 
contains commonly used types, system configuration, and mall definitions.. 
The types defined between lines 34 and SET describe certain fields In the 
envelope and letter part of the mall. 
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Author: 
Namet 

Pat HcGoldMck 
Sample Execute Module 

System/Program: IPCS TUTORIAL Datot 16 Dae 
Description) Simplified sample execute nodule 

Diagram IDi Figure 3 {24) 

Command 
Natl 

Start 
Parameters 

P R 0 C E S O U T P U T 

I—type for command expectedi 

Initialize event Mallbaxest 
Walt for a new commandi 
DO commandt 
Set status in commandi 
Return command to parent i 

Command 
Mall 

Start 
Parameters 
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Start Parameters 
The command start parameters jre defined In em_emcwtype. For SCDS we 

have defined a standard em_cmd—type based on the system and function to be 
executed CB], The important idea is that env_cmd_type defines all the 
command start parameters that an execute module can receive. 

Command Status 
Command status Is returned by the called execute nodule to tell Its 

parent how the execute module did executing the command. 
£m_emd_status-type Is an enumeration defined In SCOSCONF.TYP and defines 
the status that can be returned. 

Command Result:, 
Results that this execute module expects to receive In a command 

returned by an offspring Is defined by cmd_results_type. 

IPCS Procedures 
tn tie Sample Execute Module a large area Is devoted to defining 

external IPCS procedures. Many of these procedures nay not be used and can 
be deleted. 

Initiallaatlon and the FIrst Command 
When the execute module Is sent Its first command, the H'CS loads and 

starts the execute nodule, placing the event notice of the new-command 1n 
the execute module's main mailbox. The execute module first Initializes 
some event mailboxes via TOTJNIT and then waits for the new_comrcand. WHEN 
via HNTQE removes the mall from the main mailbox and places It In the event 
mailbox. Since It now has a new_command. WHEN returns the command 10 to 
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the caller 1n the variable, EVENT-MOTJCE.CiD. 

Current—CID 
Because global variables cannot be accessed by external procedures, a 

method had to be found so that external procedures could know what command 
the execute module was doing. Procedure SET..CURRENT_CID found In 
EMPREFIX.PRO provides the method. Whenever an execute module decides to 
execute a command, it should first call S£T_CURRENT_CID. External 
procedures that need the CIO can get it via the function C0R.R£NT_C1D also 
found in EMPREFIX.PRO. 

Implementors and reviewers of execute nodules should examine their 
codes to make sure that the current CIO Is always set correctly. It Is sad 
to say, but fatlure to set the current CID ccrrectly 'n complicated execute 
modules (especially those that have several commands tn execution 
concurrently) can result 1n a latent bug that nay not show uj> for a long 
time and Is immune to normal testing. 

The value of the current CID 1s stored at the location shown 1n the 
execute module's TET map corresponding to label CURCJBV and can be easily 
examined with the symbolic debugger's 'Examine' command. 

Accessing Parameters 
Start paramters for an execute module are typed em_crad_type. It would 

be beneficial If the execute module could access the start parameters 
directly. To provide the direct access, • pointer to the start parameters 
can be obtained as follows: 

cmd_pt t- EHCHDrT <C1B)| 
where c.d_pt Is typed em_cmd_poInter, EHCMOPT Is an IPCS function, and CID 
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U the comnand ID of the command that has the start parameters to be 
accessed- Cmd—pt can be used to access any field In •m_cmd_typ»J, for 

example? 
IF rfmd_pt~.system-.sode - sc_scds THEN 

do_5eds_command i 

Return Ilia Bcsults 
If ^he execute module Is required to return results, then the execute 

module (foes so by calling SETRESIT. Notice 1n the Sample Execute Module 
the use of the Internal Pascal functions, Address and Size. The data In 
variable RESULTS will be placed In the command. After the command Is 
returned to the parent execute module, the parent can access the results 
via CMD&ESIT. 

ReturnIrtg Status 
After the execute module performs the desired function, either 

successfully or unsuccessfully, the execute module should return status to 
the parent. Procedure SETSTAT allows an execute module to set the status 
field in a command. And procedure RTNKAIL allows the execute module to 
T^VMTT. ^ M * «.«MNH*Mi ^ » ,tV»* -Ct/IUHiTiTili' 4 •p%TtTi\. -CBfetVlVCi IIKlAttYe . 

Sample Execute Module Under MTM 
Most execute modules in SCDS will not be started by tasks running under 

MTH; however, for execute module debugging and use of the distributed data 
base, 1t 1s beneficial to run execute modules under MTM. 

In order for a task under MTM to be an execute module, 1t must have a 
command, for without the command the task cannot use the IPCS In any way. 
To obtain a command, the task under HTM calls NMARKON, who returns a 

http://rfmd_pt~.system-.sode
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command (see Figure 4 and Appendix 2) via execute module MARKONEM. The 
command returned contains no access rights In order to prevent unauthorized 
control from MTM users. (During some software development periods the 
command returned may contain access rights for systems under test. The 
granting of access rights In the command returned by NMAftKON Is under 
control of the computer operator.) Ve will now consider an automated method 
to obtain a command with some access rights. If a command with some access 
rights Is needed, a system could be easily developed where the execute 
module under MTM uses the command with no access rights to send a command 
to a resource controller execute module, who will make up and pass a new 
command with the desired access rights (see Figure 6 for scenario). The. 
command sent to the resource controller would contain passwords and other 
Information that the resource controller could use to verify that the 
execute module requesting a command with access should have a command with 
access. 

Evoking a Process with Parameters and Getting Status 
Back when the Process Is Done 

The following details a very common scenarios an execute module 
commands another execute module to perform some function and return status. 
when complete. Figure 6 shows which execute nodules are active and what 
mall exists for each step In the scenario. In each command piece of mall 
we show the owner ID field (contains NETOPL:A In step 1) to show which 
execute nodule currently has the command. In the IPCS, only the owner of a 
command can use the command to make more mall or to pass the command. The 
Initial state Is shown in step t. Execute module, NETOPLsA, Is running 
with a command. In step It, NETOrTsA makes a new command that contains the 
start parameters for the execute module that It wishes to start, VACLsB. 
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Author 
Name! 

Pat He Goldrlck 
HTHSIIELL 

System/Program: IPCS TUTORIAL Dates 16 Dec 
Description! Sample execute aiodule under MTH 

Diagram IDi Figure 4 (29) 
Revision' H"0 

P II 0 C E S S O U T P U T 

Operator Start 
Parameters 

TVPE 

define cmd_re*u1ts—type for results 

you expect to receive From offspring 

CON.'i-HD MAIL 
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MAIL 

I . Initial condition t NETCTRL has 
started Resource - Control and 
the Execute module that allows 
MTM users on the IPCS , MARKONEM 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: NETCTRL 

ALL ACCESS RIGHTS 

M. 

COMMAND COMMAND 
SYSL: RESOURCE 

CONTROL OOP MARKONEM 

ACCESS RIGHTS NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

I I . TASK ,USER, requests to be 
marked on to the IPCS via 
NMARKON. MARKONEM makes 
a command and passes it 
to user. 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: NETCTRL 

ALL ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
SYSL:RESOURCE 

CONTROL 
ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 

CDP:MARKONEM 

NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
DDP:USER 

NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

FIGURE 5. SCENERIO TO OBTAIN ACCESS RIGHTS. 
(continued ) 
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MAIL 

H I . User makes a command 
- requesting access and 

passes the command to 
Resource Control. 

COMMAND 
NETOPL:NETCTRL 

ALL ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND COMMAND 
SYSL:RESOURCE 

CONTROL DOPMARKONEM 

ACCESS RIGHTS NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
DDP:USER 

NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
SYSL:RESOURCE 

CONTROL 
NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

GIVE ME ACCESS, 
PASSWORD 

FIGURE 5. SCENERIO TO OBTAIN ACCESS RIGHTS. 
(continued ) 

ChAsI 9 A* 3 
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ET. Resource Control makes a 
command with access rights 
and passes the command 
to USER. Resource Control 
also returns 'GIVE ME ACCESS' 
command to user. 

MAIL 
COMMAND 

NETOPUNETCTRL 
ALL ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND COMMAND 
SYSL: RESOURCE 

CONTROL DDP: MARKONEM 

ACCESS RIGHTS NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

1 
COMMAND COMMAND 

OOP-USER DCP :USER 
ACCESS RIGHTS NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
OOP USER 

NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

GIVE ME ACCESS, 
PASSWORD 

SL. User deletes GIVE ME ACCESS' 
command and returns command 
with no access rights to MARKONEM 
who deletes it. 

USER may now use command 
with access rights to make 
commands that will access the 
desired resources. 

COMMAND 
NETOPL :NETCTRL 

ALL ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
SYSL:RESOURCE 

CONTROL 
ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 
DDPtUSER 

ACCESS RIGHTS 

COMMAND 

OOP:MARKONEM 

NO ACCESS RIGHTS 

FIGURE 5. SCENERIO TO OBTAIN ACCESS RIGHTS. 
Sheet 3 of 
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MAIL 
COMMAND 

NETOPL :A 

START PARMS 
FOR A 

I . Initial state:only Execute Module 'A1 is running. 

I NETOPL: ) 

COMMAND 
N E T O P I A 

START PARMS 
FOR A 

COMMAND 

NETOPU A 

START PARMS 
FOR B 

n . Execute Module 'A' makes a command with start parameters for Execute Module 'B.' 

f NETOPL: ] 

COMMAND 
NETOPL •• A 

START PARMS 
FOR A 

COMMAND 
VACL:B 

START PARMS 
FOR S 

m . Execute Module 'A* passes command to Execute Module 'B'. IPCS loads and starts 
'B' on VACL logical machine. 

FIGURE 6. EXAMPLE: EXECUTING A SUBPROCESS , B, AND 
GETTING STATUS BACK. 

(r.nntinup.rf ) 
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EXECUTE MODULES MAIL 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

START FARMS 
FOR A 

COMMAND 
VACL=B 

STATUS STATUS 

START FARMS 
FOR B 

BY '9* 

T 7 . ' B1 executes , looks at start parameters , does its function, and sets STATUS in 
the command. 

NETOFT-: 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

STAfiT PARMS 
FOR A 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

STATUS COMMANO 

START FARMS 
FOR B 

RETURNED 
BY "B' 

2 . ' B ' returns command to parent ('A') and goes END-OF-TASK.'A' looks at status 
to see how '6' did. 

NETOPL: 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

START FARMS 
FOR A 

3ZI. 'A1 deletes command returned by 'B'. 

FIGURE 6. EXAMPLE: EXECUTING A SUBPROCESS , B, AND 
GETTING STATUS BACK. 

PI—- . * i _ * 
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The new command could have been made by NETOPLsA via the following call: 
MAKECMD (CID, GLOBAL, t), address CB_START_PARM>, 

size IB-START-PARM). NEW_CID, ERCODE); 
where CID is NETOPUA's command ID, B_START_PARM is a variable containing 
the start parameters for VACLsB, and NEV-CID 1s the command ID of the new 
command returned by MAKECKD. 

In step III. NETOPL:A passes the command to execute module VACLiB. 
Notice that the new command %>as owned by NETOPL:A until the command was 
passed successfully to VACL:B. NETOPL:A could have passed the command with 
the following: 

PASSCMD (NEV_CID. DESTINATION, LOAD_FILE, ERCODE): 
where NEW-CID Is the comraand ID of the command to pass, DESTINATION Is a 
net—task_1d that contains: 

tn • 'B ' | 
mac h 1 ne_k 1 no • m_1 og 1 ca 1; 
lmaeh • VACLt 

and LOAD-FILE contains the file ID of the execute module on disk. If the 
ERCODE returned from the PASSCMD call is n—no-error, then NETOPLsA Is 
assured that </ACL:B has had the NEU-CID placed in VACL:B's main mailbox. 
The above may have Involved loading and starting VACL:8. 

In step IV, VACL=B runs, obtaining the start parameters, performing the 
desired function, and setting the status In the command. VACLsB looks much 
like the Sample Execute Module In Appendix 1. The status could be set by 
VACL.-B via the following: 

SETSTAT (CID, STATUS_TO_BE_RETI>RNED >, 
where CID Is the command ID of the conmand In which status Is to be set and 
STATUS-TO_BE_RETURNED Is the status to be set In the command. 

In step V. VACL:B returns the comnand to NET0FL:A and goes end of task. 
VACL:B probably executed the following: 
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RTNMAll (CIO. ERCODE); 
where C3D Is the command to be returned- If ERCODE equals n—no-error after 
the call, VACLIB Is assured that the CID was placed 1n the parent execute 
module's main mailbox. 

After step III, NETOPLtA has not had much to do except wait for VACL:B 
to finish, so NETOPlsA probably executed the following: 

WHEN < CE-RTN-CMDJ . tVEMT-NOTICE J, 
where E_RTN_CMD is the event that NETOPLiA 1s waiting for. After VACl:B 
executes RTNMAIL (n step V, NETOPl-A will wake up and the variable, 
EVEI»T_II0T1C£, will contain the following: 

EVENT-NOTICE.EVENT » E-RTN_CMDs 
EVENT_NQTICE.CID « command 10 returned by VACL:Bi 

NET0PL:A can get the status via the following: 
B-STATUS :• CMDSTAT CEVENT-NOTICE.CID>i 

where B—STATUS 1s a variable that gets the value of the status returned by 
VACL:B. To complete the scenario, NETOPUA deletes the connnd returned by 
VACL:B: 

DELMAIL (EVENT-NOTICE.CID, ERCODE1: 
There are many variations to the above scenario, but the fundamentals 

remain the same. 

Evoking a Process with Parameters and Getting Status and 
Results Back when Done 

This section deals with a minor variation of the previous scenario. In 
the scenario for this section, the calling execute module wishes to obtain 
results In addition to status from VACL:B. 

The only modifications to the scenario 1n Figure 6 are In steps IV and 
V (see Figure 7). In step IV, before VACL:B sets thj status, VACLsB places 
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Evofeing A rroi'vss o . l . - Kn) 

COMMAND 
NETOPL:A 

START PARMS FOR A 

COMMAND 
VACL-B VACL-B 

— * RESULTS 
SET BY 

S 

RESULTS-POINTER 
— * RESULTS 

SET BY 
S 

STATUS — * RESULTS 
SET BY 

S 
STATUS — * RESULTS 

SET BY 
S BY 0 START PARMS FOR B 

— * RESULTS 
SET BY 

S 

RESULTS 
SET BY 

S 

H . f B f executes, looks at start parameters , does its function , sets results <jnd status 
in Command. 

[ NETOPL: ] 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

START PARV.S FOR A 

COMMAND 
NETODL: A NETODL: A 

RESULTS 
SET9V 

B 

RESULTS-POINTER RESULTS 
SET9V 

B 
STATUS 

RESULTS 
SET9V 

B START PARMS FOR B 

RESULTS 
SET9V 

B 

| 

RESULTS 
SET9V 

B 

2 . 'B 1 returns command to parent 'A1 and goes END-OF-TASK.'A 1 looks at status to 
see how 'B'did.'A 1 obtains pointer to results and uses results. 

COMMAND 
NETOPL-A 

START PARMS FOR A 

23. 'A1 deletes command returned by 'B'. Notice that the RESULTS is also deleted when 
the command is deleted. 

FtGUR£ 7. EXAMPLE: EXECUTtNG A SUBPROCESS,*&', ANO 
GETTING RESULTS AND STATUS BACK. 
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the results In the command with SETRESLT: 
SETRESLT (CtD, address (B-RESUS.T), size (B_RESULT>, ERCOCE); 

where B-RESULT Is a variable In VACLsB that contains the result that Is to 
be returned to NET0PL:A. Notice that Figure 7 shows that results are 
dynamically created which allows the size to vary. In step V, NET0PL:A 
obtains a pointer to results via CMDRESLT: 

RESULTSwPT :» CHDRESLT (EVENT_NOTICE.C10), 
where RESULTS—PT 1s a variable typed emd—results_polnter. NETOPL:A can pet 
at fields In the results directly via RESULTS_PT~. When NETOPL:A deletes 
the command tn step VI, the results are also automatically deleted. 

Evoking a Process to Obtain Lots of Data Back 
In the following example, an execute module desires to start another 

execute module which will give the calling execute module dat: when an 
event occurs or which will act as a coroutine [93 giving the caller the 
next data each time Invoked . By looking at Figure 8. the reader should be 
able to see how this scheme could be used by NETOPLsA to read a file 
located on VACL:B's physical machine (in such a case NETOPLsA would start B 
on a physical machine rather than a logical one!. The command would 
contain the file ID to be read and the data nail would contain each record 
of the file as read. 

Steps I, II. and III are the same as that described earlier. In step 
IV, VACL:B creates data mall: 

MAKE DATA (CID, GLOBAL, size (DATA-RECORD), DID, ERCODE); 
where CID Is the command that was passed to VACL:B; DATA_RECORD is a 
variable in VACLfB that contains or will contain data to be sent to 
NETOPIA: and DID is the data ID of the data mall returned by HAKE DATA. 

In step V. VACL:B then places data Into the data mill via SETDATA: 
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( VACL: I 
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. MAIL 
COMMAND 
NETOPU A 

START PARMS FOR A 

COMMAND 
VACUB 

START PARMS FOR B 

DATA 

1ST.'B1 executes, looks at start parameters and creates data mail. 

[ NETOPL: ] 

COMMAND 
NETOPL: A 

START PARMS FDR A 

COMMAND 
VACL 6 

START PARMS FOR B 

1 
DATA 

DATA FROM VACUB 

3Z.'B' fills data mail with data and passes the data to NETOPL: A. 

FIGURE 8. EXAMPLE: EVOKING A PROCESS ,'B', TO GET 
LOTS OF DATA BACK. 

(continued ) 
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COMMAND 

NETOPU A 

START PARMS FOR A 

COMMAND 

VACL^B 

START PAKMS FOR B 

DATA 

DATA FROM VACLB 

2 1 . NETOPL=A receives the data mai l , processes i t , and returns the data to VACUB. 

"SB.. VACUB gets data back and , while VACL: B has more data for NETOPUA, 
we do steps Y. and 3 1 . 

COMMAND 
NETOPUA 

START PARMS FOR B 

COMMAND 

VACU B 

START PARMS FOR B 

YTTT VACL:B deletes the data mail. The rest of the scenerio is the same as steps 
3E and 2 1 in figure 6. 

FIGURE 8 EXAMPLE' EVOKING A PROCESS ,'B', TO GET 
LOTS OF DATA BACK. 

EXECUTE MODULES 

( NETOPU I 

I NETOPU ) 
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SETDATA (DID, address (DATA_RECORD). size (DATA_RECOR0>, ERCODE); 
Then VACL=B passes the data to NETOPL:A. The following Is one method of 
accomplishing the pass: 

FASSDATA (DID. KPARENT (CID). ERCODE): 
where DID 1s the data ID of the data to pass! MPARENT Is an IPCS function 
that evaluates to the command IP of the parent of CID (CID Is the command 
that started VACL.'B; KPARENT (CID) Is the command ID for NETOPL:A). If 
ERCODE is equal to njiojrrcr after PASSDATA Is executed, then VACUB Is 
assured that VACLiB's parent got the DID In Its main mailbox. 

In step VI, NETOPL:A receives the data. Since NETOPUA has had little 
to dc since step III, NETOPUA probably executed a WHEN for E_NEW_0ATA 
after step III. 

VHEN ([E_NEU_DATA], EVENT_NOTICE)j 
where E_NEV_DATA is the event notification fiETOPUA is waiting for. After 
VAClra sends data to NETOPLiA In step V. NETOPLsA wakes up with 
EVENT-NOTICE containing the following: 

EVENT_NOTICE.EVENT • E_NEV_DATAs 
EVENT_NOTICE.DID • data ID of data mall passed by VACLrB: 

NETOPLiA obtains a pointer to the data record Inside the data mall via 
EMDATAPT: 

OATA-PT :- EMDATAPT (EVENT_NOTICE-DID)s 
where DATA_PT 1s a variable, typed em_data_pointer, that will point to the 
data record placed In the data mall by VACL:B (by SETDATA). NETOPL:A can. 
then process the data, getting at any fields 1n the data via DATA_PT^. 
When NETOPLiA Is finished with the data, the data can be returned to VACL:B 
via RTNMAIL: 

RTNMAIL (EVENT-NOTICE.DID, ERCODE >i 
In step VII, VACL:B gets the data mall back. Since VACL:B may not have 
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had much ta do since step V, VACl^B probably went Into welt for the 
returned data after step V. 

ALLOURTN (DID. ERCODEIi 
WHEN < CE_RTN_';ATA1, EVENT-NOTICE ) s 

wt.ere ALLOURTN allows a data mall return event notice for HID to be placed 
In VACL'.B's mailbox (wore about this In the next sectton; take 1t on faith 
now); and E-RTN_DATA Is what VACL:B Is waiting for. 

After NETOPL:A re-turns the data mall In step Vt, VACL.B wakes up with 
the following In EVENT_N0T1CE: 

EVENT_NOTICE.EVENT • E_RTN_DATA; 
EVE.HT_N0T1CE.D1D • data ID of data returned by NETOFUA: 

VACL:B can now refill the data nail with new data repeating steps V and VI 
until all the data has been passed. 

In step VIII, VACLiB deletes the data mall: 
DELMAIL <D1D, ERCODE >; 

The rest of the steps are the same as have been discussed In previous 
sections* 

If we take the scenario of Figure B and massage It Into a program 'sr 
r.ET0Pi:A and VACL = B, we could get the IPO's of Figures 9 and 18. These: 
IPO's are drawn to emphasize IPCS use and do not show error handling. 

VACLiB acts much like a coroutine of NETOPL-A because of the 
synchronization between the two execute nodules. 

Sharing Data 
Now that we understand somethIng about data ma 11> there Is one other 

feature of data mall that 1s very powerful. Data nail may be sent to more 
than one execute module at a tl.*e. 

An example of the use of the above feature follows (the following Is 
only an example and Is not how the SCDS data base works). An execute 

http://EVE.HT_N0T1CE.D1D


W O R K S H E E T 

Author: Pat Mc Goldrlck 
Nana) METOPLlA 

System/Program: IPCS TUTORIAL 
Description) Obtaining lots of data 

Diagram IDt Figure 9 
Revision) BB 

P R O C E S S O U T P U T 

COMMAND HAIL 
START 

PARAMETERS c> CID ) " and ID o f I n i t i a l p i e c e o f a i a l l i 

• r u n VACDB" 
HAKECMD (CID,GLOBAL.! ] ,address!B_START_PARH>, 

a I zelfl_START_PARMI,B_C ID,ERCOOE)I 
PASSCMO ( B - C I D . d e s t l n a t l o n . l o a d - f l i e , E R C O O E I | 

DOME >- FALSE i \ N 
REPEAT \ 

WHEN <(E_HEW_OATA.E_RTN_CMni, 
EVENT-NOTICE.CTD1i 

CASE EVENT-NOTICE.EVENT OF 
E-NEW-DATA) begin 
OATA-PT I- EMOATAPT (EVENT-NOTICE.DID>| 

(process the data) 
RTNMAIL (EVENT.DID,ERCO0E)i 

end i 
E-RTN-CHD I begin 
STATUS )- CHOSTAT (EVENT-NOTICE.CID )l 

(process anything baseo on status} 
0HIMA1L I EVE NT-NOTICE.CID,ERCOOE)i 

endi 
endcasei 

UNTIL DONEi 
RTKCMD (CID.ERCODE)i 

COMMAND MAIL 
copy of 

B-START-PAR 

DATA.MAIL> 
from VACLiB ' 

. . ; i 

'•.-» '•'. 
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A u t h o r l f a t Mc G o l d r l c k 
Name! v'ACL 1 B 

Sy i tBm/Pro9r»™' IPCS TUTORIAL Oa te i IS Dec 8 * 
O f l i e r l p t l o n l O b t a i n i n g l o t s of d a t a 

Diagram [Hi F tguro 10 ( 4 4 ) 
R e v i s i o n : ZB 

I N P U T P R O C E S S O U T P U T 

COMMAND HAIL 
frpin NETOFLiA 

START 
PARAMETERS 

^> 
WHEN ( tE_Nf> ' -J :W'" ' " 'ENT_NOTICEI , 

CID : • E V E C T - J I 0 T I C E C I n ' 

MAKEDATA l{ID,GLOBAL,SlielDATA_KECOR01, > 
DATA MAIL 

nfO.EBCOOEI, 
> 

DATA MAIL 

OONC l« FAl-SE| 

WHILE NOT 0 O N E 0 ° 

BEGIN 

WHILE NOT 0 O N E 0 ° 

BEGIN 
t f n i „ r QATA_ftCeaR.B >nd B * t none |# l n « f t ) 

> 
> 

Copy Of 

DATA_FtECORD 
SETDATA l B l u . addro js (UA 'A_ l t tC0RU) 1 > 

> 

Copy Of 

DATA_FtECORD 
s i z e ! DATA-RECORDI.ERCODEh 

> 
> 

Copy Of 

DATA_FtECORD 

PASSDATA <DID.HPARENI ICIDI ,ERCODE)t ' 

> 
> 

Copy Of 

DATA_FtECORD 

ALLOURTN < ° " > . ERCOOE), 

WHEN ( [ E J J I T M - D A T A I . E V E N T J I O T I C E I I < ^ f * ^ I I — - - -

> 
> 

Copy Of 

DATA_FtECORD 

ALLOURTN < ° " > . ERCOOE), 

WHEN ( [ E J J I T M - D A T A I . E V E N T J I O T I C E I I < ^ f * ^ I I — - - -

> 
> 

e n d w h l l a i ^^^~ 

DELMAIL ( 0 1 ° . ERCODEd < ^ J - - — 

e n d w h l l a i ^^^~ 

DELMAIL ( 0 1 ° . ERCODEd < ^ J - - — 

RTNMAIL i c l " . ERCODEIi 

FIGURE I I 
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module, DBML=DB, 1s responsible for a data base. Any execute module that 
wishes to read or write data In the data base merely sends DBML:DB a 
command to perform the read or write- Another command that can be sent to 
DBML:D6 Is 'Tell me when a certain value In the data base changes and tell 
me (ts new value." 

Figure 11 shows an IPO of a possible implementation of DBMLsDB. The 
part of DBMLiDB that we are interested In describing here Is how everyone 
Is notified when a write has been made that changes the value of a watched 
Item in the data base. Figure M shows data being made once but being 
passed te several execute modules. Because of timesharing and differing 
execute module priorities. DSHLiDB cannot be sure 3f finishing passing data 
to everyone before the first execute module (that was notified) runs and 
returns the data mall. 

DBMLiBB only wishes one E_RTN_DATA event net 1ftcation when all the 
execute modules notified have finished and have returned the data via 
RTNMAIL. Since the IPCS doesn't know implicitly if OBHLrDB is finished 
passing the data mall to everyone when some execute modules return the data 
mall, the IPCS requires DBML:DB to explicitly tell the IPCS when OBMLiDB Is 
finished passing data. The above is accomplished via ALLOURTN. Event, 
notification of E_RTN_DATA Is made when both of the following conditions 
have been Satisfied. 

- All execute modules that were passed data have returned the data. 
- The parent of the data has done an ALLOURTN. 
There are some other rules regarding data mall. Only the parent of 

data mall 1s allowed to modify the data (via SETPATA). The parent Is 
prevented from modifying the data or deleting the data mall between the 
time the data mall is passed and the data mall is returned. In essence. 
passing data gives the execute module who was passed the data a view-port 



Authorl Pit He ColdrlCk 
N a m " DBMlsDB 

S C D S W O R K S H E E T 

System/Program: IPCS TUTORIAL Date: IZ Feb SB 
Description! Sample to show Data mall sharing 

Dlagran ID: 
Revision) 

Figure 11 
00 . 

o u r f v r 

CQHHANO HAIL 
START 

PARAMETERS 

START PARAMETERS 
COMMAND 

FUNCTION 

other 
arguments 

c> CID J" initial command from NETOPL.NETCTRLi 
REPEAT forever 

WHEN .(E_N£U_CM0.E_RTN-QATA).EVENT_NOTlCE)t 
CASE EVENT-NOTICE.EVENT 
E-HEW-CMD ; bag In 

.CASE COMMAND-fUHCTlON OF 
READ : read value from data base and 

raturn value In results | 
W I T T i wi'.o v/a1u. ui data t...ao a„ 

If value In data base la being 
watched and value changed then 

N0T1FV-EVERY0NE 
see fIgure 12 

NOTIFY t remember parent of CID and 
data base Item to watchi 

flndcase on COMMAND-FUCTIONi 

E-RTN t DELHAILIE\/EriT„NOTICE.DI0,ERC0DE » 
and Cease on event) 

end| CrepqutJ 

value of 
changed Horn 
In data base 

array of 
.CID's 

to notify 
with 

data base 
Item 
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A u t h o r i P a t He G o l d r l c k 
Name: HOT1FV.EVERVONE 

CID from NEICTRL 

number_of„c Ids— 
t o ^ n o t l f y 

r array of 
CIDs 

to notify 

C value of changed 
data t>&9e Item 

System/Program' IPCS TUTORIAL Date: 12 fab 80 
Dftscrlption: Sample to slow Data mall sharing 

P R O C E S S 

: > 

MAKEOArA I C I D , G l O I > A l . , 9 l i e < d i t a _ b a « e - u a l u e ) i 

01D.ERCO0EH 

SETDATA I 0 1 0 , a d d r e a a l d a t a - b a s e - t / a l u e ) . 

a t t a t d a t a _ b a » ' e - v a 1 u e ) . E R C 0 D E > i -

FOR l ! • I t o number„of_c l d s _ t o _ n o t 1 f y do 

PA5SDATA ( D 1 0 , c I d j _ t o _ n o t I f » [ I ] , E R C C - O E ) t 

AUOWRTN I D I D , ERCODEh 

lagram I D : F i g u r e 12 147) ~\ 
e v l s f o n : B0 

D 
Rev 

0 u t f U T 

value of 
changed Item 
la data base. 

••! f 
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to the data (via EMOATAPT (010)). While th? execute nodule keeps the data, 
the execute module Is assured that the data won't be changed. An execute 
module may give up Its view-port by returning the data mall or by passing 
the data on to some other execute module. Passing data to ^n execute module 
only gives the execute module one view-port, so when the execute module 
passes on or returns the data mall, the sxecute module must NOT view the 
data again or pass the data to anyone else. 

The use of data mall is efficient because of the ability to share data-
Thls sharing causes some big problems wren the IPCS deals with restart 
after a machine failure (the IPCS doesn't krow who currently has the data). 
The above issue will be covered In detail In the section on restart. 

Restart 
To be done In a future edition. 
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IV DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS 

This section Is for designer^ and Implenentors of execute nodules. 
This jectlon Includes detailed descriptions of every piece of IPCS software 
that an fmplementor should ever have to use. Most of the procedures 
described here are fundamental tools and represent a fairly low level of 
abstraction. The author hopes that designers and implementors cf 
application codes will use these procedures to develop tools customized to 
the user's application. 
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Prefix For Execute Modules 

t 3 
[ EMPREFIX - prefix routines for execute nodules <6.1.2.3*1 1 
C 4 aug B0 J 

"PURPOSE 
Prefix routines for IPCS 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.30 
AUTHORt Pat Mc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 6 Nov 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added set—eot_code, 13 may 80, prm. 
made set eot~code unlv short integer, 4 aug 80, 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
In set_£ot—code. eot_code can be any shortlnteger. However the user 
may wish to use an element of eotwcode—type for clarity. 
The use of read and display are NOT encouraged. They are here only 
to be eompatable with older programs and may be eliminated. 

procedure read <var c: char): 'logical unit 1* 
procedure set—eot—coc1: <eot_code : unlv short Integer "eot_eode_type* >s 
procedure set_current_cIt; (eld : dial lpolnter >i 
function current_cld •* mal 1 pointeri 
procedure dunt3f 
procedure dun>4: 
procedure dum5; 
procedure mark {war top.' Integer}; 
procedure release (topi Integer>i 
procedure dun>6; 
procedure dui»7; 
procedure display <e: chart; 
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Types For Execute Modules 

C ) 
t EM.TYP - TYPES FOR NETWORK IPCS 6.1 «THJS COOE 6.1.2.299 3 
t 20 nov 79 ) 
BttBKBBa.BBaBaBBaaBBBaBBBBB»BBB:BBB>aaa.aBBBBBBBBBBBBBsBaBBBBBaBBaBBBBBBS r 

•PURPOSE 
These types define certain common types for execute nodules, 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.J9 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 19 Nov 79 

MODIFICATION RECORO 
none" 
INCLUDE [PCS.TYP/219; -1pcs types" 

type 
ma 11 = record 

Ccaller accesses via procedures and functions only) 
endi 
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t 1 
I IPCS.TYP - TYPES FOR NETWORK IPCS 6.1 (THIS CODE 6.1.2.2BI . 
[ 21 now 1980 ) 
s i a a « i t t c a f l i a x B i X i a c > i i i i a a a c i i a a c i t > i a a - i a i i > i • •«rj«ac»o3SBats«:Bj>j«*j»Bi*«BJBn*-»" 

"PURPOSE 
These types define certain common types for SCDS and JPCS. 
OOCUKENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.28 
AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrtek CREATION DATE: May 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added system-jcode—type, 29 Jan 80, prm 
added logical machine, netopl for network operator, 31 jan 80, prn 
added cmd_results_poInter, 15 feb 80. prm. 
added cmd—restart—type, 19 mar 80, prn. 
added to net_error_type. 30 mar 80. prm. 
added em_status_type and fc_scds_type, 23 aprll 80, prm. 
replaced sourcer with netopr 1n accessor1ght_typeT 23 aprll 80. prm. 
added first and last access right constants, 23 aprll 80 prm. 
added cmd—k Ind—type. 23 aprll 80 prm. 
added to access—rtght—type, 25 apr 11 80, prd. 
added first and last operator access right. 25 aprll 80, prm. 
moved scds definition Into Include file SCDSCONF.TYP. 13 nay 80. prm. 
added to net—error—type, 25 jun 80, prm. added more 2 aug 80, prm. 
added eot_code—type. 4 aug 80. prm 
added the ampersand begins so can Include pieces with pre. prm 12 sep 80 
added to net—error—type, prm. 20 now 80 

Include scdsconf.typ; Cscds configuration and common types) 

C matl definitions J 
type 
ma 11 po i nter = "*7M 11 j 
em—cmd_po1nter • ^em_cmd_typei 
cmd—results—pointer » -^cmd—results—type; 
enudata^po I nter - ^ftncdata—typej 
"It begin net_error_type' 
net—error—typo * (n—no_error, 

n—nial ̂ over f low, *"not enough room fn mall" 
n_no—spaee, "not enough space for ma11 or task now' 
n_no.own, "caller does not own nail" 
n_dba_too_stna 1 7 , "fatal error" 
n^no_cfd + "caller does not have valid eld" 
n_*one_conf1 let, "local 2one cmd cant access global" 
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n_in_5lze, 
n—not—parent, 
n_of fApr 1ng—ex1st. 
n_sem_4ctlve* 
n_da ta_ f 5— t n^use, 
n—no—access. 
n—no—sem, 
n_no_data. 
n—fatal—error, 
n_no—mid, 
n_arg—err, 
n_111-state. 
n_no_respon se, 
n_load_err, 
n—q—f 1 1 nk—not_n 1 1 , 
n_data_not_1 n_use, 
n—cant—queue—ma 1 1 * 
n—cant—lock—ma 11. 
n_no_results, 
n_no—mem—1n—po, 
n_111_net_task1d. 
n—cmd—chnged—owner, 
n_1pcs_unava11 able, 
n_1n_ma11 box, 
n— 

error-type* 

command, data); 

"i end net 
"i begin mall—type" 
mail—type = tsemaphore, 
"& end mail—type* 
"A begin posta7—zone—type" 
postal—2one—type - (local, global); 
"4 end postal—zone—type" 
"A begin net-taskld_type" 
net—task1d_type » record Ctaskid 1n distributed system} 

tn : charS "taskname"i 
case machine—kind • machine—type of 

m—physical : (pmach : physical—machine); 
m_logical : <Imach : loglcal_raachine>j 

end; 
°4 end net task1d—type" 
"& begin sem_wa11—type" 
sem_waIt—type B ! p_proceed, p_wait, p_unc_proceed>| 
"& end serr—wa It-type" 
"4 begin cmd_fc Ind—type" 
cmd—kind—type • <cmdk—user, cmdk—netop, cmdk—dbmsi{ 
"St end cmd—k Ind—type1 

"i begin cmd_restart_type' 

"caller gave Illegal size1 

"caller not parent of mail It 
is trying to delete* 

"cant delete cmd with decendont* 
•cant delete active semaphore" 
"cant delete data that Is In use" 
"caller has no access to semaphore* 
"mid not a semaphore" 
"mid not data mall" 
"serious error, cant talk to post office 
"not va 1 Id ma 11 Id" 
"Invalid arguments" 
"mall in Illegal state" 
"nc response from callee machine" 
"error loading task" 
"see hntqe" 
"see =vc6 queue parameter" 
"mail locked for lona time" "results don't exist" 
"r»ot enough memory In post office' 
"syntax error In net task Id" 
"cmd changed owner while passing 
data mall to the cmd owner* 
"cant delete mall In mailbox" 
"space for next one")j 
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Cwhat te do with a command when a logical machine Is being moved} 
cmd_restart_type • (rjt_on_new_physleal. rst_return_to_parent. rst_delete)i 
"& end emd_restart_type" 
"* begin eot code_type" 
eot—code—type • I eot.ck , eot— ieaw 1ng_memory , 

eot—uncondltlonal_eot_ok. eot_faI led > t 
"* end eot_code_type" 
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C J 
t SCOSCONF - 5CDS CONFIGURATION AND MISC. TYPES 3 
C 2 dec 1987 ] 

"PURPOSE 
Define SCO; configuration and misc. types and constants. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.28.1 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Coldrlck CREATION DATE: May 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added to access-rtght_type and system_code_type, 26 June 80. prm 
repaired typo eir_not_<n f ted tc em_not_1nItted, prm, 24 July 80 
added fc_scds_1n1t_strtscds and fc_scds_run_strtscds, 6 aug 80. prm. 
added ampersand begins so can Include certain types with pre. 12 sep 80 prm. 
fixed 5usl to sustl, expanded access—r1ght_type, prm 20 nov 80 

const NL = (:10:)*i FF • 'ClEsl's CR - MslSsCi EM ' l:Z$:V; 
Hnelength - 132; 
seq • -1; "sequential code' 

t types 1 
Ctnfsc t ypes } 
type 

char3 • packed array E l . . 3 1 o f char t 
ehar4 • array I I . . 4 ] of char; 
charS * ar ray CI . .61 o f char ; 
<nar ]2 • a r ray C I . . 12 ] o f cha r ; 
c h a r I B * a r r a y t l . , 1 6 ] o f Char ; 

l i n e • ar ray [1 , •11ne leng th ] of char i 
r l _ t y p e • ( l e f t , r i g h t h 
lomode • <asc 11, binary, Image )i 
"St begin fd_type* 
fd_type = packed record 'file descriptor* vol i char4; "volone name" 

fn : eharBs "file name* 
ext : char3; "extens Ion* 
ace : byte, "account, number* 

end; 
& end fd—type" 

" eass-issBtiic-iiai'iBsii 
T system description 

type 
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"4 begin machine—type" 
machine-type - <m_physical, n-loglcalJs 
"4 end machine—type" 
"A begin physical—machine' 
phys1cal_machine • (poffset,sys(1nj,strm,5trt,sust.ves.fac,dbm,ddp,ddpb >i Cpo'fset 1s so sys-lnj*,.. will be numbered 1,2,... as It appears 1n 
all the inftf ana perk 1n_e Inter drawings} 
"& end physical—machine" 
"4 begin logical—machine" 
log leal—machine • (dent—care,netopl,syjl.lnjl.strnl.itrtt.sust!,fac1,vesl , 

vac 1,magi.gettl,«ryol,acpsl,lnt1, dbml, ddpl,ddpbl,hvtsl)! 
"4 end log Ica1_mach 1 ne" 
"4 begin console—type" 
console—type ~ I no_console,sysc , Injc . strtnc ,strtc .sustc.vese .face , ddpc >; 
"tt end console—type" 
"& begin access—right—type* 
tAccess_rights consist of resources and operator—access—rights. 
Resources can be owned by users on a console, sourcer has special 
meaning see section 6.1.2 
Operator—access—rights are what freedoms the operator can exerslze.) 
access—r1ght_type*!netopr,strmr,strtlr.strt2r,strt3r,strt4r1strt5rfstrt6r, strt7r,strt8r,strt9r,strtlflr.strtlIr.strtl2r,strtl3r,strtl4r, 

Strtl5r.strtl6r,strtl7r.strtl8r,strtl9r,strt20r,sust.lr, 
sust2r,sust3r,sust4r,sustSr,sust6r,sust7r,sust8r.sust9r, 
sustltfr.sustl lr,5L'StlZr,sustl3r,sustl4r .sustlSr, sustl6r, 
Sustl7r,sustl8r,sustl9r.sust24r,sust21r,sust22r.sust.23r, 
sust24r,vacr,magr,gettr,cryor,acpsr,1 ntr,ddpr.clockr, 
"resources are added here" 
"filler to allow addition of resources and operator 
access rights without harming previously compiled codes" 
"the ord(r8B-r) equals 88" 
rS4_r, r55_r , r56_r, rB7_r . rSB-r , rSS-r , r60_r . r61_r , r62_r , r63_r , 
r64_r , r6S_r , r66_r , r67_r , r68_r , r69_r. r70_r , r71_r, r 72_r , r73_r , 
r74_r , r7S_r , r76_r, r77_r . r78_r, r79_r, r80_r , r81_r, r82_r, r83_r, 
r84_r , r85—r , r8S-r, rS7—r, r86_r, r89_r, r90_r, r91_r , r92_r, rS3_r, 
r94_r. r95_r, r96_r, r97_r. r98_r, r99_r, rA0_r, rAl_r. rA2_r, rA3_r, 
rA4_r. rA5—r , rAE—r, rA7_r, rA8_r , rA9—r, rBF—r, rBl_r , rB2—r, rB3—r, 
rB4_r. rB5—r, rB6-r. rB7_r, rB8_r. 
"operator—access—rights part" 
"operator access rights are added here* 
CanRunPhysles, CanRunSust. CanExeeedSustLlras. 
CanRunStrt. CanExceedStrtLIms, 
CanRunStrm, CanExceedStrmL1ms, 
CanConfIgLcc, CanRunDBMS>s 

"& end access—right type" 
'4 begin access—rights—type' 
access—rights—type - set of access—rlght-typei 
"& end access—rights—type" 
*& begin system—csde—type" 
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"systems that can receive commands In SCDS" 
system_eode_type • <se_l1 legal, *c_netop, se-seds, se_dbms, scconsole, 

se—lcemgr, sc—sys, sc_lnj, sc_strm, se_strt, sc—sust, 
sc—fac, sc—ves, sc—vac, sc-jn»g. se_gett, sc—cryo. 
sc_acps, «—1nt, sc_dbm, sc—ddp, se_shot, 
sc—except ion); 

"4 end system—code—type* 
"4 begin em_end—status—type" 
"standard SCOS command status type* 
em_cmd—»tatus_type * ( em—effld—status—not—set, e m - c m d H n o _ e r r o r , 

e n u n o m e r o - e o t - c o d e , em_zero—eot_code, 
em—machIne—fa 1 l e d , era—wrong—sys—code, 
em—undef I ned—f unc—code, em_no_-access—r I g h t s , 
em—unsuccessful_cmd—execut ion, em_a 1 r e a d y — I n 1 t t e d , 
e m _ a l r e a d y — r u n n i n g , em—already—fa 1 l e d , 
em— not— In 1 t t e d , em—not—runn fng I ; 

"& end em_cir.d_status—type" 
"& begin fc—seds—type" 
"function codes for sc—scds" 
fc—seds—type • ifc—scds—stop, fc—scds—inH, fe_scds—run, fe—seds—restart. 

f c_scds_ quiet, fc_scds_te1 1 . f c_ scds_1n I t_s\rtscds, 
fc_scds—run—strtscds)i 

"& end fc—scds—type" 
const 
first—pmach » sys; "first physical machine" 
last—pmach * ddpb; 
first—lmach • netop1; "first logical machine* 
last—Imach * hvtsl; 
first—c B sysci "first console" 
last—c • ddpc; 
flrst_r » strmrj "first resource" 
last_r • clockr; 
first—sust r » vustlri "first sustaining resource" 
last—sust—r • sust24r; 
first—strt—r • strtlr; "first startup resource" 
last—strt—r » strtZJBr; 
fIrst—access.rIght * netoprt "first element fr access_r1ght—type" 
last—access—right • CanRunDBHS; 
f 1rst_operator_access_nght « CanRunPhyslcs; 
Last—operator—accoss—right « last—access—right: 

type 
"4 begin resources' 
resources • fIrst—access—rIght..last rj 'resource part of access—rIght—type" 
"& end resources" 
"4 begin bus—switch" 
bus-switch • (d256bs,ves1bs,faelbs,strmlbs,strtlbs,sustlbs.ddplbs), 
"& end bus—switch" 
"A begin lock—type" 
lock-type « shortinteger; Clock for test and setJ 
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"& end lock—type" 
"Ic begin p_statui" 
p_status • (down, up)t Cphyslcal machtne status) 
"4 end p—status" 
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t I 
I EMWHEN.TYP - set of types for most users of WHEN I 
[ 9 dec 1980 J 

"PURPOSE 
Interface to WHEN (6.1.2.58) for callers who don't do 
I/O-and-proceed. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.58.2 
AUTHOR: Pat Me Goldrtek CREATION DATE: 30 may Sfl 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
BCN Dee SB , . Added types for dbnotlyies. 

type 
event—type • (e—power—restore. 

e_tlmer_done, 
e_ic-done, 
e—semaphore—access, 
e_rtn_cmd, 
e_rtn_data, 
ebnew_cad. e_new_data, 
e_dbms_not Ify. 
e_non_user—event. Cevent occured that was handled by the system] 
e_no—event (no other event In event—set occured}>< 

event set—type • set of event—typet 
dbn_<nfo_rec • record 

relation—name : charI2: 
ctd : mallpointers 
tuple_number : Integer; 
attrIbute_number : shortlnteger: 
notIfy—number : shortlntegers 

end: 
event—notice—type ° record 

case event : event—type of 
e_tlmer_done *• fparm : Integer); 
e—semaphore—access '• (semid • ma 11 pointer ) i 
e_rtn_cmd. 
e_ new—ctnd ( e l d : ma 11 pol n t e r ) ; 
e — r t n _ d a t a , 
e—new—data ( d i d : ma I 1 p o l n t e r ) ; 
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e_dbins_notlfy : I dbnottfy—Information : dbn_lnfo_rec >i 
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Procedures For Operating Under MTM 
c-------....................................a......................... 
C J 
C procedure NMARKOW ] 
C 1* may QQ J 
: " " ' " < > » I > I I I I I I I I U » » » » I > U I I « . . . . » . . . < ) 

(PURPOSE 
Request receipt of a command. This procedure allows MTM users to 
oDtaln a command (generally for debugging and use of the distributed data bas,e). This Procedure Is necessary for MTM users because 
a tâ t< c a n only be an execute module If 1t has a comtrgnd, - a tâ fe c € n not use the IPCS In any way unless the task has a command. 

DOCUMENTATION SEFERENCES 6.1.Z.5 

AUTHOR; j,„, %pan„ CREATION DATE: 16 nov 79 

MODlFrt ; A Ti O N RECORD 
added '„ore comments. 15 feb SB, prm 
added 'nore comments, 5 may 80, prm. 
LOCATKJN j NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

CCONST^ N T S A N D TVPES REQUIRED 
const iti arkon_em - 'MARKONEM's "name o f markonem t a s k " 

INCLUDE MET.TVPi 
INCLUDE EMPREFlX.PROi 
CPROGRAH HEADER 

program, nmarkon (zone * posts l_zone_type; 
var eld =ma1 lpo! rster: 
var ercode snet_error_type}; 

(INPUT ARGUrlENTS 
zone • postal tone where mall Is to be made (local or global ) . 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • ̂ onunand id pointer to mall that was made. If there was ai error 

then this variable 1s undeffned. 
ercode . error code (see net—error_type In ipcs.typ 6.1.Z.28I. 
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INPUT- ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
* f t()ere was no error obtaining the command then S£T_CURRENT_C1D.(CIO) 

* See empreflx.pro G.1.2.301 was called to set currents Id. 
Any Command obtained contains NO access rights unless granted by 
5peciai permission of the computer operator. 
FILE USAGE 

RELAT E D PROCEDURES 

ROUTI N E DESCRIPTION 
N e t lARK OH CNMARKON) sends a message requesting a command from the IPCS. 
The r. e (, u e s t , s s e n t t o MARKONEK (6.1.3.3) who sends back a command. 
ADDITj 0 N A L NOTES 

E X T E R N A L REFERENCES 
proc&(jgre w a | trwa 1t_5et • wa lt_set_type "what we will wait for": 

var Item : tq—Item—type "Item received"); 
P r o cedure sendmess (message—address : Integer; 

taskname • char8; 
var status : short Integer)) 
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Creating and Deleting Hall 

[ PROCEDURE MAKECMDE - make a command piece of nail 
C J 3 jun Be 

'PURPOSE 

pake a p i e c e o f m a l l ( o f command type ) 1n common memory. 

pOCUKENTATlON REFERENCES 6 . 1 . 2 . 4 3 

AUTHOR: Pa t Me G o l d r l c k & Jim Spani CREATION DATE: ig f e b 80 

flOOIFlCATIOK RECORD 

^dded r e s u l t s — p t : • n i l ; 25 mar 8 0 ; prm 
^ dded more comments t prm, 5 may 8 0 . 
^md made Is a lways a user command, 14 may 8 0 . prm. 
, ' e p a l r e d bug In c r e a t i o n e f access Fights s e t In cmd, IS may 8 0 . prtti. 
ffiakecmde now c a l l s makecmdk w i t h deslred_emd—k ind t« emdk._user, jms 13 J u n 

1.0CATI0N: NETLIB 

(CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

'CONSTANTS AND TYPES REOUIRED 

JNCLU0E N E T . T V P / 2 1 9 i 

T K W K W l fflKVaK 

program makecmde ( v a r c a l l e r s _ c 1 d ! ma 11po1nters 
posta l—zone : postal—zone—type; 
a c c e s s — r i g h t s : a i c e s s - r Igh ts—type i 
des i red—cmd_class : cmd—c lass—types 
r e s t a r t : cmd—restart—typej 
address—cmd : I n t e g e r ; 
s I ze—of—cmd : In teger i 
va r new—eld : ma I l p o I n t e r s 
war n e t — e r r o r : n e t - e r r o r — t y p e >; 

'INPUT ARGUMENTS 

jailers—ctd * command Id of caller. 
postal—zone * zone where mall shoule be made ( local or global). 
^ccess—rights * access rights desired for the command. Note that the 

the actual rights that the command will be given will 
the lessor of the access—rights and the rights the 

1 
3 
3 
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caller actually has (i.e. the caller can not give his 
offspring rights that he himself does not have In ca1lers_cId). 

desl red_ctnd_c lass • classification the caller wishes the command to have 
<user defined enumeration). 
Useful when the command Is returned to the caller and 
the caller needs to determine what to do with the 
command, 

restart • how the caller wishes to treat this command 1f the physical 
machine running the execute module for this comn.jnd falls 
and the logical machine is being restarted. 

The possible values are 
rst_on_new_physiea1 - restart execute module on another machine. 
rst_return_to_parent - return command to parent. 
rst_delete - delete command 

address_cmd * address of the start of the command to be put 1n the 
command block (user defined). 

size—of_cmd * actual si2e of command that will be placed in the 
command block (size fn bytes). 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
new_c1d • pointer to mail that was made. If there was an error 

then this variable Is undefined. 
net-error = error code (see net_error_type in IPCS.TVP, 6.1.2.28) 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
callers_cid must be for task making the call. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
if net—error * n_no_error then new_c1d points to the newly 

made commandi otherwise. 1t Is undefined, 
if net—error » n_no—error then the command was maked as specified and 
end-kind is set to cmdfc—user (see IPCS.TYP). 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd 
emcmdpt 
cmdowner 
setresIt 
del resit 
passemd 
checkpt 
mparent 
nextysib 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
If the caller owns callers—cid and there 1s no postal—zone conflict 
then make the command ma 11; 

makeemdk 
cmdclass 
setstat 
cmdresit 
mallzone 
rtnma11 
checkval 
youngson 
nextosib 

delma 11 
cmdar 
cmdstat 
slzreslt 
emrestrt 
Oldson 
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ADDITIONAL NOTES 
If caller wants to create other kinds <cmd—k1nd—type) of command nail 
use makecmdk 6.1.2,59 . 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure makecmdk (var ca11ers_c(d : ma I 1pofnter: {6 ,1 .2 .593 
postal—zone : postal—rone—type; 
access—rights : access—rights—type: 
des 1 red—emd—cless : emd_class—type; 
desire_cmd_k ind - cmd_kInd.type; 
res ta r t i Cflid— restart_t .yr«; 
address—cmd t Integer; 
s 1ze_of—cmd i Integer: 
var new_c1d : ma i 1 pc liiter ; 
var net—error :net—error— type>; 
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[ ] 
I PROCEDURE MAKECMD - make a command piece of mall ] 
t 16 Jun 80 : 

"PURPOSE 
Make a pi ACS of ma 11 (of 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 

command type) 
6.1.2.6 

in common memory. 

AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlek & J 1m Spann CREATION DATE: S July 7S 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
changed to a subset of procedure KAKECMDE. jms 20 mar 80 
added more comments, prm. S may B0. 
change to a subset of procedure MAKECMOK. jms 16 June 80 

LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 4 COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
"#I-" CInclude listings off3 
"CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYP/ZI9; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program makecad (var callers_cld : mall pointer; 

postal—zone : postal_zone—typet 
access—rights : access—rights—type: 
address—cmd : Integers 
size—of—cmd : Integer; 
var new—Ctd : ma 11 pointer; 
var net—error :net_error_type)i 

"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
callers—eld - command 1d of caller. 
postal—zone • zone where mall should be made I local or global). 
access—rights • access rights desired for the command. Note that the 

the actual rights that the command will be given will 
the lessor of the access—rights and the rights the 
caller actually has (I.e. the caller can not give his 
offspring rights that he himself does not have 1n callers_c 1d). 

address_cmd • address of the start of the command to be put In the 
command block (user defined). 

3lze_of—cmd • actual size of command that will be placed In the 
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command block (size In bytes). 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
new_c1d • pointer to nail that was mace. If there was an error 

then this variable is undefined, 
net—error « error code (see net—error—type In IPCS.TYP, 6.1.2.2B) 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
eallers_eld must be for task making the call. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If nttwBrror 3 n—no_error then new_c1d points to the newly 

made command, otherwise, it is undefined. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmde delmall 
emcmdpt cmdclass 
cmdowner setstat 
setreslt emdreslt 
del res It nail zone 
passcmd rtnmall 
checkpt checkval 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb makecmdk 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cmdar 
emdstat 
sir res It 
enrestrt 
oldson 
nexts lb 

This procedure just calls makecmde (6.1.2.43) and defaults 
des f red—cmd—c lass and restart, 

desIred_cmd_class :• no—cmd—class 
restart :* rst—on—new—physlea 1 

The above Is beneficial If the caller does not wish to 
be concerned with cmd class and restart. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure makecmdk (uar callers—eld : mallpolnteri 

postal—zone i postal—zone—type; 
access—rights : access—rights—type; 
des1 red—cmd—class : cmd—class—type; 
deslre_cmd_kInd : cmd_k1nd_type; 
restart s cmd—restart—type; 
address—cmd s Integer; 
size—of—cmd I Integer; 
var new—eld : ma11 pointer; 

C6.1.2.S9J 
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var net—error :net_error_type)i 
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C-» — - - - — — — - — — - - • • • • • » - • • - — » - - « - - " » = = • - - - - • • — « = - - - - - - - -
[ ] 
[ PROCEDURE MAKOATAE - make a piece of data mall 1 
C 6 may 198.0 ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m . . . ^ m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J -#!-" 

CPURPOSE 
Make a piece of data mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.49 
added more comments, 6 nay 8fT, prm. 
AUTHOR: Jim Spann & Pat Me Goldrlek CREATION DATE: 26-dec-79 

M0DIF1C*1ION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
- - — --- --- 3 
CCQNSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
. .. j 
INCLUDE NET.TYP: 
CPROGRAM HEADER 
. j 
program makdatae(var eallers_etd :ma1lpolnteri 

postal—zone :postal—zone—type & 
s1*e—of—data : Integer: 
deeIred_data_c1 ass :data—c1as s_type: 
"war new—did. "nnal'rpolirter: 
var net_error :net_error_type)j 

ClNPUT ARGUMENTS 
callers—eld » command Id of caller. 
postal—zone * zone where mall should be made < local or global). 
size—of—data * actual size of data buffer (In bytes I that will be made. 

Data can be put Into this Oata Mail via Setdata. 
The sue—of—data paraneter In Setdata must be = < the 
sl2e—of—data specified here, 

deslred_data_class • Enumeration that will classify the data for the caller 
(user defined enumeration). 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
new_dld • pointer to mall that was aide. If there was an error 

then this variable s undefined, 
net—error • error code (see net_errot_type 1n IPCS.TVP, 6,1.2.28) 
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INPUT ASSERTIONS 

callers—cid should be for the task making the call If you do not want 
a net—error of iuno-own, 
If callers—c*d Is In the local postal zone then oostal^zone should 
also be local or a net—error of n_2one^conf1 let will be returned. 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

If net—error ' J n_no. 
made 

.error 
data 

then 
buffer 

new_did points to 
. otherwise, 1t 1 

the 
s und 

new 
,ef 1 

'y 
ned . 

FILE USAGE 

none 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

makedata setdata del ma 11 
emdatapt datclass ma 11 zone 
passdata allow/tn rtnmai1 
mparent youngs or. oldson 
nextysib nextosib 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

If the caller owns ca1lers—c Id and there is no posta1—zone conf1 let 
then make the data mall. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure makemal It war callers—dd :ma i Ipo Inter ; 
posta1—zone :postal—ione_typet 
mt :ma1l_type; 
size—requested •integer; 
var new—did :ma11 pointer; 
var net—error :net—error—type ) \ 

procedure getacces(uar callers—eld -*ma 11 pointer % 
postal—Zone :posta 1—zone—type); 

procedure relacces; 
f u n d on valJdcld(var callers—eld :mal1 pointer t 

postal—zone :postal—zone—typet 
var ercode J net—error^typeJ J boolean; 

procedure In1tma11(var callers—c Id -ma 11po1nter; 
var new—ma 11 :ma1lpolnter ); 
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C-...................*>...............»»••«»•».-•..••*..>»<»»«•••••>. 
c ] 
C PROCEDURE MAKEDATA - make a piece of data mall ] C 6 may 1980 ) .......] 
CPURPOS*. 
Make a piece of data mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.7 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann & Pat He Goldrlek CREATION DATE: l-Aug-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 6 may 80. prm. 
LOCATION; NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
- - - 3 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVP; 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program makedatatvar callers—dd :ma 11pointer; 

postal—zone :posta1_zone_type; 
s1ze—of—data s1nteger: 
var new_d1d :maIlpointer: 
var net error :net_error—type)t 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
callers—eld - command id of caller. 
postal—zone • zone where nail should be made C local or global). 
size—of—data • actual size of data buffer (In bytes) that will be mads 

Data can be put Into this Data Hall via Setdata. 
The size—of—data parameter In Setdata must be • < the 
size—of—data specified here. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
new—did • pointer to mall that was made. If there was an error 

then this variable Is undefined, 
net-error » error code (see net_error_type In IPCS.TYP, 6.1.2.26) 
data—class in command Is defaulted to no—data—class. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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callers-eld should be for the task making the call If you do not want 
a net-errer of n—no—own. 
If callers_e1d Is In the local postal zone then postal-zone should 
also be local or * net—error of n—2one_conf 1 let will be returned. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If net-error » runo.error then new—did points to the r.ewly 

made data buffer, otherwise, It 15 undefined. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makedata setdata delmall 
emdatapt date lass nail zone 
passdata allowrtn rtnmall 
mparent youngson oldson 
nextyslb nextostb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
Just calls makdatae with desired—data—class of no—data—class. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
This procedure 1s used when a programmer wishes to just make a piece 
of data mail and not be concerned with the class of the data 
(see datclass • 6.1.2.46). 
Programmers concerned with the class of the data should use 
makdatae (6.1.2.49). 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure makdatae<var call«i-3_e1d :tnal Ipolntert 
postal—zone '• posta 1_zone—types 
size—of—data : Integer; 
des1 red—data—elass :data—class—type; 
vir new—did :ma1Ipolnter; 
var net error met error—type!; 
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C - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
£ 3 
C p r o c e d u r e MAKESEM ' m a k e a s e m a p h o r e p i e c e o f m i l 3 
I 6 may SB 1 
. . • • . . . . . = . . . • . . > . . . . . . . . « • • • • • • . . • • . . . . = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ° . . « . . » . 3 

" • 1 - -

CPURPOSE 

Make a semaphore piece of moll, 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.6 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann & Pat Mc Golclck CREATION DATE: 2-Auc-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more coaments, 6 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
- 3 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REDUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVP: 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

) 
program makesem (vac c a l l e r s _ d d :ma 1 l p o m t e r ; 

posta l—zone :posta1—2one_type; 
var new—semld :ma11 p o i n t e r j 
var ne t—er ror m e t — e r r o r — t y p e >; 

C1NPUT ARGUMENTS 
callers—eld • command id of caller. 
postal-zone • zone where mall should be made ( local or global}. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
new—semld • pointer to semaphore mail that was made. If there was ar error 

then this variable is undefined. 
net_error • error code (see net_error_type tn IPCS.TYP. 6.1.2.28} 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
callers—dd should be for the task making the call If you do not vjnt 
a net—error of n_no_own. 
If callers—eld fs In the local postal zone then postal—zone shojM 
also be local or a net—error of n_zone—conf1 let will be returned 
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OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
if net—error • n_no—error then new_semld points *»o the newly 

made semaphore, otherwise. new—sen id is undefined. 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
ps pc w 
del ma 11 -na 1 lzone 
mparent youngson old-son 
nextyslfa nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
If the caller owns callers—c1d and there JS no oostal—zone conflict 
then make the semaphore mail; 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure makemafUvar callers—cid :ma 1 lpoi nter ; 

postal—zone :postal—zone—types 
mt ;ma1l_type; 
s(ze_requested :integer; 
var new_semid :ma 11 pointer j 
war net—error :net—erroretype is 

procedure getacces(var callers—cid :ma1Ipointer; 
postal—zone :postal_zone_type>; 

procedure relaccest 
furc1 on va1Idc tdt var catlers-cId J ma 11poInter; 

posta1—zone >posta 1—zone_type; 
var ercode :net—error—type) :boo1e. ii 

procedure tnltma11<var callers—cid :nai1pointer; 
var new—man :mai lpotnter ); 

procedure move<source— address, 
destination—address, 
number—of—bytes :integer); 
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t 3 
[ procedure DELMAIL - delete a piece of mail ] 
t Zl nov 83 3 
E3 = = =='E%a — s — BSEB = z a a B K e a x a B K B a B B = =9£; = = = a x a 9 a E B 9 X E 9 x = = a — = Q 3 ' a H 9 3 c a B s x i a a J 

[PURPOSE 

Oefetes a pfece of ma 11. 

DOCUMENTATION' -.'FERENCES 6.1.2.9 

AUTHOR: J 1m Spann CREATION DATE: S-Aug-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

changed reference to PS (as PS changed), prm, 13 jan 80 
Beefed up error handling, prm, 18 jan 30 
Fixed so we will wait until we lock data mall lock before 
checking 1f ok to delete, prm, II march 80 
added deletion of command results, jms 28 mar 80 
made delete_ok lock all mall before deletion, prm, 1 aprll 80 
cleaned up a 1ot, prm, 1 aprll 80 
added more comments, 8 may 80, prm, 
return n_q_f 1 1 nk_not_n 11 If mId_to-delete (cind) 1s 1n the caller's 
mailbox, prm. 19 aug 80. 
Beefed up so delmall rejects delete requests when caller 1s not 
on th$ correct physical machine (Indicated by parent ownerld) 
with net_error of n_no_own . prm. 26 aug 80. 
If mall in a mailbox then return n_In_ma11 box error, prm 21 nov 80. 

LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
- - J 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
*#I-" [Include listings off3 
"SR-" "We make most checks explicitly, but we do turn on run time checks 

elsewhere In this program" 

[CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 
3 

INCLUDE NET.TYP; 
INCLUDE CM.TYPj 

CPROGRAM HEADER 
3 

program delmall Cvar iMd—to—delete :ma 1 lpo Inter j 
war net_error -net error_type); 

"INPUT ARGUMENTS 

in 1 d_to_de 1 ete = ma 11 Id to be deleted. 
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OUTP V T ARGUMENTS 
n e t-%rror " error code (see net error—type) 
Erroi- codes of special note: 

n^q_f 1 lnk_not nil means mid—to—delete Is a command piece of mall 
that Is currently In the caller's mailbox. The caller can delete 
the command after the caller removes the nail from the mailbox. 

]NPU> J&SSAISSMIS 
T ! ,8 *aller must own the mld_to—delete's parent 

' ' . e. <nld—tc—delete' 5 parent command must currently be owned 
•iy the caller, see 6.1 and cmdowner 6.1.2.41) 

The fiiaii to be deleted must not be in a mailbox. 
If a command Is being deleted then no offspring can exist, 
'f a command then the command must not be In the caller's mailbox 
<l.e. a n unprocessed returned command). 
If a data mall ts being deleted then the number—of—users 

o* the data mall must • B (see 6.1. passdata 6.1.2.20, and allowrtn 
6-1.Z.22). 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
, f n*t—error = n—no—error then the selected mall (m1d_to_delete) has 

°^en deleted: 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd makecmde makedata 
makd^tae makesem 
R0UT1 H E DESCRIPTION 
Del ma |; removes man from the dynamic buffer area the mall Is In 
(see dynamic buffar routines 6.6) 
and ^ellnks remaining mall to Its proper brothers and sisters. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
funct1on dbasemld (dba idbaptr) :ma1lpolnter; procedu,re dncreslt (var eld smallpomterj var ercode met—error—type); 
proeedi^re getaceestvar callers_dd :nal lpolnter: 

postal—zone :postal_2one—type); 
procedure g ettn (var taskname :char8>; 
functlQn lockmall (var mid ! mallpolnter: var net—error s net_error_type) 

: boolean; 
procedure logerror (string sllnei 

errornum :Integer; 
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1nteger; 
1 Inei 
boolean) i 
net_errcr. 
11net 
integer; 
'.oolean); 
EXTERN: 

11ne_num 
procname 
debug^on 

procedure loglpese (ercode 
str Ing 
I1ne_num 

„_ debug_on 
PR<XEDURE MEMRV<ADD :INTEGER) 
f u h c t l o n okpoint (pointer : mall points 
procedure ps( var cal lers_c I d , serold trjai lpolnter t 

wait :sem__wa 1t_type: 
var net—error :net_error_type)t 

Pr^>cedure relacces; 
Procedure re lbuf lvar bufarea Jdbaptr; 

var mid :na11po1ntef; 
var error : I n t e g e r ) ; 

^ u r i c t lon snibot : Integer; 
f u r i c t l o n TESTBIT <address_af-b1t_array ; Integer; 

bit number : Integer) : boolean; 
* u r i c t l o n thtsmach : physical—machine; 
rufiction ts I var semaphore :short Integer) :boolean; 
Procedure v(var sem_ld :matIpolnters 

var ercode :net_error_type>; 

typei 

REMOVE THIS WHEN P & V IN SYSTEM*. 
*• boolean; 

C6.10.14..O 
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Passing Hall 

t 3 
C procedure PASSCMD - pass a command piece of mall 3 
[ 8 may 80 1 

-PURPOSE 
Pass a command piece of mall to destination supplied by caller. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.19 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 7 aug 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 15 feb 80. prm added more comments, B may 80. prm 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none* 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYPj 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program passcmd(war cld_to_pass : mal1 pointers 

destination : net—task id—types 
load—file • fd_typei var ercode : net—error_type)j 

"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
cld-to—pass - pointer to mall of type command to be passed. 
destination - to whom mall should be passed. 
load—file - If the destination does not already exist then 

the destination will be loaded and started from 
the load-file. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ereode - results of the pass, (see net_error~type, 6.1.2.28) 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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The task name In destination must be upper case or ercode will 
equal n_no_response (problem 1n OS/32 MT). 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

If ercode - n_no_error then the ctd_to_pass has been successfully 
parsed to destination and destination Is now the owner of the 
ma 1 1 • 
otherwise, the pass failed ana the caller remains the owner of 
the cid_to_pass (If the caller was in the first place). 

FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

makecmc delmatl makecmde 
emcmdpt cmdclass cmdar 
cmdowner setstat cmdstat 
setreslt cmdreslt stireslt 
del resit ma IIrone 
r tnmaI 1 emrestrt 
checkpt eheckval 
mparent youngson oldson 
nextyslb nextoslb 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

This routine sends a message to post_off1ce via svc 6 send—message (sendpo) 
to have post—office do the pass. Post—off lee then returns ercode when 
complete. 
If the nail Is not In the idle state when called, this procedure puts 
the caller into successive 10 millisecond waits until the 
mall state goes to n—Idle and the pass can be done. 
We nay not send mall to post—office in any state other than 
n_idle. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure sendpofmsg—address : Integer: var ercode : net_error_type): 
procedure svc21ntw<Interva1 : Integer rallllsec >t 
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t I 
[ p r o « e d u r « PASSDATA - pass a data piece of mall 1 
[ s n»y ser ] 

•PURPOSE 

p a s S a data p 
D 0 c lIMENTATIOh 

lece of ma 11 
1 REFERENCES 

to 'Q3t 1 nal Ion c Id supp 1 led by ca 1 ler 

6.1 2-2« 
AUTHOR! Pat Me Gold r lek CREATION 0/STE l 7 aus 73 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
e r c c > d e = n_ll!_state front posti-'f. prm 6 inarch $B 
f 1 K e'd bug, routine should wslt to passmali, if mall is not idle. 
M o d | f 1 e d to wait on n_cant_lock_ma11 until free, prut, 1 aprll 80. 
add^0" l n o r e comments, 6 may 8JS. prm 

L 0 C A T I O N : NETLIB 

C O N C I T ! O N A ' L COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
• ̂ or.s" 

" C O N ' S T A H T S AND TYPES REQUIRED 
I N C L U 0 E NET.TVPi 
«p R (;GRAM HEADER 
p r o d r 3 m passdatatuar d1d-.to_pass t mall pointer; 

c1d_of—recipient : ma II pointer; 
var ercode : net_error_type >; 

•[NpUT ARGUMENTS 
4t0_,to_pass - pointer to data mall to be passed. 
c | j_of—rec I plent - the task that owns d d_of_-rec I p lent will be sent the dld_to_pass. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

e r e 9 d e - results of the pass, (see net-arror_type, G.I.2,28) 
INPU T ASSERTIONS 

0 U T P U T ASSERTIONS 
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I f 'rcode - n_no_error then the d1d_to_pass has been successfully 
passed to the destination, 
otherwise, the pass failed. 

The =a''er retains ownership of the did_to_pass regardless 
cf *he results of the pass. 

~ n e task that was .passed the data ma_y look *t the data and 
' e t u r n It, or pass It on. Eventually the dia_to_pass 
must be r e * u r n e d * 0 the caller as only the caller 
m3» delete the data mall. 
F iLE USAGE 

"one 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

-la'crate 
emdatapt 
makd atae 
"Parent 
nextj Sib 

P 0 U T [ N E DESCRIPTION 

This routine sends a message to post office via svc 6 send—message (sendpoj 
to h a v e post office do the pass, post-office then returns ercode when 
compi et e. 
If the post_offIce cant pass the data because the data Is In use 
by Someone else the post—off Ice will return ercode, n_cant_lock_m« 1 1 . 
This procedure will then put the caller In successive \Z millisecond 
wa1t s followed by pass attempts until the data Is either passed 
°f another error occurs. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure sendpolmsg—address : Integer^ var ercode : net_error_type)t 
P r o c S d u r e svc2intw(interval = Integer milllsee li 

s.st'.ista 
datclass 
allowrtn 
youngson 
nextosib 

delas:' 
ma I 1 zone 
rtnma11 
oldson 
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Setting and Retrieving Information In Hall 
C — - — - ...«...—.......—...........«......—................ 
C 1 
[ function EMCMDPT ! return pointer to em_cmd_type for this eld ] 
[ 8 may 80 ] 
B U . n . . . B . t f . B . e . a s = l . . . a . 3 . e B S . . . B B S . . a . . B B . . B 3 C B S . a . . . . . . P B K = a....a8ftB3 

C#l-1 
(PURPOSE 
Return a pointer to the letter part of the specified command mall. 
The letter part Is defined to be the Information placed In the 
command by WKECMD or riAKECMDE (arguments address—emd, sUe_of_emd 
In makende 6.1.2.43 for reference). 
The letter part of the command Is viewed by the user as enu_cnid_type 
which the user defines. 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.31 

AiiTHGR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE! 6-0et-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added title and recompiled for results—pt; prn: 25 mar 8-0 
added Aiore comments, priu. 8 may 80 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
3 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
j 

INCLUDE NET.TVP) 
[PROGRAM HEADER ,.j 
program emcmdpt (var eld : ma I Ipoltiter) : em_cmd_po Inter; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld - command fd of the command that contains the Information 

to which we desire a pointer. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
emcmdpt * points to em—emd—type that Is 1n command mall 

(cm—emd—type fs a user defined record). 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
eld should point to command mall If one does not desire errors. 
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OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
TERROR Is called If a Invalid mid 1s passed OR mall Is not of command t> p e. 
TERROR message meanings: 
E^CMDPT -MT * mall type error, not a command type. 
EMCMDPT -C3D » command Id error* not a pointer type. 

f t t t osw-r 

"ELATED PROCEDURES 

"Akecmd 
ffl^kecmde 
c n idowner 
s « > t r e s l t 
d « I r e s I t 
P^ssemd 
rafiarent 
nsxtyslb 
^QUTINE DESCRIPTION 
"dne 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
n cme 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
f4nct'.">n okpolnt (mid tma I tpolnter 3 : booTeani 
Procadu,-e TERROR I error—number, 1 lneL_number : Integer* proc_name : CHAR12}, 

f unctIon polntCI :Integer) : em_cmd_poInter; 
: " • • • > a E » B i i i i i m i n i • • • • m i s i i t t n * } 

del ma 11 
cmdclass 
setstat 
ctndreslt 
roa11 zone 
rtnmal1 
checfcva* 
youngson 
nextostb 

cmdar 
cmdstat 
slzreslt 
enrestrt 
oldson 
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t--"._..................................,,-........„.....„.,=........ 
t J 
t function etncmdslz : return size of em_cmd In command nail 1 
^ 3J jun 80 I 

CPURPOSE 
E M CMDSIZ returns the size of the em_emd In command mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6 -'.2.60 
AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 30 jun 30 

M O DIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONpiTinNAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS * COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
" - 3 
"sPectfy the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
I*1-" Clnclude listings off} 
"SR_» ( n o r u n time cheeks} 
^CONSTANTS AND TVPE5 REQUIRED 
I N CLUDE NET.TYPs 
t P ROGRAM HEADER 
— J 
P r ogram emcmdslz (vir eld : oiallpolnter) : Integer} 
C I MPUT ARGUMENTS 
e , d : command Id of mall who's size of sm_cmd will be returned. 
0 U T P U T ARGUMENTS 
*' eld Is a valid comircand nail type then 
eWcmdsfz :* size of the em_cmd set In command man by Biakecmdk. 

e ^ s e emcmdslz :• 0; 
, f eld does not exists then emcmdslz '•* 2 Is returned. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
non e 

0 U T P U T ASSERTIONS 
non B 
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FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd delmall 
emcmdpt makecmde 
cmdowner aetstat 
setres It emdreslt 
deireslt mallzone 
passcmd rtnmall 
checkpt eheckval 
mpa rent youngson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cmdar 
cmdstat 
slzreslt 
em^estrt 

oldson 

none 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt (pointer ! unlv Integer "any pointer"? ; boolean; "6.3.4.22' 
3s??s = s = etf——-KxsssBssaa «««•:¥••• aaanaa-*(iasasac:fla?>*9t£x=a=s = « = sKKM*a««aa3 
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{_«..«.«---------»-.-..-.-----«--»---..----..--«--»••»•....---«••-------
[ I 
C function cndclass : return command class of this mall 1 
: 9 may W __ J 
t#I-J 
CPURPO0E 
CMDC-A£$ returns the conmand class from cemmand mall as set bit makeemde. 

DOCUMEl*TA"flON REFERENCES 6.1.2.51 

AUTHOR1 P a t Mc GoldMek CREATION DATE: 4 feb 83 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added i n o re comments, 9 may 83, prm. 
LDCAT!?"; 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE nET.TYP/219. 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

.- -- 3 
prograi™ cmdclass (eld : mallpointerl : CK-C lass—type; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
c l d . command Id of nail who's class will be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
cmdcla^5 " command class as set In command by makeemde 

I see makeemde, 6.1.2.43>. 
I N p U T ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
cmdcla^. returns an enumeration constant is defined in the users 
execute module. 
TERROR , s called If an Invalid mid Is passed OR mall Is not of command type. 
TERROR message meanings: 
CMDCLA£S "MT » mail type error, not a cenmand type. 
CMDCLA^S -CID » command id error, not a pointer type. 
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FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd delnatl 
emcmdpt makecmde cmdar 
cmdowner setstat cmdstal 
setreslt cmdreslt slzreslt 
del resit ma 11 zone 
passcmd rtnmall emrestrt 
checkpt checkval 
npa r e n t yourtgson o ldson 
nextyslb nextosib 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADD J T!0«mi. Nrnr _ 
ncne 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpoint fcid itnal 1 pointer ): boolean; 
procedure TERROR (error—number, 1 tne_n umber : integer; procnane ' CHAR12): 

t a i : s s : s a i > : E s t i B i i i i i : a E i t B a i i H » 3 3 i s a i s s i 3 s i i s t s i t B a s s s s s : a 3 i i a a t i i > ] 
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C FUNCT* 0 N CMOAR : return access rights set for this command 
I ' 9 may 8" 

tp U RpOSE 
CMOAR returns the commands access rights set for the command specified. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.42 

AUTHO R : P a t K c Soldrlck h Olm Spann CREATION DATE: 11 apr 60 

M 0 D I F1CATI0N RECORD 
added B o r e comments. 9 may 80. prcn. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CON0I T l o N A !- COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
• Sp e clfy the 0 option (optimize) 
•#]-• [Include llstlnjs offj 

when conpl 1 1 ngB 

( C O N S T A N T S A N 0 TYPES REQUIRED 
INCtyDE NET.TYP; 
CPROG" A M HEADER 
p r Dg ram cmdar (ctd : m&llpolnterj war actass_rights : aecas3_Mght5_typ*s)s 
ClNPUT ARGUMENTS 

eld : ' 
OUTPUT 

command id of 
ARGUMENTS 

mall who' s access i rights are to be returned. 

a c c e S s _ r Ights : set of access 
makeemd or ma 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

rights 
kecmde. 

for command as set *>* 

OUTPU1" ASSERTIONS 
Error messages are logged If an Invalid ltd OR if mall Is not command mall. 
Error9 a p e reported to the operator via tvcZTogm and 
an emPt-v access rights set Is returned. 

I 
] 
1 
3 

FILE USAGE 
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RELATED PROCEDURES 

makecind 
erocmdpt 
cmdowner 
s e t r e s l t 
d e l res I t 
•p^-astiwi 
cbe-ckpt 
n p a r e n t 
r .extys 1 b 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
E A T L ft ft" A L R E r t R L fi C i 5 

f u n c t i o n o k p o t n t < c ( d :ma 1 ' p o I n t e r ] i b o o l e e n t 
procedure logerror (string :lms; "6.9.2' 

errornum :1nteger; 
1Ine-num iInteger; 
pros name '-line; 
debug—on :boolean I •, 

procedure svc21og.m (msg s line? length : Integer; Image : boolean>t 
procedure fmthex<var buf - line; var index : Integer; Int '• Integeri 

ffeld«wfdth : Integer, justify : rl_type>! 
procedure fmtteatf war buf: line; var Indea: Integer; texts I I n«) i 

del ma II 
erode lass 
setstat 
cmdreslt 
maf1 zone 
T time \ } 
checkval 
youngson 
nextos1b 

makecmde 
cmdstat 
slzresit 
•errrrft'S Vr 1 

o ldson 
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C..................... ........................a......... ............... 
I 1 
t procedure CHDOUNER - returns the owornld of specified command malt,] 
[ 14 Jul 80 ] 
.....................................................................J 

CPURPOSE 
Returns the owornld of spectfled command mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.41 
AUTHOR: 0(m Spann CREATION DATE: 9-Oct-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments. 9 nay 80, prm. 
removed terror and replaced with logerror, 14 Jui 60, jms. 
LOCATION: 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 3 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling' 
"SR-" "we cheek all run time errors" 
*#!-" Clnclude listings off! 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPi 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program cmdowner (eld tnillpotnter< 

var owner1d ;net_task1d_type)i 
{INPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command Id of mall from which the ownerld Is desired. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ownerld - returns from the command mall. Identified by eld, 

the taskname and logical or physical machine 
as speclffeef by net-task id-type, (see IPCS.TVP, 5.3.2.28) 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

FILE USAGE 
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RELATED PROCEDURES 
makeend delma II 
emcndpt cmdelass 
makecmde setstat 
setrftsft cmdreslt 
delreslt mad zone 
passcmd rtnnall 
checkpt cheekval 
mparent yoongson 
nextysl"b nextos lb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

eindar 
cmdstat 
slirealt 
emrestrt 
oldson 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function skpolnt (eld snallpolnter): soolean: 
procedure logerror Cstring :11ne; 

errornum : Integers 
11ne_num : integer: 
procname si 1 nes 
debug—on :boolean>; 

•6.9.2" 
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C > s * > > » > a > n » . . . • • - • « • • » » » . . • • • • • • M i i M i i i i i i i H i i i i u n M i i i n a 
C 1 
I procedure CMDFD - returns the loadflle ID of owner of command ] 
[ 14 Jul 80 ) 
a..................................,..............,..................) 

CPURPOSE 
Returns the loadfUe of owner of specified command mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.Z.S2 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 14 Jul SB 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 4 COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS j 
"specify the 0 option (optimise) when compiling" 
"SR-" "we check all run time errors" 
"#1-" Ctnclude listings offj 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REOUIRED . j 
INCLUDE NET.TVP; 
(PROGRAM HEADER 

- } 
program cmdfd (eld :ma1lpo1ntert 

var loadflle :fd_type); 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command Id of mall from wh'ch the ownerld Is desired. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
loadflle • returns form the eorommand mall. Identified by CID, 

the loadflle as specified by the fd-type. 
(see IPCS.TYP, 6.1.2.28) 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

PILE USAGE 
none 
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RELATED PROCEDURES 
mjikecmd del ma I I 
cncmdpt cndclass 
ra^keemde setstat 
s ( t t r e a l t cmdreslt 
d ^ l r o j l t nul l jone 
p^sscmd rtnmall 
cpieckpt eheckval 
p a r e n t yeungson 
cjidowner nextyslb 

RpyTINE DESCRIPTION 

endar 
cmdstat 
sliresH 
emrestrt 
oldson 
nextoslb 

n*">e 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpofnl (eld :na11 pointer): boolean-, 
proc:edure logerror (string :l1nei 

errornum J Integer; 
1Ine_num :integer? 
proename Mlnei 
debug_on "boolean); 

"6.9.2" 

•) 
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C..................................................................... 
[ ] 
C procedure SETSTAT - set a status into command mil ] 
C 9 may 80 ] 

.........} 
C#l-D 
(PURPOSE 
Put a user defined status 1EM_CMD_STATUS_TVPE) Into command mall. 
The status can then be retrlved by function CMDSTAT (6.1.£.35). 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.34 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 9-No«-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added some comments. IS feb 80, prm 
added more comments, 9 may SB, prm. 
LOCATION: NETUB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS j 

{CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TYPj 
C PROGRAM HEADER 3 
program setstat (var eld :maIIpointers 

status ienLjcmd_3tatus_type) t 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command Id of mall Into which status will be placed. 
status • element of enumeration type, EM_CHD_STATUS_TVPE, which 

1s to be placed Into the command. 
OUTPUT AR6UMENTS 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Cld must be owned by caller to get no errors. 
EM_CMD_STATUS_TVPE Is considered by the IPCS to a user defined 
status type. tn SCDS EM_CMD_STATUS_TYPE is defined for all users 
In IPCS.TYP (6.1.2.28). See IPCS Users Manual for more details 
on command status. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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TERROR Is called If a Invalid mid is passed OR mail Is not of command typa. 
TERROR message meanings! 
SE1STAT -MT • mall type error, not a command type. 
SETSTAT -CID • command Id error, not a pointer type. 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd 
emcmdpt 
cradowner 
s e t r e s l t 
d e l r e ^ l t 
passemd 
checkpt 
•••parent 
nextyslb 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
This procedure 1s most often used to pass a status from a called 
execute nodule back to Its parent. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt (cid smallpolnter): boolean) 
procedure TERROR (error-number,1Ine-number : Integer* proc—name : CHAR12>i 
procedure getacces (var cal1ers_cfd :mailpolntert 

postal—zone :postal^zone_type)t 
procedure relaeeesi 
......»*»». .............»........*..........-,............. ..........} 

delmall 
cmdclass 
mafceemde 
cmdreslt 
ma II zone 
rtnma11 
checkval 
youngson 
nextoslb 

endar 
CMOSTAT 
slzreslt 
enrestrt 
oldson 

i 
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(.,.....„..,..„....................................................... 
[ ] [ FUNCTION CMDSTAT - returns the status froa command mall I [ 14 may 80 J 
.....................................................................} 

C*I-J 
CPOftPOSE 
CMDSTAT returns the status from command nail as set by SETSTAT (6.1.2.34). 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.35 

AUTHOR: Jim Spanr CREATION DATE: 12-0ct-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
addet' more comments, 9 and 14 may 80. prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 3 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 

j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPi 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program emdstat <dd :ma11polnter) :em_cnid_status_typet 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command Id of mall from which status will be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
cmdstat • status In command Identified by eld. The status returned ts that which was previously set by MAKECMDE. MAKECMD or SETSTAT (6.1.2.34) and Is an element of EM-CMD_STATUS_TYPE. 
EM_CMD_STATUS_TVPE Is considered by the IPCS to be a user defined status type. In SCDS £rt_CMO_STATUS_TVPE is defined for all users In 1PCS.TYP (6.1-2.23). See IPCS Users Manual for more details on command status. 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
TERROR is called if a invalid raid Is passed OR mall Is not of command type. 
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TERROR message meanings: 
CMDSTAT -MT "mall type error, not a command type. 
CMDSTAT -CID - command Id error, not a pointer type. 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makeemd 
ememdpt 
c mdowner 
setreslt 
del resit 
passcmd 
cheekpt 
mparent 
nextysfb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt <eld :ma1lpolnter>: booleani 
procedure TERROR (error—number, JIne—nunber .' Integer; proc_name 3 CHARI2>t 

delniatl 
crude Tass 
makecmde 
cmdreslt 
mallzone 
rtnma11 
checkval 
youngson 
nextoslb 

emdar 
SETSTAT 
slzraslt 
•mrestrt 
oldson 
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f....«................................................................ 
[ ] 
[ procedure SETRESLT - set results In a command J 
[ 9 nay 80 ] 
......................................................................3 

[PURPOSE 
Set the results In a command piece of mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.52 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlek a J 1m Spam CREATION DATE: IS feb S0 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments. 9 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIS 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 3 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
"«-" Conclude listings off! 
(CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVP; 
(PROGRAM HEADER 1 
program setreslt (var eld SmaMpointer; 

address—result :Integer) 
size—of—result :1ntegen 
var net—error :net_error—typeti 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command ID of command In which results will be set. 
address—result - address of the "tart of the users result buffer 

that Is to be placed Into the command mall. 
s1ze_of—result - actual size of the users result buffer that 

will be placed Into the command mall (size In bytes]. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
net—error • error code (see net—error_type. 6.1.2.28 > 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Cld must be owned by caller to get no errors. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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If net_error • n_nc-_orror then result) were placed in the command. 
FILE USAGE 

RE|.ATED PROCEDURES 
oajteemd del mail 
e mcmdpt cmddass 
c mdowner setstat 
makecmde CMDRESLT 
QE|.RESLT ma 112one 
passcmd rtnmal! 
c neekpt checkval 
m parent youngson 
n extysib nextos1b 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cmdar 
cradstat 
SIZRESLT 
emreitrt 
oldson 

This procedure Just calls makrestt <6 1.4.241 and then if there 
a r s no errors, moves the callers resu'ts buffer into the buffer made by makreslt (note makreslt Is not a routine normally calltd directly 
by a user). 
ADpITIONAL NOTES 
Eafh call to set res It places new results In the command, 
previously placed results are lost. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

p r oe£dure makreslt (var eld • mallpotntert 
size—of .result Mnttgeri 
var net—error :net_«rror_type); 

procedure memrw <add :Integer)! 
procedure move <add—source,add_dest ,nuru?ytes :unlv in teger ) ; 
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t function CMDRESLT - obtiln pointer to result In command ) 
C 9 may 30 ] 
...................aa>....«..««».».......»«>ia.......................} 

CPURPOSE 
Obtain a pointer to cnid_results_typa in command as set by SETRESLT (6.1.2.52). 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.53 

AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck & Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 15 feb 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 9 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
— - 3 

"specify the 0 nption (optimize) when compiling" 
"#I-" Clnclude listings off! 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 

j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPt 
CPROSRAM HEADER j 
program cmdreslt (var eld < mallpolnter) s cmd—resu1ts_poInter; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • points to mall from which we want results. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
cmdreslt • points to emd_resuIts—type that Is in eo .mand mall. 

Note: cmd—resuIts—type Is a user defined record Csee 
IPCS users manual for more details). 

emdreslt will equal nil If no results exist, otherwise cmdreslt will point 
to a record containing the same information and structure as that 
used to set the results with SETRESLT. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
eld should point to a command. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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LQGERROR Is called If eld tioesnt point to mall or'Is not a 
FILE USAGE 

command t 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd delmall 
emcmdpt smdelasa 
emdowner setstat 
makicmde SETRESLT 
DELRESLT maillore 
passcmd rtnmall 
checkpt checlcval 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cmdsr 
endstat 
SJZRESLT 
emrestrt 
oldson 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpoint (mid :ma IIpointer>: boolean; 
function point(I :integer) 
procedure logerror (string 

cmd—resu1ts^poInter; 
:lines 

errornun sunlv Integer* 
1lne_nun :integer; 
procname :llne: 
debug_on :boolean]; 
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J J 
C function SIZRESLT - return s1*e of results 1n a command ] 
l 9 may gjj ] 

(PURPOSE 
Return size of the results in a command In bytes. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.54 

AUTHOR: p at He Goldrlck A Jtm Spann CREATION DATE: IS feb Bl 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added 'nore comments, 9 may SB, prm. 
LOCATltm. (JET-LIB 

COKDIT ( O N A (. COMPILATION PARAMETERS * COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
"*!-" tInclude listings off3 
CCOHST^KTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDfc NET.TYP, 
CPROGRJ\M HEADER 
program 5l2reslt Icld : mallpotnter> 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 

: Integer; 

c , <* • bofnts to command mall from which we want alio 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

of results 

stzresH • size of results record In 
(In bytes). slzres^t . I e r c . ff n e results exist. 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

the command Identified by c Id 

eld sh^y]^ point to a command. 
OJTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If results exist tn the command mall then the size returned should 
be the I a m e as that use In SETRESLT when the results were made. 
LOGRROU i s called 1f eld doesnt point to mall or Is not a command. 
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FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

makecmd delmall 
emcmdpt cmdclass cmdar 
emdowner setstat cmdstat 
makecmde CMDRESLT SETRESLT 
DELRESLT mallzone 
passcnd rtnmail emrestrt 
checkpt checkual 
mparent youngson oldson 
nextysib nextoslb 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

none 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function okpoint (mid :mallpointer): boolean; 
function point) I ilnteger) : cmd_results_po1nter; 
procedure logerror (string ;line; 

errornum integer; 
11ne_nutn : Integer; 
procname : 1 f r.-e ; 
debu*]—on ^boolean); 
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C-....................................................... 
[ 
C procedure DELRESLT * delete results out if command mall 
[ 25 nov 80 

CPURPOSE 
Delete results out of command mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6,1.2.55 

AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck t, Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 15 fet> 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments and compiling Instructions, jns 7 apr 8£ 
added more comments. 9 may 80, prm. 
repaired bug when no results exist, prm. 25 nov SB. 

LOCATION! NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS j 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
"#I-" CInclude listings off! 
"SR-" Cno rum time check] 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYP: 
CPROGRAM HEADER 
program delresit ! var 

war 
eld—containing—results :nu 
net—error :net_error_type 

11po1nter 
8 

1 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
cld_conta1n1ng—resu1ts • command ID of 

to be deleted 
the command conta nlng result 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
net_error • error code (see net—error_type 6.1 2.Z6>. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Caller must own c Id—contaIn1ng_results to be successful. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If net—error > n_no_error then the results were deleted. 

1 
3 
I 
} 
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An error is not returned If results didn't exist when the call 
was made. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd 
emendpt 
cmdowner 
makecmde 
SETRESLT 
passcmd 
checkpt 
mparent 
nextyslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
Deiresit removes results from the command's dynamic buffer area 
(see relbuf 6.6.3V If It Is safe to do so and 
sets the results pointer In command to nil. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function valldcld Ivar callers—eld : ma 11po1ntert 
postal—zone : postal—zone—typet 
var ercode '* net—error—type] : boolean; 

procedure dncreslt (var d d sma11 pointeri var ercode :net—error—type)i 

delmall 
cmdelass 
setstat 
CHDRESLT 
itiallione 
rtnmj11 
checkval 
you rig son 
nextoslb 

emdar 
cmdstat 
SJZRESLT 
emrestrt 
oldson 
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t ] 
t PROCEDURE SETDATA - put data Into e data piece of mall 3 
[ }» may 90 ] 

"SURPOS€ 
Put data Into a data piece of mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES E.I.2.10 

AUTHOR: Pat Me Goldrlck CREATION HATE) S July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added sons comments, IS feb 80, prm 
added more comments, 9 and 14 may 90, pre, 
LOCATION: NETLIB.OBJ 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

'CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYPi 
"PROSRAM HEADER 
program setdata (var did : mal1 pointer) addross_data, 9 tze_of_data.: 

Integeri v»r net_error : net_error_type>! 
•INPUT ARGUMENTS 
did • data Id of callers data. 
address_data - start address of the start of the data to be placed 

In the data matlI 
s1ze_of_data - actual size of data that will be placed In the 

data mall (size In bytes). 
Note: the data may be any type, but the caller should realize that 
when others reference the data It will be typed EM_DATA_TVPE 
(see EMDATAPT, 6.1.2.32). 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
net—error • error code (see net_error_type, 6,1.2.28) 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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DID must be owned by caller to get no errors (1. a. caller 
must be the parent of the data mall.) 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If net—error * n_no_error then dati has been placed In the data nail 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKEDATA MAKDATAE delmall 
EMDATAPT date lass nail tone 
passdata allowrtn rtnmall 
fflparent youngson oldson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
The procedure verifies that the caller owns the data malt and 
that the data mall Is large enough to hold the size requested. 
If everything 1s ok then the data Is moved from the users buffer 
into the data mat 1. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function va l ldddCvar ca11ers_c1d ' t a l l p o t n t e r ; 
postal—zone : postal—zone-type: 
var net_error : net-error—type) : boolean! 

procedure metnro (add : In teger ) ; 
procedure memrw (add ! Integer>i 
procedure move (add—source,add—dest(*um—bytes :univ In teger ) : 
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C 1 
t PROCEDURE AddOata - add data to end of existing data buffer 1 
[ Z\ Jul 80 J 
"PURPOSE 
Add data to end of existing data buffer In data mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.61 

AUTHOR: Pat Mc Gcldrlck CREATION DATE: 1 July 9Z 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB.OBJ 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
"specify the 0 option {optimize) when compiling" 
"#I-" Clnelude listings off3 
•CONSTANTS AND TYPES REOUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TVP; 
PROGRAM HEADER 
program AddData (var did : ma I lpolntei"; CB. 1.2.613 

address-data, slze_of_data : Integer; 
var net—error s net—error—type); 

•INPUT ARGUMENTS 
did = data 1d of callers data. 
address_data - start address of the start of the data to be added 

to the data ma 111 
s1ze_of_data * actual size of data that will be added to the 

data mall (size In bytes). 
Note: the data may be any type, but the caller should realize that 
when others reference the data ft will be typed EM-DATA-TYPE 
(see EMDATAPT, 6.1.2.32). 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
net—error * error code < see net—error—type, 6.1.2.2B) 
AddData returns net—error • n_ma11_overflow If there 1s Insufficient 
room to add the data. 
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INPUT ASSERTIONS 
DID must be owned by caller to get no errors (1. e. caller 
must be the parent of the data mall.) 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If net-error - n_no_error then data has been placed In the data mall 
Data will be placed Immediately after the last data In data mall as 
set by Setdata or Adddata. NO ALIGNMENT of the data will take place. 
Callers should be careful If alignment is Important. 
If AddData 1a called Just after the data mall Is made (via makedata etc.) 
then AddData acts just like SetData Icallers should use SetData thcjgh). 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKEDATA MAKDATAE delmall 
EMDATAPT date lass ma II zone 
passdata allowrtn rtnmafl 
mparent youngson oldson 
SetData nextyalb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
The procedure verifies that the caller owns the data malt and 
that the data mall Is large enough to add the size requested. 
If everything Is ok then the data Is moved from the user's buffer 
to locations just after any existing data In the data mall. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function valldeldfvar callers—eld s mallpolnteri 
postal—zone s postal—ione_typei 
var net—error s net—error—type) : booleant 

procedure memro (add :Integer J; 
procedure memrw (add slntegerl; 
procedure move (add—source,add—dest.num—bytes :unlv Integer)) 
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. « « * — - — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ...........— 
C 3 
[ function EMDATAPT - return pointer to data in data mall ] 
[ it may BB ] 
„..,............... ........... ................ . . — . . . . . . — . . . . } 
rpURPOSE 
Upturn pointer to data In data mall is set by SETDATA ( 6 . 1 , 2 . 1 0 ) . 

•jrtOWfLWWVW, RJLI'LM.WIIK, t A . X . t t 
AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 6 -0et -79 

H C)DIFICATI0N RECORD 

acJded more comments, 9 and 14 nay 80, prn. 

LOCATION: NEUIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
... 3 

cCONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 

7rJCLUDE NET.TVPi 

PROGRAM HEADER 
„ . 3 
program emuatapt (var did : mal tpolnter > : em_data_po1nter; 
CjNPUT ARGUMENTS 
a 1 d * data mall Id which Identifies the data nail from which 

-a -pcWier *io *t,"ne c-a't- "is aeslrto. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
->-- -__ — — — __--_..______. _-__—____.___•______-____________________ 
e^idatapt » points to data that was placed Into the data nail with SETDATA <6.1.2.1*1. 
Nc?te that the data contained In data mall Is typed 
Et__DATA_TYPE which the user defines. 
IffPUT ASSERTIONS 
_.*~w _______——_-.______,—_____________ _______________ ______ _______ 
njo should point to a data mall that has had data put In it with setdata» 
otherwise, the user gets a pointer tc garbage. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
TERROR is called ff a invalid did Is passed OR mall Is not of data type. 
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TERROR message meanings: 
EMDATAPT-MT • mall type error, not a data type. 
EMDATAPT-DID - data fd error, not a pointer type. 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKE DATA MAKOATAE del ma 11 
SETDATA datelass oiallione 
passdata allowrtn rtnmall 
mparent youngson oldaon 
nextyslb nextosfb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpoint (did :m«llpo'nter ): boolean: 
procedure TERROR <error_number.11ne_number : Integer) proc_name i CHAR12M 
function polntC1 : Integer) s em_data_-polnter i .,«.»»•»•». .................... ...................... ...........} 
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C ] 
[ function datastze : return size of data ln_usa ] 
[ 30 Jon Bl J 
CPURPOSE 
DATASIZE returns the size 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 

Of data tn_use contained In data mall 

6.1.2.33 
AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 30 jun IB 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NCTLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
"specify the 0 option (optimize} when compiling" 
•«-• Clnclude listings off3 
"SR-" Ino run time checks} 
CCOHSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
— 3 
INCLUDE NET.TVP-, 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

j 
program dataslze (did : mallpolnter) : integeri 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
did : data 1d of mall who'5 size In use will be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
If did Is a valid data maIItype then 
dataslze :• size of data 1n_use set 1n datamall by ntakedatae. 
utse dataslze :» B\ 
if did does not exists then dataslze -• 0 Is returned. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
none 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
none 
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FILE USASE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makedata setdata 
emdatapt MAKDATAE 
passdata allowrtn 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb nextosfb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

delmat 1 
ma 11 zone 
rtnma11 
old son 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt <c1d :ma 11 pointer>: boolean; 
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C..«......................................................... ....... 
C 1 
t function datclass t return data class of this mall ] 
[ 30 Jon 80 1 
....................•.•..............................>...............3 

C#I-) 
[PURPOSE 
DATCLASS returns the data class from data mail as set by makdatae. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.50 
AUTHOR: Pat He Gotdrlck CREATION DATE: 26 Dec 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 9 and 14 nay 80, prm. 
removed terror procedure, 30 gun 80. Jens. 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
- - - - } 

"SR-" "We check explicitly" 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TYPs 
CPROGRAM HEADER > 
program datclass <d1d s mallpolnter} : data—class—type; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
did : data Id of ma 11 who's class will be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
datclass • data class as set 1n data by makdatae. 
Note: data—class—type Is a user defined enumeration and Is set. Into the 

data mall by makdatae. Its purpose 1s so that when execute modules 
get data mall returned, they can use the data class (that they 
set originally] to decide what to do with the returned data 
mall. 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
none 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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LOGERROR Is called If a Invalid mid Is passed OR mall Is not of data type 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makedata setdata del nail 
etndatapt MAKBATAE nail zone 
passdata allov -i> rtnmal) 
mparent youngson oldson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function okpolnt <cld :ma11 pointer>: boolean; 
procedure logerror (string sline; 

errornutn :unlv Integer; 
11ne_nura Iinte^er; 
procnane Mine: 
debug—on iboolean}; 
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{.......,.»....,......,..„..»......«=,.....-......«.,-.=........-...,.:.-
[ ] 
C function MAILZONE i return postal zone containing specified mall 1 
£ 14 may SB J 
.....................................................................: 

t#i-) 
CPURPQ5E 
Return the postal zone containing the specified mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.48 
AUTHOR: Pat Me Goldrlck CREATION DATE! 26-Dec-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 9 and 14 may 88, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 3 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
3 

INCLUDE NET.TYPi 
CPROGRAM HEADER 
- 3 
program mallzone (var mid '• ma II pointer) : postal_zone_typei 
tINPUT ARGUMENTS 
mid > mall Id Identlfing the mall for which the postal zone should 

be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
matlzone . postal zone Cloeal or global) containing the nail 

Identified by n1d. 
Note: posta1_zone_type is defined 1n Ipcs.typ (6.1.2.28). 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
raid should be a valid mad 10 If caller doesn't desire errors. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
LOGIPCSE 1s called If a Invalid mid Is passed 
FILE USAGE 
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RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKECMD da1«a1l 
emcmdpt cmdclaas 
cmdcwner setatat 
setreslt cmdreslt 
del res It ma 11 lone 
passcmd rtnma11 
ehecltpt check vi 1 
MAKEDATA setdata 
emdatapt datclass 
passdata illewrtn 
nrparent youngson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

MAKECMDE 
cmdar 
emdstat 
s IzresH 
MAKESEM 
amrestrt 
MAKDATAE 
ma I J type 
rtnma11 
oldson 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpoint (mid smalIpolnter): boolean: 
procedure logtpcse (ercode :net_error..type; 

string :Hne; 
11 ne_nu«l : 1 nteger; 
debug^on :ooo1ean)c 
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C»>.......... ......... ............................. 
c 
t function HAILTYPE - return the mall type of a mid 
t 9 nay 80 
{•I-J 
CPURPOSE 
Return the mail type (command.data,semaphore) of a mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.56 

Id (mid). 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 28 mar 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments * 9 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYP/219, 
CPROGRAM HEADER 
program ma 11type (mid :ma(1 pointer ) :ma 11_type; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
mid • mall Id of type unknown 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ma 11 type • mall type of mid (semaphore,command,data) 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
mid should point to some mall. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
LOGERROR Is called If raid doesnt point to mall 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
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MAKECMD delmall 
emcmdpt ctndclass 
cradowner setttat 
setreslt cmdreslt 
delreslt naillone 
passcmd rtninill 
eheckpt cheekval 
MAKEDATA setdata 
emdatapt datclass 
passdata allowrtn 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb nextos1b 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

MAKECHDE 
emdar 
cmdstat 
slzreslt 
•mreatrt 
MAKDATAE 
matlzone 
rtnmal1 
oldson 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpoint (mid :sia1lpolnter): boolean; 
procedure logerror (string :11ne; 

errornum : Integer; 
11ne—nun :1nteger; 
proename :lines 
debug_on :boolean>j 
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Return tag Hall 

[" 3 
[ procedure RTNMAIL - return a piece of mall to Its parent J 
C (1 may 80 1 
• # ' " " " " " " " " " " 'PURPOSE 

^ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - « • - — - - - - - — - — - - - - • - - - • • - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -

Return a piece of mall to Its parent. 
POCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
p.1.2.21 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlek CREATIOI DATE; 10 oct 79 . 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
removed erroneous comment, prn, IS <eo 00 
^dded more comments, prm, 11 may 30. 
(.OCATlONi NETUB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
•none" 

'CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
Include NET.TVPi 
'PROGRAM HEADER 
program rtnmalKvar m1d_to_return : m« 11 poInteri 

"var wrrotie ~ iiet—BTror-XjpB'i! 
'INPUT ARGUMENTS 
(Hid—to—return - mall 1d of mall to le returned (command or data nail). 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ercode - results of the pass, (see iet_error_type, S.1.2.28) 

An ercode of n_arg_err mean that the mall was not either 
a command oi data ma 11. 

JNPUT ASS.ilTlONS 
* » - - - - - - — — - — — - - - - - - — — - - - - - - - - - - — - - - - • - - — — - - - - - - - - - — - - - - - - - - - . - . -

pnly command or data mall may be relumed by rtnmall. 
0UTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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If ereode • n..no^error then the mfJ_to_returti has been successfully 
passed to the parent and the parent la now the owner of the 
mat', 
otherwise, the pass failed and the caller remains the owner of 
the mid—to—return (!f the caller wis In the first place). 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd delmall 
emcmdpt Cffldclass 
cmdowner setstat 
setreslt cmdreslt 
del res It ma 11 zone 
PASSCMD ma 11 zone 
checkpt checkval 
makedata setdata 
emdatapt datclass 
PASSDATA ALLOURTN 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

makecmde 
cmdar 
emdstat 
slireslt 
emrestrt 
makdatae 
malItype 
rtnma J1 
oldson 

Routine determines who the parent if the nld_tc_return (s and 
does a pass to that task. If the Bid—to—return points to a 
data piece of mall then the mail will only be returned If no 
one else Is using the mall (I.e. wc are the last ones doing a 
RTNHAIL on this data and parent ha: done an ALLOVRTNK 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
This procedure 1s normally used by an execute module who has 
received and used command or dâ ta lall and now Is ready to 
return the mall back to Its maker. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure passcmd Ivar cld_tc—pass : u 11 pointer: 
destination i net-task Id-type; 
load-file : fd-tyiej 
var arcode s net—<rror_type)j 

extern) 
procedure passdata (var d1d—to_pass : malIpoInter! 

eld—of .recipient •• ma 11 po 1 nter; 
var ercode : net—error—type) i 

externi 
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Procedures For Restart 
C-... ..................................... 
C ] 
C function EMRESTRT - return true 1f command being restarted 3 
C 1* may 80 3 

........................».....................,........} 
(#1-3 
(PURPOSE 
EMRESTRT Is a boolean function that returns true If the command 
specified Is being restarted <1. e. an execute module had the 
command before now and was In some stage of execution when the 
execution was Interrupted (machine failure etc.), so the command 
has now been placed on a new incarnation of the interrupted execute 
module (probably on a new processor) for execution). 
Note: the caller Is the new Incarnation of the execute' module that was 
interrupted. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.36 

AUTHOR: J1m Spann CREATION DATE: 7-Oct-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 11 and 14 may 88. prm. 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS j 

(.CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
j 

INCLUDE NET.TYP; 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program emrestrt (eld :ma1Ipolnter> :boolean; 
(INPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld • command 1d of command that Is to be tested for restart condition. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
EMRESTRT will return a true value 1f the command 1s being restarted 
otherwise a false value will be returned. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
T E R R O R Is called If a Invalid mid Is passed OR mall Is not of command t^pa, 
TERROR message meanings: 
EMRESTRT-MT • mall type error, not a command type. 
EMRESTRT-CID • command Id error, not a pointer type. 
FIL£ USAGE 
"one 
"ELATED PROCEDURES 
"flkeemd 
Chicmdpt 
ch»downer 
s f e t r e s l t 
d V l r e s l t 
Pissscuid 
C4ECKPT 
" b a r e n t 
n * x t y s 1 b 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
nbne 
AbDITIONAL NOTES 
CURRENTLY ON 11 HAY 80 WE HAVE HAVE NOT DECEIDED WHEN A COMMAND'S RESTART 
CONDITION TERMINATES. THEREFORE, LATER VERSIONS OF THIS PROCEDURE 
M*V RESET THE RESTART CONDITION. (Resolution of the above Is slated 
fbr late 1980.) 
'* the execute nodule discovers that the command Is being restarted, 
t̂ ie execute module may determine how far the previous Incarnation 
Proceeded before being interrupted. 
T^e above determination Is possible If the execute module's previous 
'hcarnatlon recorded the passage of milestones m the command 
Uee CHECKPT, 6.1.2.37). The caller can read the last milestone 
recorded with CHECKVAL, 6.1.2.38). 
ETERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt <cld :maIIpolnter): boolean: 
Procedure TERROR (error_number,11ne_number : Integer) proc_nane : CHAR12) 

delma 11 
cmdelass 
setstat 
emdreslt 
ma1Izone 
rtnma 11 
CHECKVAL 
youngson 
nextostb 

cmdar 
cmdstat 
slireslt 
makecrnde 
oldson 
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i . . . . . . . . . . . ^ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ^ , . . . . . . . . . . . 
t J 
t procedure CHECKPT • record passing a milestone ] 
C U may 80 1 ......................) 
{PURPOSE 
Record the specified milestone In the specified command. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.Z.37 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION D'.TE: a-Nov-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added some comments, 15 feb 80, prm 
added many more comments, II and 14 may 80, prm 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 3 

CCONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TYP, 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

„ — j 
program checkpt Cvar cld :naMpointer; 

check-point :check_point_type>i 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
cic • command id of mall Into which the cheek_polnt Is to be added, 
checkpoint » element of cheek_polnt_type which Is to be recorded 

Into the command (Identified by eld). 
Note: check_polnt_type Is a user defined enumeration of milestones. 

The first element of check_polnt_type Is usually no_eheckpoint 
as that is what is set Into a command by makecmd and mafcecmde. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Cld must be owned by caller to get no errors. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
TERROR Is called If a Invalid cld Is passed OR mall Is not of command type. 
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TERROR message meanings! 
CHECKPT -MT » mall type error, not a command type, 
CHECKPT -CID • command Id error, not a pointer type. 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
makecmd delmall 
emcmdpt cmdc1 ass 
cmdowner setstat 
setreslt cmdreslt 
del resit ma IIzone 
passcmd rtnmall 
EMRESTRT CHECKVAL 
mparent youngson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cmdar 
emdstat 
slzreslt 
makecmae 
oldson 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
The recorded milestone may be read via function CHECKVAL (6.1.2.38). 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt tcld :ma1Ipolnter): boolean* 
procedure TERROR <error_number.1lne_number t Integer; proc—name : CHAR12>t 
procedure getacces (var callers—eld :«ia11 pointers 

zone spostal_zone_type); 
procedure relaccess 
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C 1 
( function CHECKVAL. - return list milestone recorded In command 1 
[ 11 m y 91 ] 
C#l-> 
CPURPOSE 
CHECKVAL function returns the last milestone set by CHECKPT 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.38 
AUTHOR: 01m Spann CREATION DATE: 8-Now-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments. 11 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 1 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
j 

INCLUDE NET.TYP; 
CPROGRAM HEADER 3 
program checkval (eld :mal1po1nteri :check_po1nt_type; 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
eld * command Id of mall from which the checkpoint value ts to 

be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
checkval - last recorded milestone In the command Identified by eld. 
Note : checkval Is typed eheck_po1nt_type. Check_polnt_type Is a user 

defined enumeration of milestones. The first milestone in 
check_po1nt_type Is recorded by mikecmd or makeemde when the 
command 1s made. For the above rsason the first milestone In 
check_po1nt_type should be no_che:kpo1nt. 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
none 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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TERROR Is Culled If a Invalid mid Is passed OR mall Is not of command type. 
TERROR message meanings: 
CHECKVAL-KT - m a l l type e r r o r , not a command type. 
CHECKVAL-CID • eommand Id error, not a pointer type. 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
nakeemd 
emcmdpt 
cmdowner 
setreslt 
delreslt 
passemd 
CHECKPT 
mparent 
nextys1b 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

delmall 
cmdclass 
setstat 
cndreslt 
ma IIzone 
rtnma11 
EMRESTRT 
youngson 
nextoslb 

cmdar 
endstat 
slzreslt 
makeemde 
oldson 

J 
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Synchronization 
Semaphores 

[ ] 
C procedure PS - obtain exclusive access to a critical section 1 
[ 11 may 80 } 
•#£-• 
"PURPOSE 
Obtain exclusive access to a critical section 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
S.I.2.11 
Thts Is a temporary implementation until PS 1s placed in the operating system. 
(see 6.1) 
AUTHOR! Pat Me Goldrlck CREATION DATE: S July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
changed wait from boolean to sem—waIt_type. IB Jan 80. prm 
Beeped up error detection and handling. 18 Jan 80. prm 
added more comments. 11 may 80. prm. 
LOCATION: NETL1B.OB0 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
const watt_1n_msec - 100: 'watt when cant get semaphore* 
"CONSTANTS AMD TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TVPj 
•PROGRAM HEADER 
program PS I var cellers_c1d, sem_Sd : ma 11pointer; 

watt : sen—wa1t_type; 
var ercode = net_error_type)j 

-INPUT ARGUMENTS 
callers—eld • command Id of caller. 
sern̂ fd • ma I 1 ID of semaphore controlling access. 
wait : case wait of 

p—wait t PS suspends caller until access Is granted. 
p_proceed s the caller will get the semaphore on Its 

Input queue when access ts granted. 
p_unc_proeeed : If the semaphore 1s In use an error code of 
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n_sem_aetlve Is returned and the caller will 
,iave to try again to obtain access to the semaphore. 
If ercode • n_no_error then access has been obtained. 

NOTE: in this Implementation p_proceed operates the same as p_walt. 
Wrn PS Is added to the operating system then p_proceed will 
operate as specified. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ercode *< n_no~error If we obtained access and wait * p_wa!t or p_unc—proceea. 
ercode • n_sem_act1ve if semaphore is In use (no access granted to caller) 

and wait • p_unc_proceed. 
Other ercodes are possible I see net_error_type, 6.1.Z.Z8). 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
callers_cld should be for task naking the call, otherwise, caller w i n get an error. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
Ef ercode * n_no_error and wait - p_walt or j _unc_proceed then caller has 
access else caller does not have access. 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATES PROCEDURES 
MAKSEM PC V 
del Rial I mat l2one 
mparent youngsan oldson 
nextyslb nextosib 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
All tasks doing a PC operation get concurrent access 
with other tasks hawing dona a PC. 
while those tasks doing a PS are assured exclusive access (from both 
those doing a PC and others doing a PS}. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure memro<add : integer)! extern; 
procedure memrw<add : Integer);extern; 
procedure svc2lntw( interval : integer In rail M s e c ) ; extern i 
function ts<var lock J lock_type) : boolean test s.-4 set! extern: 
function val1dc<d<var callers-jcld : malIpolnter: 

posta1_zone : postal_zone_typei 
var ercode '• net_jerror_type) : boolean: extern; 

function okpolnt <polnter i mallpomter) : boolean; 
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C ] (PC - obtain shared access to 4 critical section 'reader) ] 
C 14 may 80 1 
) • • • • • • • • • • • » • • • • • • • • • • • • • m i • • • • • • » . • • • • " 

" # ! - • 
•PURPOSE 
Obtain shared access to a critics! section (reader). 
NOTE: In this implemenitIon PC acts Just like PS. (PC will work as 

^i^vwVi-v** *Wwh ** V» T>V«*rt Yn "I'm* -wpifniVrFrg •syVn.wn.'i 
DOCUMENTATION REfERENCE." 
6.1.2.12 
This 1s a temporary Implententetloi until PC Is placed In the operatln9 system, 
(see 6.1) 
AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 5 July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
changed wait from boolean to sem_«a It—type, 18 Jan 80, prm 
Beefed up error detection and handing, 18 jan 80, prm 
added more comments, 11 end 14 may 80. prm. 
LOCATION: NET!IB.OBJ 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
const walt_tn_msec * 100; "wait Wien cant get semaphore" 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TVPI 

•PROGRAM HEADER 
program PC (var callers-eld, sem_!d : ma fl pointer: wait : sem_watt—type; var ercode s net_error_type>; 
•INPUT ARGUMENTS 
eallers_dd • command 1d of caller. 5en_td •nail ID of semaphore controlling access. wait : case wait of 

P—wa1t : PC suspends caller until access is grtnied. F_proceed •' the caller will get the semaphore on Its input queue then access Is granted. F—une_proceed '• If the senaphore Is In use by a wrltter an e f r o r code of n_sem—active Is returned and the caller will have to try again to obtain access to the sei° aP h o r* -
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If ercode - n_no_error then access has been Obtained. 
N 0 T £ : in this Implementation p_proceed operates the same as p_watt. 

When PC Is added to the operating system then p_proceed wtll 
operate as specified. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ftreode - n_no_error tf ws obtained access and wait • p_walt or P-unc-broceed. 
arcade - n_sem_actlve If semaphore Is In use by a writer (no access 

granted to caller) and watt • p_unc_proceed. 

<:al ]ers__g id should be for task making the call, otherwise, caller wlH g Bt an error 
<JUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
tf ercode « n_ncwerror and watt • p_walt or p_uncproceed then caller has 
Access else caller does not have access. 
tlLE USAGE 

none 
DELATED PROCEOURES 
'lAKSEM PS V 
<lelmat1 ma 11zone 
•nparent youngson oldson 
•lextyslb nextoslb 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
All tasks doing a PC operation get concurrent access 
Vith other tasks having done a PC. 
Mitle those tasks doing a PS are assured exclusive access Cfrom both 
^hose doing a PC and others doing a PS). 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure nrnmroladd : Integer); extern; 
Pr<4cedure memrw<add : I nteger );extern; 
procedure svcZlntwl interval : Integer In inllHsec); extern; 
f"let Ion ts(var lock : lock—typeJ : boolean test and sets extern; 
f un ctlon valldcldlvar callers_c1d : matlpolnters 

postal_zone -' postal—zone—type; 
var ercode : net_error_type) : boolean; extern; 

*ur>ct1on okpoint (pointer : mai1 pointer 1 : boolean; 
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C ] 
C V - release access to a critical section 3 
t 11 may 88 3 
"#!-" 
"PURPOSE 

Release access to a critical section 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.13 
This is a tempo-ary Implementation until V ts placed In the operating systen. 
< see 6.1) 
AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 24 July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added some comments, 15 feb B9, prm 
added more comments, 11 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB.08J 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 
"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYPj 
-PROGRAM HEADER 
program V (var sem_ld s ma 11pointer; 

var ercode J net—error-type)j 
"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
sem_1d • m a l l ID of semaphore c o n t r o l l i n g a c c e s s . 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ercode * n_no_error i f we released access, 
(see net_error_type t 6 . 1 . 2 . 2 8 } . 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Caller must have access via this semaphore, or else caller will 
get an error returned In ercode. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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If ercode • n_no_error then caller has released access. 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKSEM PC PS 
del mall ma II zone 
mparent youngson oldson 
nextyslb nextoslb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure memrofadd : Integer); extern; 
procedure memrw<add I Integer); extern; 
function valldc1d(var callers_cld : mallpomter; 

postal—zone : postal_zone_type> 
var ercode s net_error_type) : boolean! extern; 
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E»«nti 
TASKO PROS DEFIME TASKS INPUT QUEUES 

class TASKQ : define and reserve space for task queue 
4 march 80 

-fOTPOSE 
Define and reserve space for task queue (task's main mailbox). 
A<id define space for new data mallboi, 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.6.6 
see OS/32 HT program reference mania 1, section on task queues. 

AUTHOR: pat Mc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 20 feb BS3 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added new data mailbox definition here, so mall Is not lost If 
task attempts to go EOT with new data mall In It's box. prm 4 march 80. 
LOCATION: NETLIB.08J 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
TASKQSIZ EOU 60 TASK QUEUE SIZE 
* The task queue size can be determined as follows: 
* For each one of the following that can occur between 
• the times the task queue 1s emptied (by HNTQE or others). 
* *1 for each device that can Interrupt (post office only). 
* »1 for each piece of mall that can be received. 
• *3 for each subtask completion (post office only). 
• *\ for each message received (users of IPCS add 2). 
• *1 for each load completion (post office only). 
* +1 for each I/O and proceed completion. 
• *1 for each timer tern 1 nation. 
* *1 for each svclS completion (we dont use). 
DATAQS1Z EQU 10 NEW DATA MAILBOX SIZE 
• Need one for each new data that can be received. 
• "CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 

none 
'PROGRAM HEADER 

ENTRY TASKO 
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ENTRY NEWDATAQ 
• "INPUT ARGUMENTS 
• - . » _ _ — -. — • - » • • » • • — — — — - — — - — — — - — - • — - — — — - — — - — -. — » » — - - — — — 

** none 
- OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
• none 
• INPUT ASSERTIONS 
• none 
- OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
• none 
• FILI USAGE 
• none 
• RELATED PROCEDURES 
m 

• ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
* 
• ADDITIONAL NOTES 
• — — — . . _ _ • • • _ _ _ • - • • • . — <- — -.._ — • • • • • • — - — _ w » — — — — — — » _ _ — • • • . 

• EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
• none 
TASKQ DLIST TASKQSIZ 
NEWOATAQ OAC NEWOATAQ CHECKUORD FOR PASCAL POINTER 
DLIST DATAQSIZ 
END 
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t ) 
[ procedure TQTINIT - initialize callers event mailboxes ) 
[ 13 may 90 ) 

"PURPOSE 
Initialize the caller's event mailboxes, ]f the caller wants 
different event mailbox sizes than are set by this routine, 
the caller can obtain a copy of this procedure and make 
changes to set the desired sizes. 
NOTE: THE CALLER SHOULD SIVE THE CALLER'S VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE 

A NEW NAME. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.16 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck CREATIO.I DATE: 30 July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
removed Initialization of new—data_queue. It 1s Inlallzed in TASKQ. 
(the above was necessary to assure new—data was not lost when a 
task attempted to EOT with new-data mall In It's mailbox.) 
prm, 4 march 80. 
removed Initialization of command and returned—data lists as they 
are initialized by either EMDVR or IPCSDVR at load time. 
We wish these mailboxes to survive restart. 
prm, 28 mar 80. 
added more comments and removed misleading ones, 11 may 00. prm. 
changed name of einprefIx.typ to Ipcspref.pro, 13 may 80, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB.OBJ 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 
-CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TVP: 
type 

"there are several types of mailboxes, each has Its attributes 
(double—1inked—type can hold an unlimited number of 
pieces of mall, q—type(s) can hold a limited number of pieces of 
nail but the nail can be In more than one mailbox at a time, etc.}. 
TQTINIT generally Inlts only q_type(s) of mall which are implemented 
as PerkIn-Elmer lists (see 8/32 processor manual). 
The following defines the q_type<s>. 

qhead—type « record 'header for each q—type* 
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num_s1ots : shorttntejeri 
num—used : short Integeri curr—top : short integeri 
next_bot ; short integeri •ndt 

ql_poInter " ~ql; 
ql • record "q_type mailbox that can hold 1 piece of mall* 

qhead •' qhead-type; 
slot* • array (1..U of Integeri 

end; 
q5_poInter • "q5| q5 * record "q_type mailbox that can hold 5 pieces of mall* 

qhesd : qhead—type; 
slots : array 11..5] of Integer; 

end; 
"tqtable is a table of mailboxes or pointers to mailboxes" 
"tqtable is located In EMOVR or IPCSDVR" 
tqtable_poInter » "tqtable—type: 
tqtable—type • record "task queue 

new—cmdh rtn_cmdh rtn_datah 
new—data—q—ptr 
sent—access—q_ptr 
device—q—ptr 
msg_q_ptr 
subtask_q_ptr 
1o_done—q_ptr 
t!mer_q_ptr 
1 oad_done_q_ptr post—response 
power—restored 
netop—new—cmdh netop—rtn_cmdh dbms_new_emdh 
dbms—rtn-emdh ends "note: new_emdri, rtn—cmdh, and rtn—datah can be lists because these pieces of mall can only be on one task's queue at a time. Ue futher assure this by never queuing any mall that has a head.q_flink that is not nil <seo hntqe, and postoff)." 

const "the following values must agres with the sizes 
defined for the mailboxes 1n tqtable—type. For example: Ef timer—q_ptr 1s defined to be qS-po Inter then tints H e must be 5 because the timer mailbox can hold up to 5 pieces of mall. 

table" double-!Ink-type; double—1 Ink-type; double—1Ink—type; ql—pointer; ql—pointer; ql—pointer: ql-polnter; ql—pointer; qS_pointer; qS—pointer; ql—pointer; Integer; boolean; 
double—1Ink—type; double—1ink—type; double_link—type: double—11nk_type; 

"In 1 ted by EMDVR or IPCSDVR 
"Inlted by EMDVP. or IPCSDVR 
"imted by EMDVR or IPCSDVR 
"tnlted by TA.SKQ" 
"inlted by TQTINIT" •Inlted by TQTINIT" 
"inlted by TOTINIT" •inlted by T0T1NIT" "fftlted by TQTINIT" •inlted by TOTINIT" 
"1n1 ted by TOTINIT" 
"Inlted by TOTINIT" 
"tnlted by EMPVR or 1PCS0VR 
"InUed by EMOVR or IPCS3VR 
"inlted by EMDVR or IPCSDVR 
"1n1 ted by EMOVR or IPCSDVR • 1nlted by EMDVR or IPCSDVR 

sem—aceess-slzo devslze > I; msgslze • 1; subslze • I; Ioslie • 5s 

1$ "max mall for semaphore access mailbox' 
"device mailbox never needs to be greater than one' "max mall for sues message mailbox" "max mall for subtest; q mailbox" "max mall for 1o done mailbox" 
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tlmslze • 5; 'max matl for timer done mailbox" 
idrslze • li "max nail for load done mailbox" 

'NOTEi users should not modify the sites for nor attempt to use the 
following mailboxes without permission: device. svcS message. 
subtask q, and load done." 

Include ipcspref.pro; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program tqtlntt; 
"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
none 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
none 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Program must be established with 1PCSPVR or EMDVR (6.1.6) 
TQTIN1T should only be called once and called before any other 
IPCS procedures are called that may wish to use the mailboxes. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
0—types are made in the heap and pointers to them 
are placed In tqtsble-
The following queues are not made: dev1ce~.queue. subtask^queue. 
load—done—queue, and new_data_queue. The first three queues are only 
used by the POSTOFFICE, while the new_data_queue is defined and 
initialized In program TASKQ (6.1.6.6). 
PILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
TASKO WAIT 
VAITMAH. 

HNTQE 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
The q_type<3> are mearly allocated on the heap with pascal 
NEVs. The POST—RESPONSE mailbox Is a special one element mailbox 
that 1s Zeroed (emptied). 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
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EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure 1IstI n11( address_of_q I Integer) 

nuffl_s1ots s short Integer)i 
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[ I 
[ procedure WHEN - return event notice 3 
C 9 dec 3B I 

• • I - ' 
"PURPOSE 
Return event notice. This procedure U the primary synchronization 
tool for execute modules. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.58 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlek CREATION DATE: 27 may 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added call to HNNETOPC In handle_new_netop_cmd, 3 July 80, prm. 
BCN Dec 82 . . Filled In handle_dbrrs_new_cmd procedure. 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
Include NET.TYP[ 
type 

svclpolnter » Integer; Cwe don't use as a pointer Internally} 
Include WHEN.TYP; 
-PROGRAM HEADER 
program when {event set : event set—type; C6.I.2.58) 

var event—notice : event not 1ce_type); 
•INPUT ARGUMENTS 
event—set : return only event notices eoorespondIng to events 1n the event—set. 

If none have occured then wait for one to occur. 
The following are the events that one can wait for and what causes 
the events to occur: 
e_power_restore : power has been restored after a power failure, 
e—tinter—done : Timer Interval or time—of_day specified by 

caller via a SVC 2 code 23 has occured 
(see 0S/3Z program reference manual}. 
(Also see QINVL and OREP, 6.11.1 & 6.11.3) 

e_1o_done : Tho 1/0 started by the caller via an SVC 1, 
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e_semaphore—access 

e_new_cmd 

e—rtn_cmd 

e_new_data 
e—rtn_data 

e_dbms_not I f y 
e_rt on—user—event 

e_no—event 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

1/0 and proceed, has completed. (See OS/32 
program reference manual, on sve 1 I/O and proceed). 
(Also see REAOLUP 6.7.9.3) 

: Caller who has requested access controlled 
by a semaphore (caller issued PS or PC, 
6.1.2.11 and 6.1.2.12, with wait of p_proceed) 
has been granted access, 

i A new user command has been sent to the 
-alter, (see MAKECMOE 6.1.2.6. MAKECMOE 
b.1.2.<3. and PASSCMD 6.1.2.19). 

: A user command made and passed by the caller has 
been returned to the caller. I see RTNKUIL 
6.1.2.21). 

: Data has been sent to the caller. 
(see MAKEDATA 6.1.2.7 and PASSDATA 6.1.2.20). 

: Oata made by the caller and sent to some 
number of others has been returned by al1 the 
recipients. I see PASSDATA 6.1.2.2J?, ALLOVfcTM 
6.1.2.22, and RTNMAtL 6.1.2.211. 

: * value that the caller requested the dbms to 
monitor has changed value. 

: An event occured that was handled Internally 
by WHEN. Most of the time callers don't care 
If WHEN handles non_user_events (dbms, debugger, etc. 
events I Internally, but occasionally the handling 
if a non_user_event may change something in the 
jser's world (most noteable 1s change in the 
number of caller's offspring). 
If the caller cares then e_non—user—event 
should be Included. 

: Ho other events 1n the wa1t_set have occured. 

event—notice : nottfIcat'.on of the occurance of an event In event—set. 
Event—notice may contain additional Information about 
the event (see event_notice-type m WHEN.TYP, 6.1.2.58.1). 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
This procedure only work: with pascal driver IPCSDVR or EMDVR. 
This procedure assumes that the calling task has Initialized 
the task's mailboxes with TQT1NIT (6.1.3.16) or equivalent. 
Note: that the only those mailboxes that the caller Includes In the 
event—set need to be Initialized. The Initialization Is best 
done only once when the caller's program starts. 
Svc I blocks must be made with NEW, so that when 
1o_done occurs we can return a pointer to the svc 1 block. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If more than one event If Included 1n the event—set and 
those events have a 1 read;, occured when WHEN Is called, then 
the event returned Is the one occuring first in 
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the following prlortty 11st: 
- e—power—restore 
- e_t1mer_done 
- e—lo—done 
- e—semaphore—aceesJ 
- e_rtn_cmd 
- e_rtn_data 
- e—new—c md 
- e—new—data 
- e_dbms—notify 
- e—non—gser—event Cevent occured that was handled by the system] 
- e—no—event Cno other event In event—set occured} 

Note that no events are lost, they are merely processed 1n priority 
order. 
Waiting on ler© or more events and e_no_event will return 
immediately with e_no_event If none of the events In the set 
have occured. This 1s a good way to test for an event(s) without 
hanging (waiting) for the event(s) If the event(s) hasn't occured yet. 
If UHEN gets called with a null event_set then an error message win 
be output and a breakpoint taken. Thiers is NO recovery! Ml 
The following fatal error(s) can occur which cause an output 
to the system con'ole (via logerror). 

1) nul1 event—set. 
Z) any other error that WAIT can generate, since WHEN calls WAIT. 

Warning: waiting on events that can nei/er occur will suspend the 
caller Indefinitely) 
FILE OSAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
TQT1N1T TASKQ HNTQE 
WAITMAIL QINTVL QREP 
PASSCMD RTNMAIL WAIT 
MAKECMO ALLOWRTN REAOLUP 
PS PC V 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
This procedure translates event—set to a watt—set and calls WAIT. 
Based on the event—notice received, WHEN decides whether the event 
Is a user event or a system event. If the event Is a user event WHEN 
returns to the caller, otherwise a system routine Is called to handle 
the event and the catier Is notified only If e—non—user—event 1s In the 
event—set. The process repeats until the user Is notified. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
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NECfSSARV TRJCJCEKY: 
- we type svclpolnter to be integer because we don't use It as a pointer in WHEN 

(we merely transfer svclptr *rom the WAIT, 1ter—type, to the WHEN, 
event—notice). 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure hnnetopc tuar eld : ma 1Tpclnter); 
procedure loglpcse (ereode inet_error_type; C6.1.2.44] 

itring Mine; 
llne_num Mntege-; 
debug_on :boole&i>; 

procedure delnrall (var mld_to_de1ete : mal Ipolnter; 
var net—error •• net_errorwtype>i procedure rtnmalHvar fli1d_to_return : mallpointer; 

var ercode : net— error_type): 
procedure wait lwalt_set : wa 1t_set_--ype what -we will Walt for s 

var item : tq_ttem_t'pe Item received li 
procedure dbwhenf var Item '• t<j_11em„typei 

var user_event • boolean; 
var evrnt—notlce : event_notlce_type)t 

a s B s = = : s : n e s » e n B e s : 3 H i l i » » n a s s = = K 3 x a * s s = s e * B a s s = : = a B K S I K = S I > I I • 
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C I 
[ procedure WAIT - wait for event In wait—set ) 
t 25 nov 80 1 
9 l l l l l l l l l G l l l l l l l l l t l l l l l l l l l t l l l l l l M I H I I > l l l l l l l l l l l i l ( l l l l l * l l l l ' 

"PURPOSE 
Walt for event 1n wait—set, such as mall, l/o completion, etc. 
This Is the nost general synchronization routine in the interprocess 
communications system (IPCS). VAIT Is used to Implement most of the 
IPCS and may be too general for most IPCS users. Most IPCS users should 
use WHEN 6.1.2.SB Instead of this routine. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.17 
AUTHOR: Pat Nc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 31 July 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments to PASDOC portion of program - prm - 29 Jan 80 
added w_netop—new—cmd .. w—no—event handling, 14 may 80. prm 
added more comments, 12 June 80, prm. 
repaired bug concerning w—netop and w_dbns emds In get—ma11.! 1 JulySJJ, prm. 
reset mf— fn—ma1Ibox flag when removing mail from mailbox, prm 21 nov 80 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

-CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
Include NET.TVPj 
type 

msgpolnter • integers ""msg—buf_type m user's code" 
svclpolnter • Integers "Asvcl—block—type In use's code* 
load—block—pointer > Integer; "'"load—block—type In user's code' 
tq—item—k1nd_type « <device-Interrupt, msg-recelved, subtask—change, 

1o—done, timer—done, load—done, 
returned—cmd, returned—data, new—emd, new—data, 
semaphore—access, power—restore, post—reply, 
w_netop—new_cmd, w—netop—rtn_cmd, 
w_dbms—n«w_citid, w_dbms—rtn—cmd, w_no_event 11 

subtask—re—type * C-?ot, paused, continued, suspended, released, 
rolled—out, rolled-ln, other—starter>: 

tq—Item—type • record 
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case t q _ 1 tern—kind 
p o s t — r e p l y , 
m s g _ r e e e l v e d 
subtask—change 

1 o_done 
load—done 
d e \ / l d e _ 1 n t e r r u p t 
t liner—done 
w_netop—new—cmd, 
w—dbms—new—cmd , 
r e t u r n e d — e n d , 
new—cmd 
r e t u r n e d — d a t a , 
new—data 
semaphore—access 

end; 

tq— Item— kind—type of 
'• (msgptr : msgpoInter); 
: (case boolean of 

true : "normal case* 
(subtask.—re : subtask—rc_type; 
"eot—code only valid If re." eot" 
eot^code : short 1ntegeri 
taskname : charB): 

false : *to set re and eot code" 
(rc_eot : Integer; 
tnl, "high part of task name" 
tn2 : Integer): ): 

£ (svclptr : svelpoInter); 
: (svc6ptr : load—block—pointer); 
f (parm : Integer); 
w_netop—rtn—cmd, 
w_dbms—rtn_emd, 

(eld mal1 pointer>: 
(did = mai Ipolnter>; 
(semld • ma 11polnter); 

wait—set—type • set of tq_ltem_k 1nd_type; 
Include TQTABLE.TYP; "types for tqtable" 
"PREFIX PROCEDURES 
Include Ipcspref.pro; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program walttwalt set : wait—set type "what we will wait for" 

var Item ; tq—1 ten—type "Item received"); 
'INPUT ARGUMENTS 
wa1t_set - we will wait for any event (tq_ltem_k1nd_type> In the wait—set. 
The following are the events that one can wait for and what causes 
the events to occur: 

: power has been restored after a power failure. 
: used by IPCS only. Post office has sent a 
reply to a previous request. The mailbox for 
post—reply can only hold one piece of mall so 
callers must wait for post—reply after each 
request to the post office. 

: used by IPCS only. A task that the caller has 
loaded using the extended load option of 
subtask—reporting has changed state (see 
0S/3Z program reference manual, on sve G and 

power—restore 
post—reply 

subtask—change 
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load—done 

t1mer_don« 

d e v i c e - I n t e r r u p t 

cns9_rece1ved 

1o_done 

semaphore—access 

w_netop_n6w-_c md 

w_netop—rtn_cffld 

w_d bnmieW—Cmd 

w_dbms_rtn—cmd 

new_cmd 

returned_cmd 

subtask reporting). 
used by IPCS only. A request made by the caller 
to load a task and proceed Is now complete 
(see 05/32 program reference manual, on svc 6). 
Timer i n t e r v a l or t1ine_of-day s p e c i f i e d by 
caller via a SVC Z code 23 has occured 
(see OS/32 program reference manual). 
(Also see QINVl and ORE?, .'.11,1 & 6.11.3) 
for IPCS use only. The trap generating device!s) 
that the caller Is connected to has signaled. 
(see OS/32 program reference manual, on svc 6 
connect, thaw, slnt and freeze). 
The devlce_1nterrupt event means that one or 
more signals have occured. 
for IPCS use only. 
A message has been received by the caller In 
the caller's message ring, (see OS/32 program 
reference manual on svc 6, message rings.) 
Post reply and msg—received Messages are both 
contained In the message ring, so they each 
must have a special format so that HNTQE. 6.1.4,15, can 
differentiate between then and place them 1n 
their proper mailboxes (see msg.typ, 6.1.6.5). 
The I/O started by the caller via an SVC 1, 
1/0 and proceed* has completed. (See OS/32 
program reference manual, on svc 1 I/O and proceed). 
(A lso see REAOLUP 6 . 7 . 9 . 3 ) 
Caller who has requested access controlled 
by a semaphore (caller issued PS or PC. 
6.1.2-11 and 6.1.2.12, with wait of p_proeeed) 
has been granted access. 
For network use only. A new command of 
command kind, cmdk—netop, has been sent to the 
caller, (see MAKECMDK S.1.2.59 and 
PASSCMO 6.1.2.19). 
For network use only. A command of 
command kind, cmdlc_netop, made *<ul passed by 
the caller has been returned to 
the caller, (see MAKECHDK 6.1.2.59 and 
RTNMA1L 6.3.Z.21I. 
For DBMS use only. A new command of 
command kind, emdk—dbms, has been sent to the 
caller, (see MAKECMDK 6.1.2.59 and 
PASSCMO 6.1.2.19). 
For DBMS use only. A command of 
command kind, cmdk_db<ns. made and passed by 
the caller has been returned to 
the caller, (see MAKECMDK 6.1.2.59 and 
RTNHAIL 6.1.2.21). 
A new user command has been sent to the 
caller, (see MAKECHOE 6.1.2.6, MAKECMDE 
6.1.2.43. and PASSCMD G.1.2.19). 
A user command made and passed by the caller has 
been returned to the caller, (see KTNMAIL 
6.1.2.21). 
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new—data : Data has been sent to the caller. 
(see MAKEDATA 6.1.2.7 and PASSPATA 6.1.2.20>. 

returned—data : Data made by the caller and sent to some 
number of others has been returned by all the 
recipients, (see PASSDATA 6.1.2.2*. ALLCIWRTN 
6.1.2.ZZ. and RTNMAIL 6.1.2.211. 

w—no—event : No other events In the wait—set have secured. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
Item - Item received that we were waiting for. 

Item Is a notification of event occurrence and contains all the 
Information the caller needs to Identify the event. 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
CALLERS SHOULD NOT USE device—Interrupt, msg_rece1ved.. subtask—change, 
post-reply or load-done UNLESS AUTHORIZED. The proceeding tq_ltam_k1nds 
are for IPCS use onlyl 
U—netop—new_emd and w_netop_rtn-emd Is for network use onlyl 
W_dbms—new—cmd and w—dbms—rtn—cmd Is for dbms use onlyl 
This procedure only works with pascal driver 1PCSDVR or EMDVR. 
This procedure assumes that the task has Initialized 
the event mailboxes with TOTINIT (6.1.3.161 or equivalent. 
Note: that only those mailboxes that the caller will Include In the 
wait—set need to be Initial(zed. The Initialization is best 
done only once when the caller's program starts. 
Svc I and svc 6 blocks must be made with NEW, so that when 
1o_done or load—done occurs we can return a pointer to the 
svc block. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If morv than one tq_ltem_k1nd Is included in the wait—set and 
those events have already occured when wait Is celled, then 
the '.q—Item—k Ind returned 1s the one occurIng first In 
the following priority list: 
- power—restore 
- post—reply 
- subtask—change 
- load—done 
- timer—done 
- device—interrupt 
- msg—received 
- 1o_done 
- semaphore—access 
- w_netop_rtn—cmd 
- w_netop_new_cmd 
- w_dbms—rtn—cmd 
- w_dbms_new—cmd 
- returned—cmd 
- returned-data 
- new—cmd 
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- new-data 
- w_no_event 
Note that no event* are Tost, they era merely processed in priority 
order. 
Waiting on zero or more events and w_no_event will return 
immediately with w_no_event if none of the events In the set 
have occured. This is a good way to test for an event!s) without 
hanging (waiting) for the event<s) if the event(s) hasn't occured yot. 
If wait gets called with a null wait—set then an error message will 
be output and a breakpoint taken. There 1s NO recovery!I II 
The following fatal errors can occur which cause an output 
to the system console (via logerror). 

1) null wait set. 
Zl queue overflow on first part of taskname for subtasfc change 
3) queue overflow on second part of taskname for subtask change 

Warning: waiting en events that can never occur will suspend the 
caller Indefinitely I 
FILE USAGE 

RELATES PROCEDURES 
TQT1NIT TASKO 
WAITMAIL QINTVL 
PASSCMD RTNMAIL 
MAKECND ALLOVRTN 
PS PC 

HNTOE 
QREP 
MAKECMOK 
READLuP 
V 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
This procedure separates task queue entries (see HNTQE 6.1.4.15) 
Into separate mailboxes, then checks each mailbox coorespondlng to 
each tq_ltem_kInd in the wait—set. When an Item Is found In a mailbox. 
It is returned. If no Items are found and w_no—event Is not specified 
then this procedure puts 
the caller in Walt for any task queue entry (see SVC 9 In OS/37 
manual). When a new task queue entry Is made the process repeats 
until an Item is found that corresponds to a tq_1tem_kmd In the 
wa 11—set. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
NECESSARY TRICKERY: 
- the message pointer we get off the task—queue points to the 
message buffer (not the checkword before It). So. we subtract 
four from the message pointer so It will point to the cheekword. 
In order to do this the message pointer must be typed integer 
or converted and converted back. We type msgpolnter Integer In this 
program. Others who use msgpotnter should type It *-msg_buf—type; 
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- svclptr and svc6ptr are like message pointer In that they 
have been typed here as Integer. The user should type then 
svclpolnter and 1oad_b lock—pointer. 

- Items we get off the task—queue are universal Integers, but 
they may contain data that Is typed differently. A case tn point 
is subtask reporting. Three Item are on the queue: a fullword 
containing reason—code, a subtask—reason—code, and an 
end—of_task code. The next two fullwords are the tasknarae. 
To 5 triply pack this data Into the above record we use an 
Indlsermliutit variant data type (see PASCAL/32 manual). 
Users of tq_ltem_type should not use variant type, false. In subtask_change 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure hntqe; handle task queue entries 
procedure memro<ad<1 : Integer): 
procedure memrw<add : Integer): 
function rt1(addr—of—1 Ist : integer; war 1 : univ integer) : boolean; 
procedure logerror (string time; C6.9.Z3 

errornum :Integer; 
line—num :Integer; 
procname :11ne; 
debug—on :boo lean); 

procedure RESETBIT (address—of—bit—array : Integer; 
bit—number : Integer}; C6.IB.14.13 

procedure walttq; extern; 
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( I 
i procedure HNTOE - handle all task-queue entries 1 
I 22 dec 80 I 

'PURPOSE 
Handle all task queue entries by catagor<2lng then and 
placing them In their respective event mailboxes. 
Users of the IPCS don't generally call this procedure directly, 
unless they wish to clear out their task queue periodically 
to prevent queue overflow (this should not be necessary normally). 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.4.15 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldnck CREATION DATE: 1 aug 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added comments, changed empreftx.typ to Ipcspref.pro. 
added handling of w_netop_new_cnd, w_dbms_rtrt_cmd. 13 may 80, prm. 
changed the variable entry to entry— (conflicts with classes), 1* may 80, 
prm. 
log message if parameter removed from task queue (reason code • svc6_rc> 
and the parameter does not point to a checkword (mall), prm, ZZ dec 90. 
LOCATION: NETUB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
include NET.TVPj 
Include TOTABLE.TVPs 
type 

"see os32/mt prpgram reference manual section 3-9 for reason codes" 
reason—code—type • (device—re. svc6q_rc, 3ubtask_rc. 

re3, re4, re5, msg—rc, load—re, 1o_re, timer—rc>j 
msgpolnter • ^n»sg_buf—type; 

Include MSG.TVP; "so we can distinguish post—reply:" 
"PREFIX PROCEDURES 
Include Ipcspref.pro; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
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program hntqei 
'INPUT ARGUMENTS 
none 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
none 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
This procedure only works with pascal driver 1PCSDVR or EMDVR. 
This procedure assumes that the task has Initialized 
the event mailboxes with TQTIN1T (6.1.3.16) or equivalent. 
This task must never get a root node (mall with no parent) on its Input queue. 
If a piece of mall appears on the Input queue with mid".head.q_f 1 Ink 
not equal to nil then we assume that the mall Is 1n someone elses 
queue and is a serious assertion violation tlogerror Is called). 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
[f an Item Is found on the task—queue and that Item's mailbox 
In tqtable Is non-ex1stant or full then logerror 
will be called. The program will then continue (the Item causing 
the problem will be forgotten, UNLESS reason code » subtask—re). 
(Subtask_rc creates a problem 1n that It makes three entries on the 
subtask queue, recovery depends on when the subtask queue overflowed. For this 
reason it Is always a good Idea to make the subtask queue an Integer 
multiple of 3 In size (with tqtlntt).> 
If the device queue overflows then we do nothing about It. This 
means that getting an entry off the device queue means that one or 
more devices Interrupted. 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
TOTINIT WAIT 
WA1TMAIL 

TASKO 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
This procedure separates task queue entries (see OS/32 MT on task queues) 
Into separate queues called mailboxes. 
If there are no entries in the task_queue then this procedure Just 
returns. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
The motivation for this routine Is that each task under OS/32 
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only has one task queue. This queue can have entries placed on 
It from differing events occurlng. The caller may only want 
to process a single event without sorting through other event entries 
on the task queue. This routine separates these event entries Into 
separate queues to simplify processing by the caller. 
The queue types are defined 1n tqtab1e_type. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

funct(on 
function 
procedure 

function 
function 
procedure 
procedure 
procedure 
functIon 

reason_code_type; rtltaskq(var entry. * unlv integer! var re 
var re-entry : Integer) : boolean; 

ab1(addr_of_l 1st : Integer; ( : unlv integer! : boolean: 
s11nei 
sunlv Integer; 
:Integer: 
siIne; 
boolean); 

logerror [string 
errorrium 
1lne_num 
procname 
debug—on 

okpolnt (pointer : unlv integer Cany pointer]) 
point!1 :integer) :ma11 pointer; 
gettnlcaller_task_name : char8>: ntemroiadd : integer); 
memrwtadd : Integer); 
polntl <addr : Integer) ; nsgpolnter; 

boolean: C6.1.4.223 

convert address of message 
to pointer 
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; i 
[ procedure ALLOURTN - allow a data mall to be returned to me ] 
C 11 may 80 ) 
'•!-• 

"PURPOSE 
Allow a data mall that 1 am the parent of to be returned to me. 
Allows the caller to pass data to more than one command owner 
and not get the data mall returned until all recipients of 
the mall have returned the data and the caller has executed ALLOURTN. 
(The caller executes the ALLOURTN after the caller has passed the 
data mall to all Intended recipients. The call to ALLOURTN tells the 
IPCS that the caller Is done sending the data mall out and now 
is willing to get the data returned when ALL the reclpents of the data 
mall have done RTNMAIL.l 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.22 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlek CREATION DATE: IS oct 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

U may 80, prm. 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
Include NET.TVP/219; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program allowrtntvar did : ma 11 pointer; 

var ercode : net error—type); 
"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
did - Identifies data mall we will allow to be returned. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ercode - results of allowrtn. 
ercode Is of net_error_type (6.1.2.281* some possible errors are: 

n_not—parent : caller 1s not parent of mid. 
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n—not—Infuse : data mill has not been passed to anyone. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
Old should Identify a data mall that has been passed to at least 
one other execute module. 
Caller should be parent of the data mall that the did Identifies. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If ereode * n_no_error then 

If all processes that were passed the data have done a 
RTNMAIL on the data THEN when you call WAIT for a returned-data 
you will get the did (assuming there are no others in line flrst> 
otherwise. 
The did for the mall will be returned when the last process using 
the data does a RTNHAtL. 

FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
makedata setdata delmall 
emdatapt datclass matlzone 
PASSDATA makdatae rtnmail 
WAIT UAITHAIL hntqe 
mparent youngsen oldson 
nextyslb nextostb 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
This procedure simply does a passdata to the parent of the data ntall 
If the caller 1s the data mall's parent. 
The real logic that makes ALLOWRTN work Is contained in the POSTOFFICE. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure passdata (var did—to—pass * mallpolnter; 

e1d^of_r«e1pIent : mailpointers 
var ercode : net—error—type): 

extern; 
function valldctdlvar callers_cld : ma11 pointer; 

postal—zone : postal_zone—type; 
var ereode : net—error_type> : boolean; 

exterm 
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t I 
[ function NUMWAIT i return number of event notices In mailbox ] 
I 13 Jun 80 ] 

"PURPOSE 
Return number of event notices In an event mailbox. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.25 
AUTHOR: Pat He GoldMck & Jim Spann CREATION DATE* 06 jun 1980 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONOlTiONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING 1 INSTRUCT IONS 
"specify the 0 option Coptlmize) when compiling" 
"*!-" Clnclude listings off3 
"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
ir.elude NET.TYP/219! 
type 

tq—iten_ltind_type * tdevice—interrupt, msg_recetved, subt»*k_change, 
10—done, tiner^done, load-^done, 
returned_cmd, returned—data, new—cmd, new—data, 
semaphore—access, pvwer—restore, post—reply, 
w_neto p_new__c md . w_netcp_r t ri—c md , 
w_dbms—new_cmd. w_dbms—rtn—cmd, v—no—event1; 

include TOTABLE.TYP/Z19: "types for tqtable' 
"PREFIX PROCEDURES 
include EMPREFIX.TYP/219s 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program numwait (event—kind : tq_1tem_k1nd_type) i shortlntegert 
"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
event—kind : kind of event to search for. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
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numwa't : number of event-kind notification* waiting to be handled. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
For m o r « Information on tq_1tem_k1nd_typt see WAIT 6.1.2.17. 
This procedure only works with pascal driver IPCSDVR or EKDVR. 
This procedure assumes that the task has Initialised 
the t a s l t queues with TQTINIT (6.1.3.IE) or equivalent. 
Note: that only those mailboxes that caller will use for 
event.- k l n d need to be Initialized. The Initialization Is best 
done only once when the caller's program starts. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

none 
FJLE "SAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
TOTINlT HNTQE WAIT 
VAITMAIL 
ROUTLNE DESCRIPTION 
This procedure separates task queue entries (see NNTQE 6.1.4.15) 
into separate mailboxes, then checks the mailbox coorespondlng to 
event-~k ind to return the number of event notices waiting. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedu r e hntqei handle task queue entries 
function okpotnt (pointer : unlv Integer) : boolean: 
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t 3 
[ procedure WAITMAIL - wait for a specific piece of mall ] 
I 25 nov BZ J 

"PURPOSE 
Walt for a specific piece of mall to be returnee'. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.18 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck e Jin Spann CREATION DATE: B may 80 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
make so resets mf—in—nta 1Ibox mall—flag when removing from mailbox, 
prm. 25 nov 80 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS 
"specify the 0 option [optimize) when compiling' 
-<rl-" C include listings off} 
'CONSTANTS AND TYPES REOUIRED 
Include NET.TYPs 
Include TQTABLE.TVP; "types for tqtable" 
•PREFIX PROCEDURES 
Include EMPREF1X.TVPj 
"PROGRAM HEADER. 
program waltmall (var m1d_to_wa1t—for : ma 11po1nteri 

var net-error '• net_!rror_type) i 
"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
mid—to_wa1t—for : mall Id of piece of mall to wait for. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
net—error = n_no—error If mld_to_walt_for has been returned, 

otherwise) the call was rejected. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
m1d_to_wa1t_for must be an offspring of the caller to get no errors. 
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This procedure only works with pascal drtver IPCSDVR orEMDVR. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If net—error • n_no_error then m«_to_wa1t_for has been returned 

and removed from the appropriate mailbox 
otherwise, net-error reflects the reason the call was rejected 

(I.e. n_no_ni1d - invalid mill 
n_not_parent - caller not parent of the mall). 

FILE USAGE 
none 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
WAIT 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

See I f t he mld_ to_wo l t_ fo r has been r e t u r n e d . 
I f m'd_to_wa 1 t _ f o r has not been returned then t h i s procedure puts 
t he c a l l e r In w a i t f o r any task qieue en t ry (see SVC 9 In OS/32 
manual) . When a new task queue e i t r y i s made, the process repeats 
u n t i l tntd_to_wa1t_for 1s found. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
Since VAITHAIL will only wait for commands and data that are offspring 
of the caller, the caller should tot get hung watting forever. 
This procedure needs to be enhanced when seniphores are fully Implement*0"-
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function okpolnt {pointer : unlv liteger) i boolean! 
procedure hntqes handle task queue entries 
ae'V.wruuTe, mwjB«o/.</lrl '- up-<-<t V A * f l f W V, 
procedure memrw(add : unlv Integer); 
function rtl(addr_of_l 1st : Integer; var I s unlv Integer) : boolean: 
function abl<addr_of_l 1st : Integer; I •' unlv Integer) : boolean; 
procedure walttq; extern; 
procedure gettn (var tn : charS); 
procedure logerror (string :!1nei f.6.9.23 

errornun * Integer; 
11ne_num :integ:r; 
procname sllne; 
debug_on -• boo 1 ei n); 

procedure RESET8IT (address_of_b1t_irray : Integer; 
bit-number : Integer); CG,14.14.1} 
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Looking at the Hierarchy 
C—.............................................................. ...... 
[ ] 
[ function MPARENT - return CID of parent of specified nail 3 
C 14 may a* 1 
.................................................... ,..»..... =.J 

C#I-3 
(PURPOSE 
Returns the CID of the parent of the specified mall 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES S.1.2.40 
AUTHOR: OlmSpann CREATION. BATE: 9-Oct-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments. U and 14 may W . prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS j 

(CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
j. 

INCLUDE NET.TYP/219; 
(PROGRAM HEADER j 
program mparent War mtd S ma 11po1nter' i ma 1lpolnter; 
tINPUT ARGUMENTS 
mid * mall Id for which the parent d o fs requested. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
mparent . parent c1d of specified mall 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
TERROR Is called If an Invalid mid 1s passed 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
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MAKECMD delmall 
emcmdpt emdela»» cmdar 
MAKECKDE setstat cmdstat 
setreslt cmdreslt slzreslt 
del resit ma 11 zone MAKESEM 
passcmd rtnmall emrestrt 
checkpt checkval MAKDATAE 
MAKEDATA setdata delma 11 
emdatapt datelass ma 11 zone 
passdata allowrtn rtninall 
cmdownor YOUNGSON OLDSON 
NEXTYStB NEXT0S1B 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

f u n c t i o n o k p o f n t (raid :ma 1 1 p o i n t e r ) : b o o l e a n ; 
p r o c e d u r e TERROR t e r r o r _ n u i i i b e r , l lne_number : I n t e g e r ; proe—name : CHAR12); 
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r............ 
c i 
[ FUNCTION YOUNGSON - return pointer to the last mall block created.! 
[ 13 Jun 80 ] 
..................•..•••.>•.•................... . = ...) 

CPURPOSE 
Return the mat) Id of the youngest son (last created) piece of 
mall of the specified mal1_type and postal zone for the specified 
command Id* 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.14 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: S-Nov-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
rewrite, Jms 23 apr 8JJ 
added more comments, 11 may B0, prtn. 
repaired bug when youngest son Is of a different type, prcn 13 June 80 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS j 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
"#I-" [Include listings off) 
"SR-" Cwe check expllctly In the code! 
(CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPt 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program youngson (c1d :maIIpolnter: 

mt small—type; 
zone :pos.tal_zone_type) !ma 1 lpolnter: 

tINPUT ARGUMENTS 
c1d = parent command Id of mall to be searched. 
mt = type of mall to be searched for - command, data, semaphore 
zone * local memory or shared memory - local, global 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
YOUNGSON • youngest son of type mt In zone for eld or nil If none. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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Voungson returns the HID of the youngest mail found (last created) 
of the man type (mt) specified. 
If no offspring exists of mt type In lone then • nil is returned. 
LOGERROR 1s called tf caller passes an Invalid mid and nil 15 returned. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKECMD delmail 
emcmdpt cmdclass 
MAKECMDE setstat 
setres It cmdreslt 
delreslt mallzone 
passcmd rtnmatl 
checkpt eheckval 
MAKE DATA setdata 
eoidata pt date 1 a s s 
passdata allcwrtn 
cmdowner MPARENT 
NEXTYSIB NEXTOSIB 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

emdar 
endstat 
si ires It 
MAKESEM 
erarestrt 
MAKDATAE 
delnail 
ma IIzone 
rtnmsll 
OLDSON 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function nextosib (mid *ma1 Ipolnteri mt iffls1l_type) smal Ipolnter; 
function ok point (cold : ma U pointer >: boolean; 
procedure lo^error (string -• lines "6.9.2' 

errornum :unW Integer; 
1 I ne—nuin J Integer i 
proename :11ne; 
debug—on :boolean); 
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t FUNCTION OLDSON - return pointer to the first nail block created,] 
[ 11 may BJB ] 
[PURPOSE 
Return the mall Id of the oldest son (first created} piece of 
mail of the specified maM_tyee s.nd postal zone for the specified 
command Id. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1-2.15 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: S-Nov-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
rewrite. Jms 24 apr 80 
added more comments, 11 nay 80. prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS t. COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS j 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling* 
"•#!-• [Include listings off3 
"SR-* Cwe check expllctly in the code] 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIREO j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPj 
CPROGRAM HEADER j 
program oldson <c1d :mal1 pointer; 

mt small—type; 
zone : postal-zone—type) mail pointer; 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
ctd * parent command Id of mall to be searched. 
mt • type of mall to be searched for - command, data, semaphore 
zone * local memory or shared memory - local, global 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 
OLDSON > oldest son of type mt or nil If none. 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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Oldson returns the HID of the oldest mall found (last created) 
of the naH type (mt and zone specified. 
If no offspring exists of nt type in zone then a nil is returned. 
LOGERROR Is called tf caller passes an invalid mid and nil Is returned. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEPURES 
KAKECMD del ma 11 
emcmdpt emdelass 
MAf-'cMOE setstat 
setres It cmdreslt 
del resit nail zone 
passcmd rtnmall 
cheekpt checkval 
MAKEDATA setdata 
emdatapt dateless 
passdata allowrtn 
endowner VOUNSSON 
NEXTYS1B NEXT0S1B 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

cindar 
e n d s t a t 
5 I z r e s I t 
MAKESEM 
e m r e s t r t 
MAKOATAE 
de 1 tna 11 
ma I l z o n e 
rtnjna 11 
MPARENT 

none 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function nextoslb (mid Una 11 po Inters mt :mall—type) ;matlpolnterj 
function okpolnt <mld smaIlpolnter>: boolean; 
procedure logerror (string :ltne 

errornun iunlv Integer; 
11ne_num ;Integer; 
procname :1Ine; 
debug_on :boolean); 

"6.9.2-
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C -
[ 3 
t FUNCTION NEXTYS1B - returns pointer of th« next younger mail block.] 
[ 08 Jul 80 3 

........e.} 
-#1- -

(PURPOSE 
Return the mail Id of the the next younger piece of mall of the 
specified ma1l_type and postal zone for the specified mail. 
Another way of saying the above Is: 
Return the next piece of mall that was made by my parent that Is 
of the specified mall—type and In the specified postal zone. 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.26 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION OATE: 9-Oet-7S 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments. 11 may 8£, prm. 
removed terror and replaced with logerror, 8 July 80. Jms. 
LOCATION: NETL1B 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
— - - - ) 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPj 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

3 
program nextyslb (mid :ma11 pointer; 

mt :mall—type) :ma 11 pointer: 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
mid = mall Id of older sibling 
mt = mall type (command,semphore,data) to search for. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
nextyslb will return a mallpolnter of next youngest sibling of the 
mid which Is of mt (mall type) and In zone specified If one exists, 
otherwise a m l 1s returned. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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logerror Is called rf the caller passes an Invalid nid 
and nentyilb Is set ts nil. 
F]LE USAfiE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
MAKECMO 
ememdpt 
MAKECMDE 
setres It 
del resit 
passcmd 
cheekpt 
HAKEDATA 
emdatapt 
passdata 
cradowner MPARENT 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
non« 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
nop* 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

function okpoint (mid :mallpointer): boolean: 
errornum :Integer; 
11ne_num ;1nteger; 
procname : 1 me: 
debug_on :booleanl; 

delma II 
crude lass 
setstat 
emdreslt 
ma11 zone 
rtnma 11 
eheekval 
setdata 
datclass 
allowrtn 
VOUNGSON 
NEXT0S1B 

endar 
endstat 
slsreslt 
MAKESEM 
emrestrt 
MAKOATAE 
del ma 11 
mallzone 
rtrnaal 1 
OLDSON 
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f... .......... ....... ........_,......-............ . — --..„.. .... 
C ] 
t function NEXTOSIB - return mail id of next older sibling ] 
[ 08 Jul 80 J 

• • • I - -
(PURPOSE 

Return the mall id of the the next older piece of nail of tne 
specified mall—type and postal zone for the specified nail. 
Another way of saying the above is: 
Return the next piece of mat1 that was made by my parent before 
I was made and that Is of the specified 
ma Il_type and In the specified postal zone. 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.Z.Z7 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 9-Oct-?9 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 11 may 80, prm. 
removed terror and replaced with logerror, B July 22, jms. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

(CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TYPs 
(PROGRAM HEADER 
program nextoslb (mtd :matlpo1nter: 

mt -mall—type) :ma 11 pointer; 
CINrUT ARGUMENTS 
mid • mall Id of younger sibling 
mt " mall type (command.semaphore.data) to search for. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
nextoslb will return a mallpolnter of next oldest sibling of the 
mid which Is of nt (mall type) and in zone specified if one exists, 
otherwise a m i Is returned. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
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OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
logerror is called if the caller passes an invalid mid 
and nextoslb is set to nil. 
FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
HAKECMD 
emcmtfpt 
MAKECMDE 
set res It 
del resit 
passemd 
checkpt 
MAKE DATA 
emdatapt 
passdats 
cmdowner 
NEXTVSIB 

derail 
emdclass 
setstat 
emd-eslt 
ma!* zone 
rtnrca!1 
eheekval 
setdata 
date as; 
a 11owrtn 
YOUNGSON 
MPARfNT 

cnidar 
cmdstat 
S I i res I t 
MAKE5EH 
emrestrt 
KAKDATAE 
delnat1 
ma Iizone 
rtnma1' 
OLDSON 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function okpolnt <n)1d :ma11 pointer): boolean; 
procedure logerror (string illne; 

errornum :Integer; 
1me—nutn : integer; 
pros name : 1 ine; 
debug_on :booleai); 

•S.9.2-

* ? ? * * * * « * * « • * 
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Error and Message Routines 

C ] i procedure LOGMSG - log message to console and EmDebug 1 
f A dec 80 } 

Log a message to the operator conso 
to EnDebug then log the message to 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES: 6.1.2.S3 

le and 
EnOeoug 

tf the call er is connected 

AUTHOR: Pat Mc Gold -lei CREATION DATE: 17 Sep BB 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

"SR-" "we don't want 

'CONSTANTS ANO TYPES 

to have rur 

REOUIREO 

tl me checks 1n this routine" 

INCLUOE NET.TYP; 
type tqtab)e_po1nter 

(PREFIX PROCEDURES 

- nteger: •we con ' t use" 

Include Ipcspref.pro 

(PROGRAM HEADER 

program logmsg (message 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 

: line) 

message • message to 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

be logged* 

none 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

message should be terminated by a null '(:£:>' or a 
carriage_return '(:I3:)'. A task using this procedure must be established to be compatable with 
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the I P C S (see IPCS user's manual, 6.1.2). 
OUT'i.'"1' ASSERTIONS 
T „ y t 1s logged to the operators console via svc21ogm. 
If Eni D e o u cl , s attached to the caller task then the message wtlt be 
sent to "lebug via TelIDbug (see E.1.3.5). 
FILE U5» J 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
proce d u r* svcZlogm <msg '• line; length : Integer; Image : boolean); 
procedure TellDbug [msg : line); 
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C..................................................................... 
t ] 
( procedure LDGIPCSE - log IPCS error ] 
C 08 sep 80 ] 
............................a....--...................................) 

C#I-3 
CPURPOSE 
LOGIPCSE reports errors encountered in IPCS, 
prints: IPCS error <net_error_type> <strtng - users defined) 

at line <11nenumber> In task <taskname>. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES: 6.1.2.44 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 14 dec 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 1Z may 80. prm 
Turned off run time checks, 26 aug 80, prm. 
Repaired bug, one character too many was being output. 26 aug 80 prm. 
added procedure concat to save memory. 26 aug 80 prm. 
If emdebug 1s attached to the program which uses this procedurce 
then the message 1s also logged to emdebug via TellDbug. Jms 9 sept 80. 
LOCATIONS NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
3 

"SR-" 'because not_error—type nay expand and we don't want errors here" 
CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE NET.TVP; 
type tqtable—polntor 
CPREFIX PROCEDURES 

Integer; "we don't use" 

Include ipcspref.pros 
tPROGRAM HEADER 
program loglpcse (oreode 

str1ng 
11ne_nun 
debug—on 

C1NPUT ARGUMENTS 

: net error—type; 
:11ne; 
iInteger; 
:boolean); 

ercode * error to be logged (net_error_type 6.1.2.28) 
string a user defined char str1ng t must terminate with '1: 0 : ) ' 
llne_nvfl> • use Pascal Hnenumber function here 
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debug-on • If true will cause a breakpoint to the Symbolic Debugger 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
none 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
If debug—on is true 
V on when complIng 

Its a 
source 

gooc 
code, 

idea to have the debuggger option 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
Text Is logged to the operators console via svcZJogm. 
If emdebug is attached to the caller task then the message will be 
sent to emdebug via telldbug. 
The following Is an example of the use of loglpcse (tasxname Is NETCTRL, 
numbers preceedlng text are the pascal 11nenumbers of the source): 

1SE ercode :* n_arg_errj 
156 loglpcse (ercode,'In parameter passing!:0:)',1Inenumber,true)) 

loglpcse will print: 
IPCS error arg_error tn parameter passing at line 196 In lask NETCTRL 
FILE USAGE 
none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
fmtnerr All Ipcs procedures that return net_error._t.ypi 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
This routine discovers the caller's taskname via gettn and formats 
the returned taskname with the callers parameters Into a line. 
The line Is then output with svcZlogm and a hreak_po!nt taken If specified. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure svcZlogn (meg : line; length : Integer; Image : boolean); 
procedure fmttextl var buf: line; var Index: Integer; text: line); 
procedure breakpnt t11ne_num '.Integer); 
procedure fmtnerr (var messbuf Mine; 

var mess Index :Integer; 

http://net_error._t.ypi
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ercode snet—error—type); 
procedure fmtlntfvar buf • line; var Index s Integer; (nt s Integer; 

fteld_wldth i Integer; justify i rl_type); 
procedure fmtmove (var messbuf sllnei 

var mess Index '• Integer; 
address—of—source :integer; 
number—of—chars : Integer; 
space—first •tooolein): 

procedure gettn (var tn : charS); 
procedure TellObug <m=g : line); 
mm = aam • • • « * a mm m » • * « • » m M e » « « « » » » • » • • • • w i a s a s t t B * * a • • • « • • • E = = a is 1 s t « • • • • • } 
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* 
• PROCEDURE FMTNERR - FORMAT NET ERROR 
• 24 nov BB 

• 
• 

(PURPOSE 
adds to the message buffer the NET-ERROR—TVPE string. 
DOCUMENTATION RErERENCES 6,7.11.13 

AUTHOR: J 1m Spann CREATION DATE: 31-Aug-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added lock error messages, jms 31 mar 80 
added more n_ errors, Jms 5 aug 60 
added more error messages, prm, 24 auq 88 

LOCATION: 

net_error_type 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"SR-" "This procedure doesn't need run time checks" 
'CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
const 

line length * 132: 
typ« 
line - array II..1I nelength] of char 

(n_no_error, 
n_ma 11—overflow, 
n_no—space, 
n^jno—own , ' 
n_dfca_too_sraa11, 
n_no_ ctd, 
n_zone_conf11ct, 
n_H1_slze, 
n_not—parent, 
n_off spr lng_ex1st. ' 
n_sem_act1ve, 
n_data_l s_1 n—use, 
n_no-access, 
n_no_sem, 
n_no—data, 
n_fatal_error, 
n_no_mId, 
n_arg_err, ' 
n_lll-state, 
n_no-response, ' 

not enough room 1n mall" 
'not enough space for mall or task now' 
caller does not own mall" 
'fatal error" 
caller does not have valid eld" 
'local Zone emd cant access global" 
caller gave illegal size' 
caller not parent of nail It 
is trying to delete" 
cant delete end with decendant" 
cant delete active semaphore" 
cant delete data that is in use" 
caller has no access to semaphore* 
mid not a semaphore" 
mid not data mall" 
serious error, cant talk to post office" 
not valid mall id" 
invalid arguments" 
mall 1n Illegal state" 
no response from callee machine" 
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n_1oad—err, 'error loading task* 
n_q_f 11 nk_not_n 11, * see h n tqe " 
n_da ta—not—1 n_use, 
n_cant—queue_ma11, "lee svcS queue parameter' 
n_cant—1ock_na 11, "«a1l locked for long time' 
n_ro_results. "results don't exist" 
n_ro_aie.ii_1r._po, "not enough memory in post office* 
n_111—net-task Id, "syntax error In net task Id" 
n_cmd_Chnged_owner,":md changed owner while passing 

data mall to the emd owner" 
n_lpcs—unavattable. 
n_in_ma1lbox, "tant delete mall m mailbox" 
n_ "space for next one"): 

CPROGRAM HEADER 
pro9r3m fmtnerr tvar messbuf nine; 

war mess index :lntege*; 
ercode :net_error—typ* >; 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 

m e ssbuf • current message buffer used ty the caller program In Its FMTxxx 
procedures* 

mes sIndex • current Index variable use4 by the caller program tn .ts FHTx** 
procedures. 

ttrcode * net_errer variable. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

ffESSauf will contain th-. added formitted text. 
MESSINUEX will point to the character position Just after where 
the last formatted text was added. 

fjxamp1e: 
rRCODE : • n_no_m1d; 
FHTNERR(MESSBUF, MESSINDEX.ERCOOEII 

Before: MESSBUF 1 t 

MESSINDEX 

After: MESSBUF I n I o I _ I m I I d I 

I 
MESSINDEX 

http://n_ro_aie.ii_1r._po
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In tl*'* w*y multiple calls to format routines using the sane Index 
Ih-pUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
1. The text string will be placed in buffer at the current Index 

Z. No data will be placed In a line after the last column. 
3. A string containing the type of error passed is added to messbuf. 

FIL..E USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

FM-fFMACH FMTLMACn TAB 
FMT'MSTAT FMTMOVE 
FMT'TEXT FMTHEX FHTIMT 
FMT'REAL FMTSINT 
ROI/TINE DESCRIPTION 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
yhe purpose of the Format set of routines Is to allow a programmer 

an ea sy method to format output. Format routines take Integers, reals, 
text, etc. and format them Into a line which can then be output via an 
outpu* routine. 

A format routine may be called seversl times to place more than one 
piece of Information In a line before the line output. Each call to a 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure f mttext( var buf : lines var 1 integer; text Mine); 

} 
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C" 
PROCEDURE FMTLMACH - FORMAT LOGICAL-MACHINE • 
4 feb 80 * 

,^................«..............>..................................^ 
(PURPOSE 
,»dd5 to the message buffer the LOGICAI MACHINE name string 
corresponding to Imach. 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES S.7.11.10 rev. 01 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE I S-Sep-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
IJe-v. 01 - added logical machine, netopl. prm. 31 Jan 80 
LOCATION: 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
-• — 3 

(CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
.. 3 
const 

1tnelength » 132; 
t*P« 
log !cal_maeh1ne » I dont_care,netop1>sys1, tnjl ,strml ,atrtl , susl ,f acl ,ve*' • 

vacl .magi,get!),cryol .acpsl, Intl,dbml, ddp',ddpbl ); 
line * array CI .. 1 Inelengthl of char; 
(PROGRAM HEADER 
, j 
program f m t l m a e h ( v a r messbuf s l l n e i 

v j r mess Index : I n t e g e r ; 
lmach : l o g i c a l — m a c h i n e ) ; 

( INPUT ARGUMENTS 
,,---..---. ._. 
rfiessbuf * current message buffer used by the caller program In Its FMTxf* 

procedures, 
niessmdex - current Index variable used by the caller program In Its FM* X X X 

procedures, 
imach - logical machine variable. Example Imld^. cmd. owner Id. machi ne_J< ln«* Imachi 
0UTPUT ARGUMENTS 

MESSBUF will contain the added formatted text-
MESSINDEX will point to the character position Just after where 
the last formatted text was added. 
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Example: 
LtiACH :« DBMLi 
FHTLMACH<MESSBUF,MESS INDEX,LMACH>j 

Before: MESSBUF I I I 

MESSINOEK 

After: MESSBUF I 0 I B M I 

I 
MESS1KDEX 

In this way multiple calls to format routines using the same Index 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
1. The text string will be placed 1n buffer at the current Index 

posIt(on. 
2. No data will be placed in a line after the last column. 
3. Based on tmach type the following text string will be 

be added to messbof. 
Imach type 
dont—care: 
netopl: 
sysl: 
strml8 
StPtll 
susl J 
vesl: 
facl: 
vacl : 

text string 
null machine 
network op 
system 
streaming 
start-up 
sustaining 
vessel 
facl 1t1es 
vacuum 
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magi i magnet 

gettl! getters 

cryol! cryo 

ascpsl1 ac_power 

Intl: Interlocks 
dbml : DBH 
ddpl i DDP 
ddpb: DDP-j 

e \ se i no michlne 

FILE USAGE 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
FMfEXT FMTHEX 
FMTpMACH FMTNERR 
TAB FMTMOVE 
ROUTI"E DESCRIPTION 

A D 0 1 T I ° W L NOTES 
The purpose of the Format set of rou'.lnes Is to allow a programmer 

an ea sy method to format output. Format routines take Integers, reals, 
text, V«t. "HHD lursMrt, 'rinem Vnto * "î Tie Wjtfn ztn "t'nen "oe output via an 
output routine. 

A format routine nay be called fevenl times to place nore than one 
piece a < r Information In a line before the line output. Each call to a 
format routine adds output to the line being formatted. 

EXTERN*1- REFERENCES 

FMTINT 
FMTMSTAT 
FHTSINT 

procedure fmttexttvar buf Mines var IMitegers text :T1ne>> 
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PROCEDURE FMTPMACH - FORMAT PHYSICAL-MACHINE 

CPURPOSE 
Adds to the message buffer the 
coorespond!ng to pmach. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.7.11 

PHYSICAL-MACHINE 

.11 

name string 

AUTHOR: Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 31 -Aug-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION. 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 

CCONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
const 

llnelength » 132; 
type 
phys1cal_jnachtne * (poffset.sys,\n),strm,strt,su*t,ves.fac,dbn,ddp,ddpbl; 
Cpoffset Is so sys.lnj**.- will be nunbered t<2«.*. as It appears In 
all the nftf and perkfn_elmer drawings) 
line • array tl..IInelength] of char: 
CPROGRAM HEADER 

-3 
program fmtpmach (»ar messbuf :lme; 

var mess Index :integer; 
pmach :physical—machine!; 

CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
messbuf * current message buffer used by the caller program In its FHTxxx 

procedures, 
mess Index - current Index variable used by the caller program In Its FMTxxx 

procedures, 
pmach * physical machine variable. Example (mid'"'.cmd.ownerld.machine—kind pmach) 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

MESSBUF will contain the added formatted text. 
MESSINDEX will point to the character position Just after where 
the last formatted text was added. 

Examples 
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PMACH :• DBMi 
FHTfMACH(MESSBOF,MESSINDEX,PMACH)| 

Before: MESSBUF I I I 

1 
MESSINDEX 

After: MESSBUF I 0 i 6 I H I I 

MESSINDEX 

In this way multiple calls to format routines using the same Index 

INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
1. The text string will be placed In buffer at the current Index 

position. 
2. No data will be placed 1n a line after the last column 
3. Based on pmach type the following text string will be 

pmach type text string 
dont_care: null machine 
sys: system 
strut: streaming 
strt: start-up 
suss sustaining 
ves: vessel 
fac: faclltles 

vac: vacuum 
mag; magnet 
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gett: 
cryo: 
ascps: 
int: 
dbm: 
dde: 
ddpb: 
e lse : 

FILE Ur*GE 

get ters 

3c—power 

Interlocks 

DBM 

DDP 

DDP-b 

no machine n o n _ e x 1 s t machine 

REI »Tft> FROCEn'JRES 

FMTTEX1" FMTHEX 
FMUMAC-H FHTNERR 
TAB FrWOVE 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

FMTIHT 
FMTMSTAT 
FMTSINT 

ADDITIC , N A L NOTES 
The purpose of the Format set of routines Is to allow i programmer 

an easy rpethod to format output. Format routines take Integers, reals, 
text, etc* *»d format them Into i line which can then be output via an 
output r<? u V l n«-

A for*mat routine nay be called several times to place more than one 
piece of Information In a line before the line output* Each call to a 
format routine adds output to the line being formatted. 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
procedure f mttextl var buf :!1ne; var I : Integer; text Mine); 

3 
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I 3 
[ procedure SENDDMES - send message to parent of current eld ) 
[ Z4 J"" 1930 ] 

= & | B S £ B B S B B < B B a s S K E = a K ; ; £ a B B B B B B B B a B S = = S E B C S B S a B B B B E B B S B = E = S B B B B B B B B B B B B " 

-PURPOSE 
Se^d message to parent of current eld (message sent as data mall 
of data—sisg—class containing the line to be printed.) 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6 " 1.2.45 
AUTHOR: Pat Mc Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 26 dec 1979 

MOP'FICATION RECORD 

Implemented proceed parameter. E3 jun 80, jms. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

-CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 
IdfLUOE EW.TYP:. 
data—class—type > ( no_data_ c lass , datj_msg_e lass ' . e t c . '); 

e r > _data—type = record 
msg : 11 ne j 

end; 

e m ^cmd_type - record 
" n o t used* 

end; 

cm^-resuIts-type * record 
Cnot used! 

end; 
"PREFIX PROCEDURES 
"n^"e used' 
•PROGRAM HEADER 
program senddmes ( var current-.cld : mi 11po1nter; var nessbuf : line; 
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mess Index s 1nteger; proceed : boo lean; 
var ercode : net_error_type > i 

- !NPiJT ARGUMENTS 
current—cfd : command id that caller owns. The parent of this cid 

will get the message. 
raessfc1"* : message buffer containing the message to be sent, 
•Ties5 ' "dex : Index to next empty character pos ft ton t n messbuf. 
p r o c ^ e d : false If ta wait for parent to return mall before returning 

to caller. If true then caller must handle deletion of 
returned data fit will be cf data-ins g_c lass). 

OUTPL , T ARGUMENTS 
If ^ e message is shorter than line' ength it will be terminated 
with a carriage return. 
ercod e : errors If ar-y sending the data mail ( net—er ror_ty pe, 5-1-2,28>, 

OUTPu' ASSERTIONS 
If e p c o d e * n_no_error then the data ma ll was sent. 
If e r c o d e * n—no—error and proceed equaled true then 

a | lowrtn was called so caller can get the data ma 11 returned. 

FILE OSAG£ 

n o n e 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

LOGDltES NETOPMES 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

Data ma t t Is always created by this procedure 

: X T E R N A L REFERENCES 

In data—msg_class. 

p r o c e d u r e allowrtntvar did : ma 11 pointer; 
var ercode s net_error_type}; 

procedu r e delmall (var m1d_to_delete : mallpointer; 
war net-error i net_error—type); 

functlo" malTjone (var mid : ma Hpof nter) ; postal—zone_type: 
p r o c e d u r e makdataefvar callers_cld :mal Ipolnter; 

postal_zone -poital— zone_type; 
s1ze—of—data * I n:eger; 
des1red_data_c1 ass :da:a_class^type; 
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var new—did :ma 11 pointeri 
var net-error :net_error_type>i 

function mparent (var mid : roai1 pointer) : mallpolnteri 
procedure passdata (var did—to—pass : matlpolnter; 

cid—of—reclptent ; mallpolnter: 
var ercode : net—error—type); 

procedure setdata (var did s mallpolntcr; address—data, size—of—data.: 
Integeri var ercode : net-error—type>< 

procedure waltmatl (var mId—to—wa1t—f»' :ma11 pointer; 
var net—error met—error—type); 

= Ka3K3!3BBBaaaBSBBaaBBasBBSBSsattsBBXX9BBWxa = aaa£BBBBBBBBNBBBacBsasBBBB B 
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t ] 
t procedure LOGDKES: log data message to operator } 
C 12 may 1980 3 

"#l-" 
•PURPOSE 
Log a message contained In a data mall to the operator (via svc21ogm) and 
return the data mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.45 
AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrlek CREATION DATE: 21 dec 1979 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 12 may B0» prtn. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
•none" 

-CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUOE EM.TYP; 
em_ctnd_type - record 

case system—code : system_code_type of 
se_seds : lfc_scds : fc-seds—typei 

start_parnis : )1ne) | 
Cnot used) 

end: 

emd_reauIts—type - record 
Cnot used] 

endt 
em_data_type - record 

msg : llnet 
end; 

"PREFIX PROCEDURES 
INCLUDE EMPREFIX.PRO) 
'PROGRAM HEADER 
program logdmes tvar did : ma 11po1nter; war ercode : net^error_type>; 
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MNFUT ARGUMENTS 
dtd s ID of data mall i containing message (em_data. -type, see above). 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
ercode s errors 1f any returning the data ma 11 <net_errur_type( 6.1,: 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
If the 
with a 

message Is shorter than 11 
carriage return. 

nelength 1t must be terminated 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
Message Is logged ula svcZlogm whtch should output to 'the operators 
console. 
If ercode • n_no—error then the data mail was returned. 
FILE USAGE 

none 
RELATED PROCEDURES 
SENDDMES NETOPMES 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
none 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

procedure rtnmatKvar mid—to_return : naflpolntert 
var ercode s net_error_type)t 

function emdatapt (var did : nallpolnter) : em_data_potnters 
procedure svc21ogm <nsg : line; length : Integer; image : boolean); 
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[ 3 
C procedure NETOPMES - send message to IPCS operator 1 C 09 sep 8JJ : 

"•1-" 
•PURPOSE 
Send a message to the IPCS operator, (message sent as data mull 
containing a line to be printed.) 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.47 
AUTHOR: Pat Me Gddrlck CREATION DATE: 20 feb 1980 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
added more comments, 12 and 14 may 80, prm. Implemented proceed pirameter, 23 Jun 80, jms. added telldbug so emdecug get message 1f caller Is connected to eindebug 
09 sep 80. Jms. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

•CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
INCLUDE EM.TVP; 
data_class_type • (no_data_c1 ass, data_msg_class ", etc *>; 
om—data—type • record 

msg : 11ne; 
end; 

em_cmd_type • record 'not used" end i 
cmd_results—type * record (not used] end; 
Include CM.TYPs 
type tqtable_po1nter » Integer: "we don't use" 
•PREFIX PROCEDURES 
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Include Ipespref.pro; 
"PROGRAM HEADER 
program netopmes Ivar current_c1d : mallpolnteri war messbuf • llnei 

mess Index : Integer; proceed : boolean; 
var ercode : ntt_error_type>; 

•INPUT ARGUMENTS 
fMKeej>,*.-r-VI i >-jmimnnii. Id, «J»*A. <i«.lVti: <v*"«.. 
messbuf : message buffer containing the message to be sent. 
mess Index ' Index to next empty tharacter position In messbuf. 
proceed : false 1f to wait for pi rent to return mall before returning 

to caller. If true then caller must handle deletion of 
returned data < It w 11 be of data-msg_class). 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
If the message 1s shorter than Ilnelength it win be tarmfnated 
with a carriage return. 
ercode : errors if any sending tie data mall 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 

none 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
If ercode * n_no_error then the tfata mall was sent. 
If ercode * n_-no—error and proceed equaled true then 

allowrtn was called so caller can get data mall returned. 
If the caller Is connected to emdebug C6.1-3.S) then messbuf 

1S sent to emdebug via telldbtg before sending 1t to netctrl. 
FILE USAGE 

-mm* 
RELATEO PROCEDURES 
SENDDMES LOGDMES 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
none 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 
Data mall fs always created by tils procedure in data—msg_class. 
The message Is sent to NETOPL:NE'CTRL who logs the message to the 
operator. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
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procedure allowrtnCvar did > mallpolnter; 
var ereode : net—error—type); 

procedure delmat) [var m1d_to_de1ete : ma II pointers 
var net-error : net—error—type); 

function maUsone Cvsr mid •• mallpotnter) : postal—lone—type; 
procedure makdataelvar callers—ctd !mallpolnter; 

postal—zone Jpoatal-jone-typei 
slze_of_data •Integers 
des!red—data-Class :data_elass—type: 
var new—did :ma1Ipolnter; 
var net—error :net—error—type); 

function mparent (var mid : mallpolnter) : mallpolnter; 
procedure passdata (var did—to—pass : mallpolnter: 

eId—of—recIplent : mallpolnter! 
var ercode ; net—error—type): 

procedure setdata Ivar did J mallpolnter; address—data. s(ze—of—data.: 
Integer; var ercode : net—error—type Is • 

function smbot = smpofnt; 
procedure TellDbug (rasg : line); C6.1.2.3.5.2.13 
procedure waltmall (var mid—to—wait—for :maI1poInter; C6.1.2.1B3 

var net—error i.iet—error—type); 
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Miscellaneous Routines 
f.................................................................... 
{ I 
( PROCEDURE PR1NAIL (PRINT MAIL) 1 
C 24 nov 80 1 

• • • " . . . . : 

CPURPOSE 
This procedure wtTI print out a picture of a selected piece of mall. 
DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 6.1.2.24 

AUTHOR) Jim Spann CREATION DATE: 20-Aug-79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
brought up to date jus, ZB mar 8? 
added results stuff Jns, 23 mar 80 
Report error If MID doesnt point to a valid mall type 
and removed TERROR procedure. Jus 15 apr 80 
added cmd_klnd and access rights stuff jms, 11 Jun BZ 
added concatenate string procedures, jms 6 aug 80. 
added mall—flags 24 nov B0, prm. 
LOCATION: NETLIB 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS & COMPILING INSTRUCTIONS j 
"specify the 0 option (optimize) when compiling" 
•»!-• Clnclude listings off! 
CCONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 

, _ j 
INCLUDE NET.TVPf 
CPROGRAM HEADER 
— — - — J 
program prima 11 (var Did smaf1 pointer); 
CINPUT ARGUMENTS 
raid • nail Id of selected mall to be printed 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
To get a printout of the mail, mid should be a valid mall ID-
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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J 
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I 3 
C FUNCTION PSEARCH - associate asell name with physical-machine ] 
C 16 Jun 79 ] 
"#I-" 

•PURPOSE 
I f an ase11 name 1s a physical lachlne name then return the 
IHVVhWfe (iThVyVAA 1! «aH«rt>iS,f(*V 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 

6 . 1 . 2 . 4 

AUTHOR: Pat He G o l d r l c k CREATION DATE: 24 June 79 

Converted t o compi l e under PRC, 21 o c t 7 9 . prm. 
added some comments, 16 Jun 8 0 , j i ts . 

MODIFICATION RECORD 

LOCATION: N c T l I B . P S J 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETER! 

"none" 

"CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 

I n c l u d e NET.TYP; "22 Oct 7 9 ' 

•PROGRAM HEADER 

V imp'aw V i f i W X t * \-<ro\ -• • c W r ^ , -v r r -pnaCn -• T ' n y s ' i i V u i r a r ' n l ne") "s "Poo'ieaif-

"INPUT ARGUMENTS 
vol * name to be searched. Four character name of a physical 

mach Ine. 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
PSEARCH - true If vol • name of a physical machine, otherwise 

• false) 
pmaeh * physical machine (see typt physlcal^machlne) that cooresponds 

with vol. If PSEARCH > filse then pmach <s undefined. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 

OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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FILE USAGE 
none 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
Simple linear search. 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function orllvol : char*, I s integer) : Integer: extern; 
char4 Is Identical to an Integer as far as the OR function 
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[ 3 
C FUNCTION NPKFD - network pack file discripter ] 
i 16 Jun 79 1 
• # • - • 

"PURPOSE 
Pack a network file descriptor tnto a biock useable by 
SVC 7. 

DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
6.1.2.3 .also see PKFD 6.7.12 for details on nfd.fd 

AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 22 June 79 

MODIFICATION RECORD 
Converted to compile under PRC, 24 oct 79, prm. 
added more comments, 16 Jun 80. Jms. 
LOCATION: NETLIB.OBO 

CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
"none" 

"CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIREO 
:ndude NET.TVPi '24 oct 79" 
Include CM.TVPi 

type 
n_fd_type * record "network file Id" 

fd i fd_type; 
pmach : physical—machine; 'physical mach. where fd resides" 

end-, 
"NOTE! fd_type Is 1n NET.TYP." 
•PROGRAM HEAOER 
program npkfd (afd i Integer: »ar nfd : n_fd_type; 

t/ar eurr_address : Integer: 
var ec : shortlnteger) ; boolean; 

'INPUT ARGUMENTS 
AFD * ADDRESS OF THE FIRST CHARACTER IN THE FILE ID OR 

THE ADDRESS OF A BLANK BEFORE THE THE FILE ID. 
A STRING OF BLANKS BEFORE THE FILE 10 IS OK. 

OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
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npkfd - TRUE IF PACK SUCCESSFUL 
FALSE IF SYNTAX ERROR 

nfd « network file Id (see n—fd—type, also svc 2,15) 
CURR-AOORESS - ADDRESS OF THE CHARACTER JUST AFTER THE 

FILE 10 IF CALL IS SUCCESSFUL. 
IF SYNTAX ERROR THEN THIS MAY BE THE ADDRESS 
OF THE ERROR (SEE SVC 2 PACK FILE DISCR1PTOR 
FOR MORE INFORMATION). 

CC = B IF NORMAL EXECUTION 
CC HAS A VALUE FROM 0 TO IS, THE BITS HAVE THE FOLLOWING 
MEANING: 

Zliei BIT SET IF VOLUME NAME DEFAULTED. 
9SBXZ BIT SET IF NUMERIC ACCOUNT PRESENT IN UNPACKED FD 
eiee BIT SET JF SYNTAX ERROR 
leee BIT SET IF NO EXTENSION PRESENT IN UNPACKED FD 

FOR MORE DETAILS ON CC SEE svc 2.IS IN OS-32 MANUAL. 
INPUT ASSERTIONS 
OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

FILE USAGE 
none 

RELATED PROCEDURES 

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

A network file Id Is of the form 
<net_f lle_1d> 

I I 
<volume> : <f11ename> . <ext> / <aee> 

"I 
l\ 

—<physlcal machine)— 
•"•I 
31 

—<network volume) 
4 

1) pnsch • this physical machine 
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volume • users default volume 
2) pmacn * this physical macklne 

volume * <volunie> 
3) pmach - <physlcal machine! 

volume * MT32 
A) pmach • NVMTCIJ .PMACH C wdere Network volume) • NVMTH1 .VOL3s 

volume • <network vo1ume> 
NOTE: filename, extent Ion, and account may be defaulted 

as per the rules In OS32/HT. 
This routine calls PKFD to p«ek the file descriptor and *hen 
checks the volume to determlie if It Is In the network 
volume mneumonlc table, NVMT In shared memory. Ef It Is fn 
NVMT the nfd.pmach is determ ned from the table. 
Otherwise, the volume Is tested to see If It Is a physical machl"«-
If so, nfd.pmach Is set by tie physical machine and the. volume 
is set to MT32 <the system volume on that machlneJ-
NOTES on the use of NPKFO. 
Each physical machine has a lystem voljme named MT32. 
The other volume names must )e placed In the NVMT 
If they are to be accessed bj other physical machines. 
Program NETCTRL allows the network operator to mark 
volumes on and off the netwoik (see 6.1). 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 
FOR ADDRESS YOU CAN USE THE FASCAL INTERNAL FUNCTION 
ADORESS(X): 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
function PKFD (afd : integerj vac fd : fd_type; 

var curr_address : Integer; 
var ce i short Integer > : boolean; extern; 

function snoot : smpolnt; extern; 
function thlsmach • physlcal_jnacl1ne; extern; 

function p5earch(vo7 i char*; vai p .' physlcal^machfne) ; boolean; 
extern; 
function tl(a. b : Integer) : bo«1e-.n; extern; 
SCRAT 
SOUEZ 
CROSS 
THISMACH PROG RETURN THE PHYSICAL MACHINE WE ARE ON. 
PURE 
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* function THISMACH : return physical machine we are running on * 
* 12 may BCF * 

* "PURPOSE 
* Return the Identity of the physical machine we are on. 
* DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 

6.1.4.3 
* AUTHOR: Pat He Goldrlck CREATION DATE: 2* June 79 
* 
* MODIFICATION RECORD 
* ...... ,_...._ __...._ •....«_ .... 
* added documentation box on front, prm, 4 feb 80 
* added more comments, 12 may B0, prm. 
- LOCATION: NETLIB.OBJ 

* CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
* «.--- _ — _ — -.__ 
* none 
* "CONSTANTS AND TYPES REQUIRED 
* physical—machine " (poffset.sys,tnj.strm,strt,sust,ves.fac.dbm.ddp.ddpbl; 
* Epoffset Is so sys.lnj,... will be numbered 1,2..., as It appears in 
* all tne mftf and perkln_clmer drawings] 
* "PROGRAM HEADER 
* function thlsmach : physical—machInej 
ENTRY THISMACH 
» "INPUT ARGUMENTS 
* none 

* OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 

* thlsmach * the physical machine upon which we are executing. 

* INPUT ASSERTIONS 

• OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
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FILE USAGE 
none 

RELATED PROCEDURES 
fmtpmach 
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 

This routine finds out the physical machine number from 
SVC 0, code 3. The physical machine number Is returned in 
register 3. 
SVC B parameter blocks 
Parameter blocks 
ALIGN 4 

parblk DB 0.3 
ADDITIONAL NOTES 

SVC 0 Is an LLL svc <see 7.1 for details). 
The svc 0 returns a machine number in the range 1. . lastmaehme. 
The machine number reflects the physical machine '.hat this 
code Is executing on. 
Since the machine number returned by SVC B code 3 Is a number 
the machine number returned by SVC 3 is the ORD of the physical 
machine number. Thlsmach converts the ORD to the enumeration as 
defined by physicsl_mach1ne. The conversion 1s done because the 
the caller references thlsmach as type physical machine whereas 
thlsmach returns short Integer. Because of the above there ts no need 
to modify this program when the physical—machine enumeration ts changed. 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
none 
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V ERROR HANDLING 
Most IPCS procedures return an error code, typed net_error_type. Most 

of the error codes tell the execute module about coding errors while others 
tell of recoverable or unrecoverable IPCS errors. 

The following error codes generally indicate a programming error: 

n_maI1—overflow 
n_no_own 
n_no_c Id 
n_zone_conftlet 
n_1ll_slze 
n_not_parent 
n_offsprIng_ex1st 
n_se.it_act Ive 
n_data_1S— 1n_use 
n_no_access 
n_no_sem 
n_no_data 
n_no_mld 
n_arg_err 
n_d a ta_n o t_ 1n_u se 
n_cant_queue_ma 11 , 
n_no_results, 
n_11 l_net_taskid, 
n_cmd_c hnged_owner 
n_1n_ma 1lbox 

'not enough room In ma 11" 
"caller does not own mall" 
"caller does not have valid eld" 
"local zone cmd cant access global" 
"caller gave illegal size" 
"caller not parent of ma 11 It 
Is trying to delete" 

"cant delete cmd with decendant" 
"cant delete active semaphore" 
"cant delete data that Is In use" 
"caller has no access to semaphore" 
"mid not a semaphore" 
"mid not data ma 11' 
"not oalId mal1 id" 
"Invalid arguments' 
"can't ALLOWRTN on data that's not In use" 
"see svcG queue parameter" 
"results don't exist" 
"syntax error in net task Id" 
"cmd changed owner while passing 
data mall to the cmd owner" 
"can't pass or delete mall in a mailbox" 

The following error codes Indicate a temporary IPCS error condition: 
n_no_space "not enough space for mall now, try again later" 
n_load_err "error loading task, this may be fatal I such as 

execute module doesn't exlstl or non-fats! (such as 
not enough memory for execute module now)* 

n_no_mem_ln_po "not enough memory In post office" 
The following are fatal IPCS errors and generally have to be corrected 

by the computer operator: 
n_lpcs_unava1lable "see computer operator* 
n_dba_too-smal1 
n_fatal_error, "can't talk to post office" 
n_no_response, "no response from callee machine, either cstlee's 
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machine Is down or eaiiee's post office Is not 
running* 

n_n-f1lnk_not_nl1 "software bug or hardware failure" 
n_cant_lock_mat1> "mall locked for long time" 
Most IPCS function calls do not return error codes. Whan an error 

occurs in one of these functions, a nessage 1s output and a breakpoint 1s 
taken to the debugger. 
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VI ADVANCED ISSUES 
There are many more ways to use and view the IPCS than have been 

previously described. This section is a catch-all to describe alternate 
points of view and methods of using the IPCS. We also introduce a more 
detailed discussion of command and data classes. 

Variable and Constant Parameters 
If we consider a command piece of mall to be a method of activating a 

remote process or procedure, then we should be able to describe the command 
in high level language terms. The following Is one method. 

EXECUTE-MODULE REM0TE10? 
Procedure entry OPEN ("u : log leal_un11—typei 

fd ! fITe—deacrIptcr—type; 
var ercode : 10 .error—type) i 

Procedure entry CLOSE C lu : log1cal_un1t~type; 
var ercode : 10—error—type>; 

Procedure entry READ (lu : logIcal_un1t_typei 
var rec—read : read—record—type• 
var ercode : 10—error—type>; 

Procedure entry WRITE (lu * logical—unit—type; 
rec—to—write : write—rec—type} 
var ercode ' 10—error—type); 

An execute module may wish to do the following: 
open a fllei 
Repeat 

read a 1ine; 
process the line; 

until end—of—file or error; 
The execute module could accomplish the above by Interfacing to {sending 
commands to) execute module, REMOTEIO. The execute module using REMOTE10 
could call Its own set of procedures, OPEN, CLOSE, READ, and WRITE that 
make commands and send them to exe:ute module, REMOTEIO, for execution. In 
this way, the IPCS calls are hidden from the main program (which simplify 
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the program greatly I. 

The constant parameters (those that can't be changed by a procedure) 
are placed In the start parameters part of the command. Variable 
parameters (those that can be changed by a procedure) are placed In the 
results part of the command. The following Is an example data structure 
for the command to REMOTEIDt 

"ercode can be returned as status" 
em_status—type » IO_error_types 
"remote_lo—function tells PSMOTEIO what to do" 
renote_lo_functlon_type » <R_OPEN, R_CLOSE. R_READ, R-WRITE): 
em_enid_type = record 

case function—code : remote—1o_function—type of 
R_OPEN : llu r logical_unIt-type: 

fd : fIle_deserlptor_type)i 
R-CLOSE, 
Ft—READ ! (lu : logical—unit—type)i 
R-WRITE : (lu : log 1ca1_un1t-types 

ree_to—write : wr tte— rec—type 1; 
end; 

cmd—results—type • record 
case function—code : remote—io—function—type of 

&_READ = ( rec_read : read—record—type); 
ends 

Since READ was the only routine to return results the ease on 
cmd_resuIts—type Is not needed {1t Is only shown here for illustration). 

Command and Data Classes 
Sometimes It is desirable to design an execute module that acts like a 

finite state machine, handling many commands from callers asynchronously 
and moving through a sequence of steps for each caller. Since each step 
may Involve the execute module making, passing and getting back mall, It 
may be necessary for the execute module to keep a state variable to resolve 
between similar returned commands or returned data mall, what step 1s to be 
performed next. One method Is to store the state variable In the cmd_c1ass 
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or data—class field when the mall 1s made. When a command or data Is 
returned, the above field Is Interrogated via CMOCLASS or DATCLASS and a 
decision as to what Is to be done next ran be made. The important point 
about classes In mall Is that the class field is set by the parent execute 
module at mall creation time and interrogated by the parent when mall 1s 
returned so that the parent can decide what to do next. 

Sometimes a parent will use the class field as a key to the typing of 
the data, results, or status In the command. The parent can do a case on 
the class field and call a procedure that will properly decode the results, 
data, or status. 
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33 

Sample Execute Module 

1 'TITLE EHSNElL J execute module sample." 
c 3 [ 
C 4 t EXECUTE MODULE EMSHELL - sample execute module (8 chars or less) 
! ! I 9 dec I960 
£ g • • • • • • • i n » 9 ( i i i 9 : = s i t a i i i » i n i H » > e E i » > i i : s i : i ! i e B s e : z a S « B S B 9 S = = 

7 . #|.. 
B -PURPOSE 

C 9 
c 10 Sample execute module. User can use this as an execute module 
C 11 shell and edit against It to create a new execute module. 
C 12 
C 13 DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
C 14 
C 15 put tn documentation number from SCOS manual. 
C 16 
C 17 AUTHOR: x CREATION DATE". dd «imm 1979 
C IB 
C 19 
C 2» MODIFICATION RECORD 
C 21 
C 22 
C 23 LOCATION: 
C 24 
C 25 
C 26 CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
C 27 • 

2B "none" 
29 
30 "CONSTANTS AND TVPES REQUIRED 

C 31 • 
32 INCLUDE EM.TVP| 

cmd—class—type • (no„cnd_class "user fills In the reit'li 
36 data-class~-type ° (no-data—class, data-msg_class "user fills In the rest'li 
37 
38 "users defines funct'on codes for his or her system here" 
39 
40 em_cmd_type • RECORD 
41 CASE system-code : system_code_type OF 
42 sc-scds : I f c - s c d s : f c s c d s - t y p e i 
43 start—parms : l l n e l i 
44 Cuser puts d e f i n i t i o n f o r h i s or her system h e r e } 
46 ENDi 
46 
4 7 cmd_resuIts-type = RECORD 
48 tput In your definition] 
49 ENDi 
5a 
51 em_date—type - RECORD 
52 Cput (n your data definition) 
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S3 mo, 
54 
56 check—point—type • f no—checkpoint "user fills In 

C 56 the rest of the m llestones" ) I 
57 
58 "PREFIX PROCEDURES 

C 59 
50 INCLUDE EMPREFIX.PROi 
61 
62 -PROGRAM HEADER 

C 63 
64 PROGRAM pt Cno arguments or change of name allowed) 
65 
66 -INPUT ARGUMENTS 

C 67 
C 66 Explain here what each Input argument In em_cmd—type Is. 
C 69 Also explain If any em-data_type arguments. 
C 70 
C 71 OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
C 72 
c 73 Explain here any outputs tern—cmd—status—type-or em—deta—types) 
C 74 
C 75 INPUT ASSERTIONS 
C 76 
C 77 
C 75 OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 
79 

67 

C 81 FILE USAGE 
C 62 

63 none 
BS RELATED PROCEDURES 
86 — -

ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
C 89 
C 91 ADDITIONAL NOTES 
C 92 -
C 93 
C 94 EXECUTE MODULES REFERENCED 
C 95 

95 
97 -EXTERNAL REFERENCES 95 
99 
100 t „ , „ • • > n > l i i B . e s g B B i l l . ' 101 -END-DOC-
102 -..=........ 
103 1 TVPES ) 
104 .=.==.ee.«.-
105 INCLUDE EMUUEN.TVPi Ctypea needed by procedure vrtienl 

[ VAR ] 
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108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
IIS 
lie 
li? 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
121 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
US 
146 
147 
148 
119 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
165 
156 
157 
156 
169 
160 
161 
162 

mossbuf ' llnei meestndex s Integer] 
eld s ma 1IpoI nteri 
cnd.pt ' em—cmd—pointer) 
remits t Integer* "should be typo you want to send bach" 
ercode i net_jerror_typei 
done ' boolean t 
event-notice : event-nottce-typet 
em_statufl : em-emd_status_typei 

PROCEDURE svc21ogm Imsg 1 llnei lant'-h 
extern] 

Integer^ linage 
I EXTERNALS 3 
boolean > t 

I IPCS ] 
( EXTERNALS ] 

FUNCTION encmdpt (VAR eld i mallpolnter) I enucmd-polnteri 
extern] 
FUNCTION emrestrt tefd : matlpotnter> : boolean] 
extern] 
PROCEDURE rtnmalKVAR mld_to—return ] malIpolnten 

VAR ercode * net_error_type)] 
extern] 
PROCEDURE setreslt (VAR eld w l 1 pointeri 

address-result tInteger] 
slzewof-result tIntegeri 
VAR ercode inet—error—type 11 

extern] 
PROCEDURE setstat (VAR C1d I nallpolnten 

status I em-cmd—status—type)] 
extern] 
PROCEDURE tqtlnlti 
extern] 
PROCEDURE when (event_set I euont_set_typei C6,1.2.583 

VAR event-notice : event—not Ice—type)] 
extern) 

f6.1.2.163 

I PROCEDURES ] 

PROCEDURE wrlteop) 
"write message In siessbuf to operator" 
BEGIN 
svc21ogm (messbuf. messlndex-1. false)) 
messlndex :> 1| 

END] 
t MAIN PROS I 

http://cnd.pt
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163 "InttlaMxe" 
164 tqtlnlti 
165 mass Index s=> li 
166 done ;• falsei 
167 
168 REPEAT 
169 whftn< te-new_cnd] i event—not I c e > i " w a i t t o get. command" 
170 e l d i - e v e n t _ n o t I c e . c I d t 
171 e e t _ c u r r e n t _ c I d ( c t d ) i " l e t system Know the c t d we a r e running 
172 cmd_pt :» eircmdptlc id ) i "get po in te r t o em_cnd" 
173 WITH cmd-pf* DO begin 
174 "process the comnu-nd" 
175 IF e n r e s t r t ( c l d ) "we a re being r e s t a r t e d " THEN begin 
176 (handle restart] 
177 END; C1F) 
178 Cput In command processing here} 
179 END. (WITH) 
180 "If you are returning results to the caller then" 
181 setreslt Cctd, address!results>, sl*etreaultsJ» ercode>t 
182 "check orcode here" 
183 setstat (eld, em_statua)| "return to caller the status" 
184 rtnmall (eld, ercodelt "send cmd back to caller" 
185 Cneed to have simple common error handling here) 
186 UNTIL donei 
187 END. Cend of program] 
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CROSS REFERENCE LISTING • IS DEFINITION • IS ASSIGNMENT 

-A-
AODRESS 1S1 
ADDRESS-RESI) •135 
-B-
BOOLEAN 115 121 129 
-C-
CHECK_POUT_ •55 CIO •111 •127 •in •134 •139 -17B 
CMD-CIASS-TY 34 
CMD-PT •112 -172 173 
C:<D_RESUITS_ •47 

-D-
DATA_CLASS_T 36 
DATA_MS6_CIA 36 
DONE •115 • 166 196 

-E-
EM 32 
ENPREFIX 

•127 
"68 172 

EMRESTRT •129 175 
EMWHEN •IBS 
EM-CMD-POINT 112 1Z7 
EN_CMO_STATU 117 .40 
E»_CMD..Tyrt 40 
EM-DATA-TVPE •51 
EH-STATUS •117 103 
ERCODE •114 •132 •137 181 194 
EVENT-NOTICE "116 116 •146 145 169 170 
EVENT-SET '144 
EVENT-SET-TV 144 
EXTERN •121 •12B •133 •133 •138 •141 
E_NEW_CMD 169 

-F-
FALSE IS6 16t 
FC-SCOS 42 
FC-SCDS-TVPE 42 

IMAGE "121 
V«.V(/yL It '•'M! *-'ltfb 
INTEGER 110 113 121 135 136 

-L-
LENGTH •121 
LINE 13 110 121 
-M-
MAILPOIKTER 111 127 129 131 134 139 
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MESSBUF *ll» 
HESSINDEX "III 
M1D_T0_RETUR "131 
HSG "121 

-H-

156 
166 

NET_ERROR_TY 114 132 
NO_CHECKPOIN 55 
NO_CMD_CLASS 34 
BO_DATA_CLAS 36 
-P-
P •84 
PRO *6«r 
PROGRAM •64 
-R-
RESULTS •113 161 
RTNMAIL •131 184 

-S-
SC-SCD5 42 
SETRESLT •134 181 
SETSTAT •139 1B3 
SET-CURRENT- 171 
SiZE iei 
SlZE_OF_RESU •136 
START-PARMS •43 
STATUS •140 
SVC2L0GM •121 1S6 
SYSTEM-CODE •41 
SYSTEM_CODE_ 41 

-T-
TOTINIT •142 164 
TVP 32 *1«5 
-W-
UHEN •144 169 
UR1TEOP •152 

OF CR 
64 IDENTIFIERS 

OF CR 

132 OCCURENCES , 
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Sample Under MTM Execute Module Under HTM 
1 -TITLE MTMSHELL i execute ifodulo sample for KTM." 
2 ",................ .. . = . = ,.,••"•«---"« .d = 

C S C 1 
C 4 C EXECUTE MODULE MTMSHELL * sample execute module <B chars or lessl.,1 
t i t 9 dec 1983 J 
C 6 > t 3 e s s r M « i d m e ! o s i > B i s i i < , , * 3 0 " , * , * " , " , , * , , : : , : " " s " « « » * e » i n = 3 = = = art 7 -*!-• 
s "PURPOSE 

C 9 J - - r-
C 10 Sanple execute module, l/ser can use this as an execute module 
C 11 shell and edit against 1* to create a new execute nodule. 
C 12 This execute module runs under HTM and can use the IPCS. 
C 14 DOCUMENTATION REFERENCES 
C IS, j •-
C 16 put In documentat ion nunilf a r f~om SCDS manual . 
C 17 
C IB AUTHOR: x CREATION DATE! dd mmir 197? C 19 J C 20 C 21 MODIFICATION RECORD C 22 j ---C 23 
C 24 LOCATION I 
C 25 - J — - — -
C 27 CONDITIONAL COMPILATION PARAMETERS 
C 2B J • 

29 CONST 30 debug - truer "for ncV during program development" 31 
32 "CONSTANTS AND TVPES REOCIRE" 
34 INCLUDE EM.TVP; 35 
36 cmd^c lass-type = <no-cmdj* l a s s "user fills In the rest")i 
37 
3B d a t a - c l a s s - t y p e « i n o - j d a t ' - c l a s s , da ta -msg-x lass "user f i l l s In t h e r e s t " ) ; 
39 
40 "users d e f i n e s f u n c t i o n dodes f o r h i s or her system here" 
42 em^cmd—type . RECORD 
*»T. *i,fcVt s y r ' n s m - t t i t a i *. 3 y s * L e m , c o6R_"t .ype Vr 
44 sc—scds ' t f c„scds : fc_scds_type i 
45 start—partus : 11ne) | 
46 Cuser piJts definition for his or her system hereO 
*7 ENDl 
46 
49 emd-resu Its-type = RECORD 50 Cput In your defInltton) 61 END) 
62 
63 em—data—type . RECORD 
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54 Cput In your data definition! 
55 END, 56 
57 check-point-type - (no_c h« c kP o t nt "user fills In C 5a the rest of the milestones")| 59 
60 "PREFIX PROCEDURES 

C 61 '" 
62 INCLUDE EMPREFIX.PROi 
63 
64 •PROGRAM HEADER 

C 65 '• 
66 PROGRAM p (VAR parm_lfne : Hneli Cprogram must be called p3 
6B "INPUT ARGUMENTS 

C 69 r - ,-
C 70 This module assumes that the operator will Input some start parameters '" 
C 71 In parm-llne, but you ca n change the cede to >nake It do what you lfke> OUTPUT ARGUMENTS 
C 72 
C 73 
Hi 
C 76 INPUT ASSERTIONS 
e 77 
C 79 OUTPUT ASSERTIONS 

none 

c 81 
C 62 FILE USAGE 
C 83 
C 84 
c as 
C 86 RELATED PROCEDURES 
C 87 
C 89 ROUTINE DESCRIPTION 
c ga 
C 91 
C 92 ADDITIONAL NOTES 93 
: 94 
96 CONST 
96 mall—zone • globalt »;one In which this program Is to run" 

: 98 EXECUTE MODULES REFERENCE" 
: 99 . 
10 _ 01 "EXTERNAL REFERENCES 

C 102 
C 183 
C 104 105 "END-DOC" 106 [flBIBB=B79^ B 

c : « , Li::u..A 
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10g INCLUDE EMWHEN.TVPi Ctypes needed by procedure when) 
[ CONST 1 
= = ===,=, = = = = 5 
C = = = " " " « * 
t VAR 1 

110 
C 111 
C 112 

113 
C 11< 
C 119 

IIS VAR 
j[7 net-error net,_e,-Por—type! 
lig eld ;ma1lpolnteri 
j jg messbuf '• 1 In,, 
120 messlndex Mntfegeri 
121 event-notice :eveht_notice_typet 
122 t=====aa===%n 

C 123 I EXTERNALS 1 
C 12* =. = =. = ..» — ») 

126 PROCEDURE BREAKPNT <LINE_NLm : iNTEGERll EXTERNi 
126 PROCEDURE svc21ogm (msg : linei length : Integer! Image : boolean)! 
127 extern) 

C 12? I IPCS ) 
C 130 [ EXTERNALS ) 
C 131 ..aa».e....t-

132 PROCEDURE loglpcse (ercode :net-error-typei 
133 string M i n e ! 
134 llne_nuh :Integer! 
138 debug_on :boolesn>! 
136 externi 
137 PROCEDURE nmarkon (zone ••poBtal_2one_typei 
138 VAR eld ;ma1 loa;(\tecl 
139 VAR ercode : net—error-type )| 
144 externi 
141 PROCEDURE rtnma11<VAR mtd_t D_ r oturn : ma I 1poInter! 
142 VAR ercode j net_error_type ) i 
143 externi 
144 PROCEDURE tqtlnlti (£.••?.16} 
146 externi 
146 PROCEDURE when <event_set : event_set-typai C6.1.2.59) 
147 VAR event-notice '• event_not lce_type > t 
148 extern; 
149 £a===s.ae=e*„„ 

C 150 [ PROCEDURES ] 
C IS! .c»». = » » * „ ) 

152 <*«««•«.««••.••..•»••..••«•»..,.„„.»«........,.«..,......•...•.•.•...*., 
153 HtDCttMl y/rlteaumsi 
154 I . . . . * . * * * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . . , , . , 
155 "write what Is In nessbuf tt> the HTM user" 
156 BEGIN 
157 svc21ogn> (messbuf, mesgtndex-1, false)! 
158 mess1~dex t = li 
159 ENDi Cwrltemeas) 
160 
t 6 1 <«..•........*..............».......... ,., 
162 FUNCTION valld_parm_lIne !bt, 0le a„, 
163 |••««•«»•«..«..............k............................................ 
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164 "This function evaluates the operators Input arguments In parm_11ne 
C 168 and returns true if they are ok, otherwise an error Is logged" 

166 BEGIN 
167 Cput In you argument handling here} 
168 valld_parm_lIne s- truei 
169 END I 
170 

PROCEDURE slgnon-to-IPCSt 
174 "This procedure signs the flaller on to the InterProcessarCoromumlcatIdnSystem." 
175 BEGIN 
176 nmarkon (mal1_aone,c1d,n4>t-«rror )| 
177 IF net—error <> n—no—crrer THEN begin 
178 loglpcse (net—error,'attemptIng to narkonf:0:)'.1Inenumber,debug): 
179 END I CIF3 
180 ENDi Cs1gnon-to_lPCS3 
181 
182 (...«...............•.....*«....«.«.....«. — .........•..«.««....«..«••) 
183 PROCEDURE slgnof f_IPCS| 
184 <•••«••••••••••••..•.•••••»••••«.••••••••*••«••«»••«•«••«••••••••••«••> 
185 "This procedure signs the caller off of the InterProcessorCoraraunlcatlonSystem. 
186 BEGIN 
107 rtnnall I « Id , „ot_ci i ei I t 

188 IP net-error <> n-no-error THEM begin 
189 loglpcse (net-error,'attempting to sIgnoff(10:>',1Inenumber.debug 11 
190 ENDi EIF J 
191 ENDi Cslgnoff-lPCSJ 
192 (........„.. 

C 193 [ MAIN PROS 1 
C 194 ..........d.) 

196 BEGIN Enatn program! 
196 " I n i t i a t i o n " 
197 t q t i n l t i 
198 mess Index :- li 
199 
200 IF valld-parm-llne THfN begin 
201 slgnon_to_IPCS| "this task" 
202 IF net—error • n—noverror THEN begin 
203 Crun your execute modules and 

C 204 wait for then td finish here) 
205 slgnoff-IPCSt "this task" 
206 ENDi C1F3 
207 ENDi C1F) 
208 END. Cmaln program) 
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CROSS REFERENCE LISTING * IS DEFINITION - IS ASSIGNMENT 

BOOLEAN 126 135 162 
BREAKPNT •125 

C-
CM£CK_POINT_ •57 
CID •118 "138 176 
CMD_CLASS_TY •36 
CMD_RESULTS_ «49 

-D-
DATA_CLASS_T • 38 
DATA_MSG_CLA 38 
DEBUG *3jtr 178 1B9 
OEBUG-ON •135 

• E -
EM •34 
EMPREFIX •62 
EMWHEN * IJET9 
EM_CMD_TVPE •42 
EM-DATA—TYPE *53 
ERCODE •132 "139 •142 
EVENT_NOTIC6 •121 121 •147 
EVENT_SET •146 
EVENT_SET_TV 146 
EXTERN •125 "127 •136 

-F-
FALSE 15? 
FC_SCDS 44 
FC-SCDS-TYPE 44 

•G-
GLOBAL 96 

•I-
IMAGE "126 
INCLUDE •34 "52 •109 
INTEGER 120 125 126 

-L-
LENGTH •126 
LINE 15 66 119 
LINENUMBER 178 189 
LINE-NUM •125 "134 
LOG1PCSE •132 178 189 

•M-
MAILPOINTER 1 18 138 141 
MA1L_Z0NE •96 176 
HESSBUF •119 157 
MESSINDEX •12B 157 = 153 
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MID-.T0-RETU8 •141 
MSG •126 
-N-
NET-.ERROR •117 176 177 178 
NET_ERROR_TY 117 132 139 142 NMARKON •137 176 NO-CHECKPOIN 57 NO-CMD-CLASS 36 NO_DATA_CLAS 38 
N-NO-ERROR 177 188 202 

-P-
P •66 PARM-LINE *66 POSTAL-ZONE- 137 
PRO •62 PROGRAM •66 
-R-
RTNMAIL •141 187 

-S-
SC-SCDS 44 SIGNOFF-IPCS •1B3 205 
SIGNOIt_TO_IP •172 201 START_PARMS •45 STRING •133 
SVC2L0GM •126 157 SfSTEW-CODS *43 
S¥STEM_C005_ 43 

-T-
TQT1N1T •144 197 
TRUE SB 168 
TVP •34 •109 
-V-
VAl.ll>_PARM_l •162 =•168 zess 
-W-
UHEN •146 WRIUMESS •153 

-T.-
ZONE •137 

OF CROSS *EFEI*fciu.t 
66 IDENTIFIERS 
1Z6 OCCURENCES 

187 IBS 202 
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ESTABLISHING EXECUTE MODULES 

After an execute module Is written and complied. It must be established 
as a task with TET C3I. An established task Is one that Is suitable for 
execution and has an extension of .TSK. TET accomplishes four major 
things. 

TET links In the execute module's driver program. The driver program 
runs before the user's program and initializes the stack, heap, and other 
important data structures. Currently there are two driver programs that 
the user can choose from, EMDVR and IPCSDVR. The IPCSDVR 1s larger than 
EHDVR and allows the user to pass the program start parameters via the 
execute line <ST .START-FARMS). Normally the TPCSOVR Is only used when a 
program is to be directly executed from an MTM terminal with start 
parameters (such as In the example In Appendfx Z). 

TET sets the execute module's Initial task status word <TSW> which 
allows the execute module to receive mall. 

TET links In or resotves any external references of the users, the 
IPCS, or the data base. 

TET lets the user specify the amount of stack and heap space needed for 
the execute module. (This Is done with the EXPAND command.) If the user 
specifies too little space, then the execute module will blow up at run 
time with a stack or heap overflow. If the user specifies too much spaee, 
memory will be wasted. 

Two CSS's are provided to help the user establish air execute module. 
EMESTAB and 1ESTAB. When either of these CSS's are executed, a .TET file 
is created (If one doesn't already exist). EMESTAB produces a TET that 
will have TET link In EMDVR, while IESTAB will have TET 1fnk In IPCSDVR. 
Renemt^r that EMESTAB and IESTA8 only act differently If the .TET file 
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doesn't already exist, and a new one has to be made. A user can find out 
more about the above CSSs by typing their name Into an MTM terminal without 
arguments (for example: EMESTA3>. 

An exampli. TET command (.TET) file follows. 

LOG 
JOB EXAMPLE 
EST TA 
OPT NOCON 
MXSPACE 4000 
EXPAND 4 
PRIO 130,130 
TCOM LH/8/R0/512 
TCOM LHDB/10/RO/512 
TCOM SM/12/R0/512 
TCOM SMDB/U/RO/512 
TSW 4201DE00,00000160 
ABS 160 
IN MT3Z-.EMDVR.OB0/S 
INCLUDE EXAMPLE.OBJ 
IN MT32:PASERROR.0B0/S 
IN MT32:PAS0EBUG.0BJ/S 
IN MT32;SVMDEBUG.0BJ/S 
EDIT MT32-.D1SKLIB.OB0/S 
RES MT32SRENLIB.RTL/S 
IN MT32:C0MMO«S.OB0/S 
BUILD TA,EXAMPLE.TSK 
MAP 
END 

Notice that the default TET command file does not allow floating point 
and assumes the user wishes to use the sym6offc debugger. These opt fans can 
easily be changed, but removal of option NOCON would allow an execute 
module to control tasks via SVC S. The IPCS prevents execute nodules 
without the NETOPft access rights from doing control. For more Information 
on TET see reference 3. 
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IPCS ERRORS 

The following are IPCS error codes that can be returned from 1 P C S 

procedures. For more Information see section V on error handling. 

net_error_type (n_n©—error, 
n_ma11_overf low, 
n_no—space, 
n_no_own. 
n_dba_too_smal 1, 
n_no_c I d, 
n_zone_conf 1 let. 
n_1l 1_s1ze, 
n^nct—parent, 
n_off spr1ne_ex<st. 
n_sem_active, 
n _data_1s_m_use. 
n_nO—access, 
n_no—sem, 
n^no—data, 
n_fata l_error , 
n_n 0.1111 d, 
n_arg_err, 
n_1l l_state , 
n_n o_response, 
n_load_err, 
n_q_f 1 1nk_not^l 1 , 
fi_ data_not_1n_uie. 
n_eant_queue—mall , 
n_cant_lock_mail c 
n_.no—results, 
n_no_mern_ I n_po, 
n_t1l_net_task1(. 
n_cmd_chnged_ow>er, 

n_1pcs_unava1 la>le, 
n_ln_ma1 lbox, 
n^ 

"not enough room In mall" 
"not enough space for mall or t*s^ now" 
"caller does not own mall" 
"fatal error" 
"caller does not have valid eld' 
"local zone cmd cant access global" 
"caller gave Illegal size" 
"caller not parent of mall It 
1s trying to delete" 

"cant delete cmd with decendant' 
"cant delete active semaphore" 
"cant delete data that Is 1n us#" 
"caller has no access to semaphtfre" 
"mid not a semaphore" 
"mid not data mall" 
"serious error, cant talk to po**- office" 
"not valid mall id" 
"Invalid arguments" 
"mall In Illegal state" 
"no response from callee machine" 
"error loading task" 
"see hntqe" 
"see svc6 queue parameter" 
"mall locked for laoq, tAme" 
"results don't exist" 
"not enough memory In post off1e'e" 
"syntax error In net task Id" 
"cmd changed owner wh'le passing1 

data mall to the end owner" 
"cant delete mall In inallbox" 
"space for next one"); 

http://n_.no�


UNIMPLEMENTED 

The section contains a 11st of IPCS 
at the time this manual was written, 
activities, type Into MTM "NEWS IPCS." 

PS, PC and V are just temporary 
eventually work as advertised (currently 

Currently execute modules are not r 
upon which they are running dies. 
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FUNCTIONS 

functions that were not Implemented 
To see current Information on IPCS 

Implementations. PS. PC and V may 
PC works Just like PS), 
started when the physical machine 
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GLOSSARY 

Active execute module: 

C J D : 

Command: 

Data nia 11 : 

D ID : 

E v e n t - d r 1 v e n : 

Execute module: 
MID: 

Logical Machine: 

net_task_ld: 

Ownersh1p: 

Parents: 
Physical Machine: 

in execute nodule that has been Initiated by the 
IPCS and currently has command nail. 
abbrev lat 1on for command identification. A C1D Is 
used by the IPCS to Identify command mall. 
mall used to activate an execute module and give it 
start parameters. 
mail used to communicate data from an execute 
module to one or more active execute modules. 
abbreviation for data Identification. A. DID Is u;ed 
by the IPCS to Identify data mall. 
an execute module that 1s quiescent until an event 
occurs. 
any task that can be Initiated by the IPCS. 
abbreviation for mall Identification. A MID 1s used 
by the IPCS to identify mall without concern for 
the type of ma 11 . 
a collection of execute modules that work together 
to produce a desired result. A logical machine 
runs on a physical machine and may be moved from 
one physical machine to another. 
the method that IPCS uses to Identify an execute 
module. It consists of the logics) or physical 
machine that the execute module runs on and the 
execute module's taskname. 
an execute module 1s said to own a command between 
the time the command Is successfully passed to the 
execute module and the time that the execute module 
successfully returns It. When an execute module 
owns a command. calling procedure CHDOWNER will 
return the execute module's net_task_ld. An 
execute module 1s said to own data when the execute 
module owns the command that Is the parent of the 
data ma 11 . 
the execute module and command that created mall, 
computer hardware consisting of a CPU, memory and 
perphlerals. Physical machines can fall. 

Semaphore: mall used to control access to a shared resource 
among competing execute modules. 
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SEMID: abbreviation for semaphore Identification. A SEMID 
Is used by the IPCS to Identify semaphore nail. 

Servers: execute modules that have exclusive access to a 
resource and perform functions upon the resource 
based on requests from other execute nodules. 
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